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ABSTRACT 
It is a coNtan1 challenge for kinderg* teacherr to c m  l d g  experiences 
and find mamials to men curriculum objeetivcs, in addition U, their 0th- daily dmier. 
Thmfors. I hDvs developda Ikmmtie uniI forkidergarten which messes early literacy 
and inlegates all the subject area.. 
The unit. Going Pl~1ces. explores ths social sodies topia of tmwwmfion and 
safny. This curriculum package includes a theoretical hmework oo the functions or 
uws of language and dirm- on early lit- and how the !dodqmtcnshild I-.
as well ns detailed objectives Inson plans. wouree liJu and doewneoted copier of 
resources, to implement a month-long themiltie wit 
Going Placer is bavd on a functional mmmunieations m c t i v e  f a  lraming 
language. The theoretical information comer primarily fmm Allen, Bmwn and YaNin'vin'r 
(1986) book Lemning Lrmguage mough Communica(i~)n: A Funetioml Pcrrpectk. 
Much of the h e o v  included hem can be credited to Michael Halliday (1969.1975.1994) 
andothm such as F d  Smith (1977). The sommunisative functions cmphasircd are the 
informative, affeetivs, imaginative. rirualinis and persuasive fundons. The research 
component outliner the funcfional prrpectivc and the uniL Going Plrxes, is built amand 
this perspective or framework. 
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FOREWORD 
Kindsrganen teachers in the province ofNewfoundland and Labrador have hsd 
littlecuniculum guidance to help them effectively do theirjobs Until this year, the 
kinderganencurriculum guide that the D e m e n t  of Education pmvided for teachers 
wsr outdatedand insuffieimt. Education har I&en many N ~ S  s i n e  then with such 
notiom as whale language learning. rrrourscbavd Learning and soop"ative I-. 
The GovsmmentofNewfoundland and Labrodor (1997) has recently provided teachers 
with a new Underganen guide. Eorly Beginnings! While this r e s o w  is mom e m n t  
and i n f d v e ,  nome teach- prefer to have a curriculum guide that integrates all the 
subject areas into thematic units that they can w i l y  ux in their ela~lmoms. 
Kindergarten cannot be bmken down rnto subject area. Children's p e p t i o n  of 
the world is whale. They are not aware drubjeco or subject changer. They will not 
undernand why they must put away the writing that they are enjoying m do mathematics. 
As Law (l%6) pointedout, children come to school whole. with no way to slice them 
into parts. Why would we uy to compamnentalin their curriculum? Thsrzfae. most 
kindergarten edueamr~ choose to kwh  using thematic units. 
While Ihs wurce,  Early Expcriemes (Eden, 1983) provides mini-themes, lhq 
are priman'ly blanguags aru-baxd and are not &cii11110 101010 the &Ic &I year. 
Therefore. in implmmting the cunisulum by a unit approach it is primarily the 
responsibility of each teacher to develop their own units. 
ooodmaa (1986) sdvocated usmg m t 8  mth ch~ldrm. He proposed mat8 mt 
pmwdes a fed porn fa mquuy, for the - of language, and for eogmQve 
development It sbould lovolve pupils m p l m ,  and eve them cho~ces of mmCnac, 
relevat acumhes mthm pduotlye sludm 
Obvtausly, lt ls a oomtad c h l k g e t o  cnafe 1- expmmes and find 
mat& to meetthe eumculmn &j&vw far !anAmgarta~ a d r e n ,  besides the other 
M y  a a teacher must face Tharfae, I have deve1ap.d a themahe mf wtuch 
$xe%s wly htnacy and lnfegmts all the sub]& a m 8  Any bdrrgartsn @er m #xs 
pmvmoe coulduse thxs umt 
Tbe mt, Gong Places, aplorrs the S d  ~ G S  topcs of !mmpmmon and 
safety. anappm@ theme for Luuler&%m cMdrpm 'Ems oumculum w e  mI& 
a f h m r e h c a l ~ v e o e t h e ~ w m ~ o f ~ c , s s r l y h t u a c y , a e d h a v t h e  
kindergarten cluld luuns, wth b l e d  okqDctl~8, Iosscm ~18114 mome hsu and 
docnmeaed copies ofresou~~es, to lmplament a month-long thrmimo unrt 
TEEinumcAL FluMlCWORK 
Gotng Plocrs n bkzd on a hwaod ~~mnmrahons pempchve for learmng 
Isn&wg~ Tbe tbearetlral tn€orm%U011 wms pnmdy from Allen, B m  a d  YaMnaMns 
(198s) book, h w " g  Languop Tbmgh C ~ ~ ~ t m h o n  A Funcnonal Perspchw 
Much of thctbxy w l &  hne can k d i e d  to mhae l  W d a y  (1%9,1975,1994) 
a i d  dotbcrs suohas FranL Smth (1977) The sechoos below ouihne ~ ~ V P  md 
the unit Going Ploeer. b built amund this baric prsmiss. 
Comm~lnlntioo 
Communication has beem amund ever since m i y  h d  attempt m r h m  
meaning with othsn. Whethathrough a series of gruno, haal signals. or asfllcmcd 
language, human kings have spoken with cashother, arprrnsing their feeling.. 
exchanging id-. giving information or d i s t h g n d s n .  One muld say thal 
communication il one of the most impnant pmmscs horn to humankind. Ar social 
kings, the ability m communicau. allows people lo work together and live harmoniously 
with each ather. It also mabln them to  pas^ on e u l m  and make t e c h n ~ ~ o g i ~ d  and 
scientific advancements that s s p m e  hwnaos from the animals. Therefore, it w e m ~  
appropriate Lhat formal education would rmu teaching children how to communicate 
more effwivcly with cach othpr. 
According to Hemingo l1994), the word "communicate" comes horn the Latin 
eomm&ieiie, which mans  W e  sommon or make knownm: commmie.+e derives horn 
conrm&is. which means "'camman"(p. 8T). This suggests that eomunisation in a social 
process A o w  ultimate purpose is a mmmon undsntandiog - zilnity wiUlin the social 
gmup. The school elassmom is a xlcial arena in which children will participate for many 
y-. Teachers must foster thc'i students' gmwh in mmmunieating witheach other and 
p q m e  them as communicaton in the school. the community and rasiew iwlf. 
For themosr part in our -iW. language is the mode of communication, whether 
4 
it is verbal, nonverbal mwrimn language. All- Bmwn and Yawin (1986) defined 
language as ?he system of s i p  and symbols that a b l e s  YF to make m e  ofom world 
and infcnrniians with others" (p. I I). Language, them w e s  many plnporer that 
motivate its aequirition. 
P~rpwes  0fLmpll.g~ 
Childrm 1- language naturally (Allen elol., 1986: Goodman, 1986). Thy 
have a communicative p v  in mind. The purpose for communicating provider rhe 
motivation for learning. This purpone might be to give and receive information: to 
express feelings or empathize with the feelmgs ofotherr; for the creative and appreciative 
joy it briogr; to undernand and &cipe.re in society; to influence others and to respond 
as others wek m influenee them (Allen cr 01.. 1986). While achieving their goal, children 
o h  employ all the language modes - reading, writing. listening, and sped4ng. 
Childrm have I-ed language &ilk, thst teachers so oRen s m s  and t ech  in blation 
in school, whpn they need them to accomplish their mmmunisstion purposes (Allen a 
01.. 1986). It is ths job of teashers to pmvide the oppommitier and exp3riencer which 
give childrm thc motivation they need. 
Halliday (1969) pointed out that "language is, for the child, a rich and adaptable 
instrument for the realiration of his [riel intentions; there is hardly any limit to what he 
[sic] can do with it" (p. 27). 
Goodman (1986) spoke about language in this way: "language enabler US to share 
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our experience, Ieam fmm each other. plan together, and W l y  enhances our intellcn 
by l i i  our mink with 0th- ofour kid" (p. I I). 
Obviously, children begin f h e i  language exp r imer  long before they enm the 
school dm-. Thy leam about spoken and written language by watching and listening to 
role modclr who are using language as a tool to accomplish panieularand self-evidmt 
ends (Smith. 1982). Parmu m e  as models at home gl they read the newspaper and 
.mite the hegmery list. At rchwl. teachem must m m  their -dens where they a x  and 
cultivate their language use and develop literate beings. The children's teachas thm 
bemme their literacy models. 
Hennine (1994) stated that childrso become more effective language u s m  
thmugh natural raial  interaction in which they heye and express meanings and actively 
uoe language in all iu  fonnr. She went on to say that thin a- in elasmom 
mmmvnities in which smdentr interact and mllabarate narurally with one another as well 
as think, writs, and read independently. Children make meaning with language a they 
m d y  science, mathematia, history. and music. Thee content area subjects become the 
purpose and motivation for using and learning language. 
According to F& Smith (1977). thm are obvious implications ofthio 
functional approach to language Isaming; fmly. language is ""likely to be learned in 
rimations where it has no apparmt utility, and secondly, mastery of lome uses for 
language doer not entail familimity with all i u  u s q  and conversely that inability to 
employ language for some purpose does not necessitate a l a d  of eompetena in 
language iuclf(p. 638). 
~ l l s n ,  Bmwn and Y a ~ i n  (1986) stated rhnt t h m  M five msb purpasss of 
language. nca are informing, expressing feelings orafTen. imagining. "oJalidng and 
p d i n g .  These p-ws of communicationme co-n in everyday life. S i s  they 
are uwd by and are impartant to children, as well as to adds in a eommuni~a6ve society, 
they should all be refleeted in the x h w l  ewridum. 
&fore outlining the five pvpases of Allen er 01.. it is interesting to note the 
models of language ha wne proposed by M.A.K. Halliday in 1969, nearly fwo d-der 
before: 
I~rmmenrol  model (the "I -1" funstion): the child becomes aware that 
language is used as a m a n s  of getting things done (p. 28). 
ReguIaIo~y model (the.IYdo as I tell you" funcrion): the use of langvage to 
regulate the behaviourof others (p. 29). 
In1eeoc11on~11 model (the "me and him" function): Ihe use of language in 
the interanion bemeen the self and othm (p. 30). 
Perr,,,nai model ([he 'hm I corn.' fwctton) the ch~ld'r auarmu, of 
language as a form o f  ha [SKI awn mdondud~ty Thmugh l h ~ r  f v l e l ~ o n  
Ilalldav ?ueemcd La eh~ldrcn arr cnablcd tooffer to romconc elre thr ~- -- , ---- ~ 
which is uniaue to thmselves. to make nublie thei own individualities: 
and thin in rum reinfo- andcm~es  these i n d i v .  31) 
Heuristic model ( b e  Tell me why" fundon): language as a means of 
invsnigating reality, a way of learning aham Ihings (p. 31). 
Imagimiiw model (the "la's pretend" Tundon): the child user language 
m create bir [sic] own enwonmat; MI m 1- about how Ihings are but 
to make them as he [sic] feels inclined (p. 32). 
Rcwesent~?Iional madel(be 4've got romething to tell you" function): a 
means of ~ommunieathg about romeching. orexpressing pmporitiom (p 
33). 
It is e w  for adults, when attempting to formulate id- about the o a m  of 
language, to be simply unawm of what language meam to children This is not beeauv 
they no longer we language in the m e  variety ofdiffem hurdons, but because they 
0%" only c o ~ ~ i o u s l y  anend to the repmentational €umtion. Consequently, the 
mmsponding modcl is the only om to be mmaliled. But fmm a child's p i n t  of viov, 
thir is an unrsdistie pi- of language. since it accounts for only a fragment of Ihsir 
toml awareness of what languhgc Is (Halliday. 1969). Teachers need to k aware of all 
there language madelr or purpolesso that somunieation doer not result in a constant 
one-sided monologue of information in the classroom. 
It is interesting to note that Halliday also mentioned a "ritual" modcl of language. 
but did not include it in his l ie  of functions. He felt that it plays no part in the child's 
expricneeatall. He raid thir model is "Ihe image of language internalired by those for 
whom language is a means of showing how well one was brought up; it downgrades 
language to the level of table-mannm"(p. 33). H o r n ,  as pmpred by the " t d i d ~  
fundon of language (Allen er 01.. 1986). it has a gaterrole Ulan initially suggested by 
Halliday. 
Frank Smith (1977) adopted Halliday's revenmadsls of language and added thra 
of his own to define his 'W of language. He contended with Halliday that in orderto 
undc-d language and teach ic teachers must fim underPtand Ihe mind of the language 
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I-. These lists of language w r  or functions attmrpt to define how children n a d l y  
urc language. The three ema uses which Smith included am: 
Diveetivi: "Enjoy this." Thir use ineludes puru. jokes, riddles. 
A u I h o h o i I ( ~ t i v e / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e r U ~ I :  "How it must be." Thir includes m~es. laws. 
regulatiow, egmmens. cantracll. 
Peprul ing:  "How it was.'' This hircotaiw mods, hirmrier, diaries. 
notes scorer (p. 640). 
Smith (1977) mprvd that thir list cannot be considered complete, 9ndced such a 
catalog would have to s o w  all of human psychology" (p. 639). As well. he suggested 
that the catsgoria are not exhaustive and are probably owlapping. 
Thesc eategoria above by both Halliday and Smith can be compared to thme 
pmpared by Allen et al. (1986) which me dealt with in more depth hne. since this is the 
rpceifte hamework chosen to be applied to thir currisvlum unit development Thus, cash 
ofthe five communication purposes are outlined in more detail bslow. including ways in 
which cash can be integrated into the nfhml eunicvlum. 
Commuoi~live Purpose 
Infomalive ConmunioUoo 
lnformativc communication ir at the hemof the hsmtire rchool curriculum. 
Thmugh d i n g ,  writing, listening, and spealring. children p m a r  i n f o d o n  across the 
curriculum. As children learn about ssimse, mathematics, and xrial  studies they may 
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also gmw in informative communication skills (Allm a o l ,  1986). Kinderganen 
children mun realin that they can find out things by reading. Much of the d ' d i n g "  
will be done by the tcaeher. b w m .  the chiIdrrn5hould have access to sources of 
i n f o d o n  including b w b  (fiction aod nonfiction). children's magazines. reponr 
announamenu, bwk review. t m b w b ,  and encyclopsdhsntrisr. In addition, mapa. 
ehanr graphs, globes. posters. radio and television programs, films. dictionaries. 
computer tmninalr, and i n f o d  exchanger an all so- of information they can use 
(Allen el  d, 1986). The seetion Learning MaleeinIs (under The Learning Enviro~lent) 
insludes a much larger list of possible sower  of information. 
Listsning is diffisult for tive-year-olds. meir behaviourr when limning suggest 
having ohm mention -. Whcn prermting informationorally about social SNdie0, 
science, and other nubjem. therefore. teachers should help children to l i e n  effectively 
and rhould seek a u m e  that the information is being understood (Allen e t d ,  1986). It 
is the teacher's raporuibility to present infomration increative and varied m c t  
captivate their interest. Allen el a/. (1986) suggested vibrant and interesting ways, 
including animated physical delivery, crprrrsive v o d  behavioq references to d e n t  
intere* intriguing quutions, and dramatizations. Childrendo not mcd m know haw to 
read to actively fwd out h u t  rhingr. By using their lincning rliillr, kinderwten 
children can do simple -h when given the opportunity and the moureer. 
Teachers can include three typer of informative message0 in their suniculum: 
& d o n s ,  daeriptionr, and explanations (Allen a o l ,  1986). Direstions can take such 
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diverse Lmr as checklists. mvel i M e s .  miper, how-to bmb. maintenance 
manuals, and eomputsr-assisted insmrction. The ability to eompaw and eomprehsnd 
dersriptivcmcuagss 3hould be f ~ m s  the mb jm fields. Dewriptions need to be 
accurate, mmplee and they must have unity. The teacher might ask a Lindergarvn child 
to describe his or k pa or how to the rest of the class, then uk the class to draw a 
picture ofwhat was described. Young childmn can also compose explanations. The 
teasher may ask a child to explain why it is importsnt to wear aseat belt w k n  riding in a 
vehicle. Same exporitory devises hat on bc used in explanations include: definitions. 
exatnplcs. mtinics. visual materials. compariwm./Eonuam. repetitions. descriptions, 
restatements. and qqvottitins (Allen e l  of., 1986). 
According to Allen el a1 (1986). among the informative b o b  Lhat intmsr young 
children am thore dealing with games, animal% hobbies, joks  riddles, jump rope jingles. 
nature, popic. and places. Thcmatis units should be planned mound information b t  
interesw the children Again intmsr will ereate motivation to toleam and motivation to 
l e m  will pmmote language uw and the acquinitian of lituasy s!dlls. 
Allen, Bmwn and Yatvin(1986) gave some exhorntin for teachers who ne& to 
develop the iinfomative communication skills of childrm: teachers should (1) emphasize 
the role of d i n g  and l i n g  in elassmom learning, (2) cnsomp s N d W  to write 
and r p a k  about information, (3) resognia thc imponance of attention in infolormalive 
communieatio& and (4) develop the student's appreciation for the importance of 
organization in infoma6ve communication @. 240). The firnthrre are most ~ l ~ a n t  in 
I I 
the kindergarten elamoom. Informative communication will undoubtedly play a major 
mle in their school career, possible at the crpenne of some of the othsn. 
A K M i ~ ~ C o m m l m i ~ t i o n  
Simply defme& affcstivc communication means mesages or exchanges that 
have as their pi- purp- the expression of feelings" (Allen er 01.. 1986, p. 245). 
To enhance affective mmmlmicatian, Urr Lidergratmelamaom m a  be a 
~omfoltable nvimnmsnt in whish children feel safe and lice to I& about how they feel. 
Fundamental to nuch an cnvimnmf in aeaeher who believa children have worthwhile 
and interesting thlngs to say. who l i N N  amcntively to what they say, who fnds ways to 
help them ray what they waot to ray. who provides models of language uwd with power 
and skill. and who creates oppormnitier for them to use language for meaningful and 
varied pvrponss of their own (P-e. 1992). Teachen mun be reruitive to the affective 
mesagesthey rend to children. T k y  need to mmmlmicate -1 for rrudme and their 
feelings and genuine enthusiasm for reading, writing, listenink and speaking (Allen el d, 
1986). The way that a teacher nasa to childrm's w o h  influcnsss how children feel 
about themelver as lsamcrr. 
According to Allen er nl. (1986). to share feelings and rrnotionr with each atha, 
children require ovo  condition^. Finf they m a  mmthe p m o  with whom they are 
mmmunieating. Semnd, Uley mun bs willing to engage in selfdisclo-. It Is the 
responsibility of teachen to a t e  this secure, fxes rnvimnmcnt When children do opepen 
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up and let Ulem ree their raw rmoti01u. ratherthao judgingtheirafktive messages, 
teachers should help d e n t s  to undsntand and to experience (ratherthan blaek) their 
feelings. Many of these expressed feelings will be negative. Allen er ol (1986) also 
mggened that rehwl may be w m  as a laboratory for teaching shildrmto cop w'th their 
negative fediingr t a d  others and the negative fkelings ofothns toward thm. 
Expsrieoces with stories, poetry, journal writing, and wry films and vidms help 
children to bsome more sensitive to their own and others' feelings (Allm er ol, 1986). 
To pmmoIe the gmwh of affetive ptws, teachers myst makc an effm to include 
activities promoting affective communication in tbeir slaomoms. 
Samuels (1992) believed that by building positive attitudes and feelings of 
confidsna in rtudmu. almost all of them can h o m e  skilled in reading and writing. 
Self-eonfldmee creates motivation to learn. Teachers should need no other incmtive to 
encourage affcstivscommunication. 
Imsginath'e Commoniutioo 
In play and language, children demonmats their creative imaginations. Teachers 
need to cultivate thin to encourage language me and gmwth. According a Allen er 01. 
(1986). imaginative communi~~tion should bs taught Y) that all children will be able to: 
(I) derive cmotionul sarisfanion and aesthetic pleasure from works dthe imagination: 
(2) I- and retain nubjen m a r  more effectively; (3) improve their wrbal and social 
skills for everyday interaction; (4) gain greater undastanding of human bebaviaur and 
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greater contml overtheir own behaviaur (p. 279). 
Litem- the mditional mainstay dthe l a p a g e  am curriculum, is the primary 
roursc of imaginative mmmmic~tion in ochwl. Without the Simulation dfmely-aafted 
fidos many children's imaginations would be shallow and dull: without school to bring 
m a t  litrraaus into their l i ~ e j  many would never find it on their o m  (Allen er 01.. 1986). 
Thematic units, therefon, should be bawd primarily on gwd  children's IiVraNIS. The 
library comer should be filled with books that will Simulate children's imaginations. The 
linsning csnm will haveexciting mrieJon tap forshildm to list- to without piawes 
to look aL T w h m  will read. d. Rad to their &fS. 
Acornon  &-ion to gwd IiteraMe is creative drama This activity allows 
them to exprss feelings, play out fanmiss, and explore their practical need for rodal 
mntemtion. As a regular slasrroom activity tor ehildm of any age, dramacontributes to 
the p m h  of Loowledge, language competence. sosial behaviour. and m n a l i t y  
development thereby, funhering the baris aims of education (Allen et 01.. 1986). 
According to Allen er 01. (1986). the currieularlinmuetional ~ S W O S W O ~  suited to
imaginative communication has three main cornponerim: ( I )  the availability of materials 
conducive to imaginary play, (2) time and oppomylity forcxplomtion of thew mamials, 
and (3) ths teacher's approval which iis displayed through praise and eneouragemea of 
their imaginative i n t d o m  
Allen, Bmwn and YaNin (1986) l i d  the functiom of imagimtiys 
sommmication as -rial and utilitarian fimctions. W~thin the prsonal hmnianr, 
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children can live and rrperiena beauty vieariomly, thus lraming to better vndrrstand 
humm khaviour. and areable to pnieipte  more Wly in aculfyre and find areme of 
msaaing in life. The utiliwian funstions include the oppoMnily for children ta reh- 
unfamiliar mle. and siNations as well as arpiore and plan &e he. 
Kindergarten children san be invalvcd in -0"s f o m  of imaginative 
communication including naricr. drama pmy. mixed media rmry cartoons, 
filmmaking, and puppeny, to only a few. Howem, children's play is most 
eRective in the development of the imagining funetioa Children p m d  alone, with 
pem. or with top.  They rw words LO symblize i- fantasies, image. thoughts, and 
feelings. They begin with rolitary imaginative playing of arok such as a mommy or 
daddy. Then, to see what it h like to be Pomeonc in relationship to another prson. they 
get others to join in their mle play (Allen el 01.. 1986). 
It is imponant for t e a k =  to realize how children's development can affe-3 their 
gmwth in imaginative mmmunicauon. Up to five years of age. they show pmgress io 
marlring their stories with formal openings C%ce upon a time'? and closings ("and they 
lived happily ever after"). Fiveyear-old shildrm kgin 10 absorb common story 
chanrtm into their own rtorytelliig, and rix-year-016 em explain their expeefalions 
about witches fairies, wolves, lioor, and other worrisome creams. Younger children 
(up to six) have difficulty disdnpuishiog hemeen what is d (fact) and what is not 
(finion) (Allen el 01.. 1986). 
Teachers need to tnkc their studma on hag i i t i ve  journeys 10 faraway lands, 
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pmendiig to be otherpaple or-tms. Not only win children ux the experience ID 
communicate orally. they have m&g to write abut in thsir joumal Thc 
imagination can be an sncsllnndiving b d  to literacy. 
Rihlaliitic Communio6011 
Ritualistic communication may be dcimed as %ow menages and 
mmmunifafion exchanges rhat are mongly d a t e d  by audience orpccDti0m regding 
the range of appropriate behavim" (Allen e 1 0 1  1986, p. 351). Nina common typeraf 
ritualistic communication may be identitid cvcryday speech afts, social amenities pdnt 
mnvcntions, stylistic conventions. written ammities and formats. inteMswr. small p u p  
discussions. parliamentary debates. and public emmonies. By panieipating in all of 
these forms, students leam about their major aspects and the -ial no- regarding the 
bchavioun of paRieipanU (Allen el 01.. 1986). Mort ofthese activities would be suitable 
for kindergarm children to a emaim d e w ,  w e p t  parliamentary debates. 
Tsashcro should involve children in such written s i a l  amenities as --you 
notes. invitations ~cknowledgmeno, a d  fhe mnvmtions dlet ter  writing. And 
whcneverthey write messages that are to be read by others, they should be encouraged to 
cowidm the physid appearance of the message. Following the editing stage, they 
should rewrite their messages being conxiow afthe social w m  established for the 
&dar message fonn (Allen el 01.. 1986). It is not tw early to i n d u c e  this in 
kindmgmeo. However, encouraging children to write is much m o  
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conventions. 
In the p r i m  grades, sveryday speech acts and social menit ia  are eerily 
integrated into the normal xhoal mutine (Allen er el., 1986). Thmugh mnsrant reliance 
on polite f m  of eommunicatioh mmtesy wiU be M inte@ pslt ~f thscI~smom 
en-t and it will help lo conml discipI_m at the m e  time. SNdem will peppr 
their conversation with'VImkyoq" ex- me." and"you're w6Immg" modelling their 
talk and behavioroafm a teacher whom tbey mpet and who respects them (Hemin& 
1994). To - Ulat childrm gmw in -id a-mr olrills, teachers should discuss 
m i a l  expectations wkncvsr the ehildrm are about lo encounter a new social mntexl 
(Allen el 01.. 1986). This might include the p-lalk before going on Beld trips or 
participating in a xhool auembly. 
Ar children devclop language and inemsingly experimcc loeial intnaction. they 
learn to follow sonvmational ~ C I .  For instance, between hree-md-a-ahalfand five 
y- of age, in infonnal peer conveMtions. they 1- that only one child should speak at 
a time. rhat a question rhould be answered before a nwtopic is inooduee4 and that a 
child who asks a q d o n  m m  wait to talk after the other child answers (Allen el a/.. 
1986). Ifthere eonvmtions are nor learned before naning k i n m e n  child- are 
infomed and minded  of them each time they spe& in the cI821mom. 
Intheir reading devebpmsnf k&dqaRen children pmgrss h m  holding a bwk 
upright and d i n g  left-to-righf topto-bottom and hnt-to-bask to using different pats 
of informational boob and referma source$. and appreciating poetic and rtory f o m .  
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'&y dl be rzmiusd to wnw Mnvmhom m a  fmm WI-, pmhmtmg, 
and s p e h g  to the dx&mm wnttm forms sue$ a0 m!&ums, letton, ~ c c m a t e ,  
mnes, me, aud rqotu (Allen efa l ,  1986) 
S~nce nW&a mmmmcatlma so mprmi m establlshmg snd man- 
socd &ondups, &ldrar should have fquent opporhrmhcs to develop andprachcs 
the relevant md &Us 
P n w i v e  C o m m h t i o i ~  
Penveuve commuIIlcaoon ~nvolvcs'Yhe Mtempt to ~~ the behefs or 
behawom of& thm& written or spoken language'' (Men el d ,1986, p. 387) 
?be ultsmte god of ihts fam of oommuIIlcatlon manstton a to help hldren ~nfiucnce 
othw la m a n y  mephblc w u  fnd m r q m d  mhdy to mesages that seek to 
mnUmathem(AUaetal,l9@ 
Gmwth m pemmye ~~ wmgmww 18 ah&71"8 proms Howaver, 
there an many ways that kmhwteo ddbhn cao bcgm this pmas ?bey ean compose 
w n t t m p m w s w e r n ~ c s  theywtiDDMtoa@fn&~themtocomeovertopla/, 
~ w n t e l ~ t o ~ t O ~ f a ~ 5 , m d t h e y w n t e l ~ t o S s n t a C I ~  
sBmmg k gwd behamow fad prormslng h e s  2nd rmlk m mhnn far presents 
(AUBldd, 1986) 
There sle dnn;lo+ wmdemm. bower, for thu a%e group A c c a W  
to oella and Clark (cited m Allm ef a1 , 1986), Mdren of kuuimgnrWt-age fatl to 
perceive individual listener chamclerktier that call for message adnpfatian. Up to age six 
they tnd not to adapt their messages at all. T h y  -ot identify with the pswctive of 
other people. Thus, the Golden Rule is hard to enforce with kindrrgarten children. As 
-11. fhsy will 08- speak lo adults the LMC way they rpeak m their peers, a p p i n g  to 
the adult to be dirrespemhl. 
The failure m adapt to the IiJMer'r pzrspzdvc affectsthe child's pasu~d'ng 
technique. The child might state an unelaborated quer t  T'Could you keep this 
puppy?") or stare a personal desire or need withoutelabor~tioo - including pleas, 
Lwgaining, q a t e d  requests ("I m t  you to keep thin puppy. Won't you, please?') 
(Allen el d., 1986). Teach- m m  help childrm 1- okeffcet ive way, to pernuade. 
THE COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENl 
%ugh d i e s  with prerehml ehildrm and their language cnvimnments at 
home. Gordon and Jan Wells (1984) described theexpected school claumom: 
s place whcrc they had oppormnlosr lo cxmlw and lncrcaw rhctr 
Ilngrumc r e s o w  by uang them tn collabarar~on unth the Vachm and 
othrr rhrldren tocmlorc tdes racklc omb r m s  exnrlrc thehclr 
imagination, and reflect upon their own and othapeople's expsrie~we 10 
gain greater undemanding ofthemrelvss and of theirrelationship with the 
world amund them (p. 193). 
Unfommately, they found &at the linguistic envMnment in the rshools they 
d i e d  pmvided mveh less opportunities far bguage Learning thmugh Ialklng (Wells 
and Wells. 1984). 
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To enable children m use language pmductively. t e a c h  need to cmider how to 
impmve thecommunication cnviroomsn~ They need to beeome a m  of thedegree to 
whish Ulsy dominate the classroom by analysing their own verbel behaviour and monitor 
their tllking time. They should ny to keep away hom the"'centren efthe 5 1 ~ 0 m .  
T e a c h ,  oRen unknowingly, isolale thrmwlver hom e h i l h ,  elevate their status, and 
protect Uuir conmi. Teachers can uw dlild-initiated topics and activities, innend of 
always dictating i n ~ t ~ t i o m .  In addition, teaehm need to enmurage childrento dim 
their s o m e n o  and rnpo- to each other so Ular their p c e ~  can hear them (Allm el d.. 
1986). 
While the authoritative teacher assumes ~sponsibility for the classmom, *peaks 
a an e x p r i d  adult. and retains ultimatedecisionmaking power. he or she also 
solisis ruggenions fmm children, achicvcr consensus, and c n s w  that sNdenD 
undnrtand decisions and -ns behind them (Allen er 01.. 1986). The children in the 
kindergarten mom need to feel free m communi~~te. Whenchildrm ny to share their 
i da s  and feelings. teachers mustjoin them in then auward pmjestian a d  help them to 
sany their meaning fonuard (Allen el 01.. 1986). 
T o w  language productively in bath spoken and written dim- children n a d  
flexibility of style. This might include an intimate style, a casual style. acoruultativc 
style, formal style, and hozen style (Joor cited in Allm erd. 1986). Teachen should use 
the different styles and encowage theirmdcnts to use them. 
Teachem can combine e v a l h v e  comment9 with p m n a l  r e s p o ~  and 
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r r c o ~ t i m o f t h s r u ~ t i v e q u a l i t i a o f c h i I W ~  work(AlIeoe1~1I. 1986). It is 
important for the vashnto learn about his or her &u and w share affeetively with 
the",. 
Envimmmcot far w a g e  Vari~tions 
Classmom teachem will encounter children who vary in the" communication 
bchavisur in wed ways. Some children reflect language variations; they sped English 
as a second language or they speak a nonstandard dialect. Other children show signs of 
communication apprehension. Still others reflect articulation, fluency. and voice 
disorders. hearing or visual impinncnu. or langungs dinabilitier. Each variation has i u  
developmtal origin, but all converge in the f lasmom This mnvngolee can blur 
important distinctions amow thus special populatiom. Teachen nsPd 10 be mindful that 
language variations among children are euentially m a w  of ahml -eu lm mismatch, 
wllerrar communication apprshsnsion is a limiting affective sfate. and communication 
disorders represent disruptions in the child's l&g to communicate normally in his or 
her native language (Allen er 01, 1986). Undrrrtanding the n a m  of t h e  variations. 
teachers can b e m  detect them wek help fmm specialins and sdjun insmction. 
These children with language variations need a claumamsnvimnmrnt that 
mcourages agpat deal of verbal and nonverbal interadon, one-to-one takwlth adult 
rp&m of English feedbask based on meaning rarher than form, and oppormnitier m 
engage in meaningful tasks h u t  eonmete topics (Allen er 01, 1986). Activities such as 
n q m 3  asamrnj 8 m m m 1 3 m ~ o  mm p~mw 1qjo aoo 
SI w aBm%q aq m nowDqsm 'ooq~my D J ~  3% B rn mqm-03 
m a a h l  m ms m 1 1 0 ~  m '100op- pw dmng dolampmppqa dl- 
XIms E %nuwamp 10 'twm!Jedxa m w m  a q4norql h q m  '&- w 8munno)wd !:d % ' B m p w l ~ s o l ~ 4 d m s s e l ~ 8 a m m n - ~ m s r ~ 1 m ~ ~ ~ n o q a 8 -  
Fi@re 1. A model for phmhgthe unit mmd mnmunirstion purposes Adapted 
fmm M y  Smokland's (1989) CoraExpmnce Cwwlum Eachbox d d  conhun 
lemmg achnua that fosterthe growth ofthe wmmumoatlve funcflon aboyc ~t ,  m e  
rslulng dvectly to the wntmt theme, traospartatlon aad d a y  
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day. These expricl l~n include inquiry advit ia ,  s h a d  reading and writing, 
independent reading, independent writing, listening and participating in red aloud 
-ions, aod $ k i n g  (Strickland, 1989). Thne mre expiam includs all subject 
in the curriculum. 
7bir panicularnniculum unit is h q v e  in that it is based on sommunica6ve 
hmetionr. Therefore. in each lesson p h  in Going Pi-5, a "communieati0116 box" will 
appear beside each activity to indicate which purpose or fwrcti~n of mmmuniotion the 
activity P m r .  
SbciFWand (1989) contended thaf mgmktion and msnsgmmt are key sons- 
for tsashm who attempt to puta holistic literacy pm- in place. The goal io to offer 
mdcna aeomprshsluivs pro- in which the learning objectives for listming, 
spaking, rding, writing, mathematics, the m i d  and physical sciences, creative 
snpnnsion. and thinking can be clearly identified and accounted for. Yet these curricuLv 
objectives m a  be pzennd to the mdents in an i n e p t 4  and meaningful manner. cot 
mated ss specific rkill objectives or organiad amund materials designed to teach a 
pdeulin subjest. The objectives for the Going PIoces unit - taken fmm ths 
Kinde'gmfen Curriadm Guide (1985) and KindewrIen Guide ID@) ((1994) 
publiied by the Goyemment ofNewfoundlandand Labrador, ss well as the new 
dammenu, Printmy langwpRrIs Currimlm Guide (B&) (Atlantic Pravincsr 
Education Foundation [APEF], 1996) a d  Em& Beginnings! Kindergmten Cm'mium 
Gufdr (Newfoundland Deprmrnt of Educatisnaod Tlsining, 1997). 
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There wm othersonrjd.=ratio~)s ss well as cvnieular objectives and 
communiestion purpaw in pbrmiw the unit WatJDn (1994) advised that teachers must 
consider what upd-cr will msurs s l w h t  choicer and which curriculum will mpurr 
that they heybe aachancc to work independently ad withio a community of leamen. 
Activities mvsf k eh- which arc appropriate forthe dcvelopmeotal level of 
kidergarm childrea They must be varied ad exciting to cap- the interest of five- 
year-olds. Thew w m  only a few pce-planning cmtemplatiom. 
Welton and MaUan (1988) stated that the planning of a unit is an interactive 
pmcess. O n a  the irurmctianal intent (the goals) has been identified, the balance of the 
plaoning can be dsalt with as an i n W v e  system. The objectives will suggest E& 
teaching activities; the activities will suggest other possible objectives; the objectives 
(andsetivitiss) will be considered in relation to evaluation, and a cycle d p l a m h g  and 
teaching will be created This is primarily the m y  this rmit WBS developsd. They also 
that objectives themselves do not children ta Ulinli, atencber's q u d o n s  
p o d  in the c o r n  of a lessonor Mivity do that. 
With the theoretical h m w r k  for lhir unit in place, the following wstioos 
a-pt ta &fine kindergaran - the grade level for whish this rmit wan developed. It 
provides abridovsniew ofthe k indqu tm child, appropriate IFaming activities, the 
kindergmen elaamom parental involment, ~lriculum con- with an emphasis on 
early lit-, clasrmom management and asszsmmt. 
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THE YOUNG LEARNER 
By the time they vnlk thmugh the sshoothousc door for the f im time, childrenare 
accomplished I-em - confident, independent. ad rueceuful. School is merely a 
continuation of learning in a more explicit, formal d n g  (Allen er d. 1986). What 
m a s  the kinderg- child unique from other children in the m h w ?  Why doer the 
kind-en cunieulum 1wk so diffnmt from that ofother primary grader? The five- 
yearald n& insewtion that is developmentally appmpriatc. 
Gordon Wells (1983) found that preschoolen 1-d language actively in the 
home with oo f o d  curriculum and little that was mgnirable as dim1 teaching. All 
the ehildm he obenred made great pm- in learning their native language and 
simultaneouly in l m i n g  thmugh language about Ulc d d  in which they lived. All 
were noticing feature of interest and n d b g  questions about them meeting p m b l m  ad 
wing  to find solmiom to them, rometims on their own; sometimes by mlisting adult 
asrirtanee. Wells also found that far a high pmponion of the time, the parsnu msd the 
children as equal parmerp in convmation, encouraging them to take the initiative and 
helpimg them to extend the topics they pmpomd. The implisat io~ of Wells' study 
include the notion that teachen make space and time for children to taus and limn 
carefully to whatthey have to ray without immediately imposing an adult point of view, 
as well as asking quntians which foster r e t l s r i vms .  This also m m  that the 
kindergarten c l a s m m  s w o t  be a strict, quiet regimented mna whm ehildrm e m o t  
speak unless q o k n  to and must sit at their d e h  all day, working quietly and 
independently 
Dcvclopmennl Cbrnctrristicl of the Child 
All- Blown and Yamin (1986) suggesled that there M four major forces that 
&t childra's wmmunkation development These M biological foundations. social 
interaetioh self-generating activity, and culture. Interadon in the family nimulatcr their 
innate capacity to l m  language ard wnnibufsr to individual variation in performance. 
At the m e  time, children actively xek to dixaver language on their o m  by employing 
crmtivs strategies. Culturs futthe innuaces development ~o that the code, style. and 
m m q i n  learned provide an ethnic identity that converges with the identities ofothen in 
the classroom. Bioiogid foundations and self-generating activity help to account for 
similarities in development among shildreh whrle family inretaction patterns and culture 
c0nUibute 10 v a k l i 0 ~  in deeelopmmt. 
According to Piaget's four stages of mental development liindergartcn children 
me in the p-ptional stage (2-7 yean) (PiageS 1970, 1973). Dcvelopmmtally, this 
would mean that while ehildrm m o t  perform oprations, language is developing. They 
are egocentric and do not decsnoe. showing nomnr ib l e  thinking and mainly acting on 
perceptive impulses. T k y  think of present, fum, and PL but this is limited to a short 
duration. The perception ofenvironment for children in this ntage is their own h o w .  
yards, and neighbovrhaods (Carin and Sun4 1989). There ehamctrrinicr have 
implications for teaching kindergarten children. 
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During thc pre-operational stage, children's lapage learning ~ p l o d c r  (Allso a 
01, 1986). They increasingly u c  symbols and sigm to deal with reality. T h y  UlinL with 
words. Like otherqualiticr - size, shaa,  ~xme. and eolow - word$ a fm ars bound 
up with objects. Thinking is based on what the child perceives. WiL m m t i o n  and 
experienee. children uw war& w represent objeng d o n s ,  and evmts (Piagn 1970, 
1973; Allen c r d ,  1986). 
Lefl to their own deviser to play, discover. and explore, childrm expand thcir 
vacabvlaries a an amsdng rate. gain sonml o m  he grammatical vstcm, and uss 
language funetiooally in more complex wayr. The d k c t  requests and demands of a 
previous stage ars -formed into simple appeals and primitive arguments. Questioning 
rmtegia become more varied. hamatis play e-ds enormowly. While rapid 
development of oral ~~mmunicarian skills typifies this wge, children bnwrrn b e  and 
six gain early concepts of reading and writing if thc oppomity exists They prstmd to 
read print. and some actually read word$ in a Favourite nory or picnue book. They draw, 
scribble, label their m r k  discriminate and name most ofthe lemrs ofthe alphabe 
print their names and some alphabet leuen, and recognize mad signs and labels on 
eommcdal pmdum. Toward Uleend of this stage, the child 1- to rely more on logic 
to solve pmblemr involving conscpts of len& and number (Allen el al. 1986). Many of 
these devslopmsns hinge on the home environment: the communicative p a m  of 
family members and the value placed on d i n g  and writing in the home. Nonethelsss, 
the kindergarten curriculum is specifisally implied in these developments. 
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Anothsr consideration. already mentioned ir that young shi ldm have trouble 
into account o k  poplc'n information needs. feelings, and pC5iti0~ as they tnllg 
so they are oRm m i d m t o o d .  In k t .  the prerchml child shows little awareness that 
other perspectives cxin but the sixyear-old has some awareness that other pmple'r 
perceptions, thoughtr, and feeling. ax different fmm his or her own Fivryear-olds 
recognize some of the more obvious amibutcr that they can see (for example, that= 
person ir older or younger, male or female) but not hidden errs ( n sh  as motivations) 
(AIImer 01, 1986). Kindergmen children range in their ages, from four to six. 
M f o r e  the reacher needs to recognk diffemeer in development and alter 
expnatiaos accordingly. 
Fmm adsvclopmmtal standpoint youngerehildren haw mare difficulty than 
older o m  di~tinguirbing WO& from the objects they  hey^ differentiating bemen a 
panicular o b j a  and others in the display, rhowing awareom of the lirtcner's 
informational needs, requening clarification, predicting the effcstivcnsrs of murxlges. 
and providing additional i n f o d o n  when q u d .  Younger children can undentand 
adequate messages from adults. but thsir vocabulary, mle-taking skills, and knowledge of 
another penon's needs are limited Piaget, 1970,1973; Femim and Tebemrkf. 1982). 
Teach- must work on these MBJ but not feel discouraged if it -P  the^ is a mmtal 
block to making pmgress. It mi& be the nva that they ~ j y s f  mot d y .  
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~ n n i n g s t y l e s  of tbc Young Learner 
~iscovsring how people leam has wver bem more relevant than today. The goals 
ofeducation centre on ersifiing 'lifelong leamm: This ruggm that teachers q x c t  
their d e n s  to continue to I- aftn they have w i v e d  &sir high x h w l  diplama, 
whatherthey -tinus on with pon-sscondzq Vaining or mot T h s i  educators want them 
to &c advanmge of learning sp&tin for the msl oftheir liver. 
studmu -nd diffmntly to various ways of teaching. Some s t u d a s  learn 
effectively thmugh silent d i g ,  0th- do not Some benefit fmm direct i m c t i o ~  
others s- to I- more horn inquity methods. A teacher much show ad- of 
sensitivity to make provisions for awide range of learning rtyies (Po% 1988; Ellermeyer. 
1988). This would naturally lead to variety in i m c t i o n .  This unit a m p s  to provide a 
wide variety oftaching methods which incorporate the five communi~~tion purporn. 
DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE PRACTICES FOR KINDERGARTEN 
The'pusheddown curriculum" is what happens wheo pmfercjonals feaeh 
kindergarten children as fim graders and expect them to act I_& fm graders and when 
the Kndergarten curriculum resembles that of fim grade (Morrisas 1995). The 
kindergarten curriculum should chdsngs all children to do their boa and pmvide them 
with whial andcognitive skills hey need for mcenr, but it should also bs appropriate far 
rhem. 
Pmrrnr of h t m t i o o  
Inappmpria~e methods of insmtion r e d l  in nmicula that pmmotc pauiviry 
i nnad  ofanivity, -titie expression, and critical thinliing. In elarsmoms where 
quiemes is smwd and much wawock and wotbock paga are pushed. pmduction 
raka preenlace over explorarian ( H a  and Woodward 1989). Many m h e q  and 
even m ~ n u .  feel that without a pile of wo&sheeu as proof, they did not do any 'worL' 
today. 
The cornmoo me of worksheets which keep Ungs quist and simple may help 
children n w c r  a particular d e  quickly. However, U r  r y p  of i W o n  dms little to 
help children undmtand and use comunieation ryrum. in the complex world outside of 
~chool (Hameand Woodward 1989). 
Allen. Bmwn and Yanin (1986) suggested that U r n  ars three panem of 
inmuEtion thsl school teaches use. T h e  are Uu prrxntafional, Uu ~~plorntory, and the 
generative patterns. The prexntational panern is a formal lesson metun ured for 
teaching d l ,  fucd pieces and wqusnser of knowledge, such es the spelling of words or 
how to use a dictionary. The exploratory pan-, d l y  l a r  formal and lsss mcnmQ 
is an explora6on of lkga,  morc absmt  pi- of knowidge, such as a topic, a heme, a 
gem,  ora piece of literature, intcnded to help children inmalire  meanings and ways of 
worbng. The generative pa- is less an acl of W o n  thnn I way 0fenu)uraLg 
developmental learning suited primarily to the c d o n  of original @wu. 
Ifthe knowledge in wholly -to children, it probably demands a pmtat ional  
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appmash. Ifchildren have alcady had some exposum to it and are ready to m a b  it their 
OW themanexplorational pauem -o right. If children lave interned it thomughly 
with all the other things they know and can do, it is time for original - t i  Uuough the 
generative pauem (Allen a d.. 1986). 
The usual elaumom intnaction panern is teacher ~ ~ ~ ~ ' o n i s t u d e n t  
mpod teaehe r  judgment However, this typs of limited intnaction need not be the 
norm. When children iolcran among themelves in small gmupr or in n class discussion 
led by a facilitltivs teacher, their lue of hypothetical language, prior knowledge, and 
queniom ins- (Smith-Burkc, 1985). 
The teacher's primary m n m  is to in=- the child's ability to use l w u a g e  to 
seek and interpret i n f o d o n ,  to convey and m ~ n d  ID emotions. w sustain m i a l  
interaction. to penuads and respond critically W Ihe persuasion oforhers, and to sogage 
in imaginative activity (Allen el ol, 1986). The pattemr of i m c t i o o  should be c h o w  
cmfuily to best meet there mmmuniotion goals. 
HeMings (1994) agreed that ehildmn become morc effective language users when 
their -her ha. planned ongoing, cohesive block o t i m c t i o n  that a b l e  them to 
h t i o n  at their own level and pace, communicate actively with one a n o h ,  make 
connections among ideas, and think critically and creatively. 
Orpmhatiam of the Ctlrrieulvm 
As m d o n e d  earlier, young children haw shon attention rpam and need a wide 
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variety of activities to keep t h i i  infew. Variety will Snmmpau arange ofdifferent 
Isaming s y l a  as well ~ ? i  making I h g  more apwalig. Pon (l'#88) agreed that a 
monotonous. predicable mutins will only dm motivation and be retentition of ideas. 
On the other hand interming and challenging activities give childtw u)m&ktg to talk 
sbouc a chance w guspr awe, makc pdict iom and check them out and a chance to ure 
their imaginations ( P i l l ,  1985). and if reachm are messing communication and 
language devslopmenG Ulns M thc 'ype~ of -1~5s thn/ want to elicit. 
Active learning was mamended by John D- almon amtury ago (Dewey, 
1910). but is still advocated today. Actively learning can imply that d e n t s  are 
eonrtantly manipulating things and h e  raeher takes a back s a t  to th anion of learning. 
Howsver. according to Carin and Sund (1989). children can be actively involved by 
listening. spaking, reading, seeing. and t h i w g ,  If thcir minds areacting on what in 
king leamedl This unit ammptsto include a wide variny of learning activities which 
actively involve d e n t s .  
Inngnnd Themstir Umita 
Port (1988) nuggerted that wing a t h m t i s  approach allow the -her to i n v o k  
sNdentJ in aryps of learning environment that permis flexibility and wive  *dent 
iovolvrmenf contlinr a plehra of manipulative and 0th" lsaming aids, and considers a 
much broader rpecrmm oftopid mas. Most kindergansn teachem ure thematic units to 
orga~Cze their c~llricul-. 
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An integrated theme begim within the child's ennimnment and -ds to include 
elemenu of reading arithmetic. science. social sNdi4 and many other topics. The 
teasher builds the theme around Uleehild'r int-Is and rlowiy fafilitates mnscphd 
development through the challenges akieml. the quaiom posed and the ivenigatiom 
initiated ( P a  1988). 
Whole Langnagr 
Inthe wolds of Ken Goodman (1986) whole language is "a way ofbringing 
tognher aviewof language. a view of I-, and a view of people, in pnicularfwo 
special gmups of people: kids and t c a e k "  (p. 5). It Is baxd on the views that: (I) the 
child's language is rhe basis for all d i n g  hsmeion; (2) language b used primarily for 
communication; (3) meaning is mud to language dsvclopmcnt: (4) reading, writing 
s-g and listening are intsrrslatd, (5) wri6ng is a ecnwl component of literacy 
learning; and (6) literacy lsaming activities should be authentic and meaningful (Moss 
and Nodm 1994, p. 343). 
According to M a n  (1986). edwaton have made language hard to Isam. 
primarily by breaking whole (d) Language up into b i t ~ i n ,  yet abrtract little pieces. 
It seemed so logical to think that linls children could ba learn simple little things that 
teachers h~msd 'language' into words, syllables, and isolated rounds. Unfarmnatsly, they 
also ponpooed its naund pupox - the eommunica*ion of meaning -and w e d  it into a 
wt of abrwnions. w l a t e d  to the oadf and experiences of lhe children they sought to 
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help Whale m e  teadung smves to keep Iwguage M e  and lnvolve h l d w  m 
u9mg xt functronslly and purposefully to meet tharr own nesds 
Church (1994) suggestcdthat the really lmpatant qwhon forbhas to p d e r  
mnarmng oumculum denstam andwhols Impage a not "What am I domgv'but 
"Why am I domg h s ? "  Tcschw need to observe thnr shldenu and learn from them 
The whale Iwgnuge approwh alm hm ~mpllumom for chddren wth learang 
&sab~l~hes orthose m ~pcd cdwmon pmgrams A c d g t o  Scala (1993) W s  
show that tmhmg hldm with l m m g  &mbd~hes m the mslllstream usmg whale 
lapage tdmqucs ~ p m v e s  tbnr mdmg abdches, seIfcs~ md mahvatlon 
Hemogmwus a ~nlmportant q x x t  of w- T w h m  
m the speed edwaon depat!meat and the re* classmom teachers became 
collsbolatms, l m m g  and worhng togcthp rathnfhan bRog mm~dend scpsrste and 
lometunes opposmg edhes 
AecndmgloOoodman(198@, laogusgslsesqtoknmwbsn (l)ltamal, 
mbd and wbb,  (2) 11 a relevael, m b x e q  rmd lt &es m, (3) 1t IS psrt of areal 
mi, haw s t a l  tmlrty, (41 ti b.s -for the learner and b m f m  the I-.x 
choowtous~t,and(5)1ta~Mstorhe1~andheorshehmpowatoure1t 
@ 8) 
R a m U e b B d m  
one of the mom popular iwtw~onnl smkg~es wed today is mum-bmed 
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learning. In 1991. the pmvince ofNcwfd land  and Labrador published admumen1 
which ouUined i u  futurr path of education and atitled it Lemming 10 L m .  This 
document emphasized the imponana of ---based learning in creating lifelong 
1-rs. 1 s  goal was smtcd explicitly: 
The main goal of --based learning is to provide the oppormnity for 
all ademu to develop indepndent learning &ills in conjunction with the 
acquisition of a basic body ofhowledge which will enable them to 
h o m e  lifelong l-en (Lewningto Leom, 1991). 
It funh"stared Ulat the need for lifelong l m i n g  is shifting the emphasis h m  a 
depmdence an the 'what ' of l&g to the 'how' of lsaming -- today's rmdsnu mun 
.'Isam how to leam"(Leorning lo Learn, 1991). T k  idea is to inteptc all the skills 
needed for learning to learn into meaningful uniu or themes. Learning m t e g i e ~  and 
i n f o d o n  a l l $  will be learned i n c o r n .  Many rchwlr have adopted remuree-based 
learning as their prime meam of educating 
While *his m g y  dwr not deviate much fmm whole-language learning, the 
emphasis is on the inclusion of information-pocesring ohllr. Thmugh soo~rativc 
pm- planning and teaching by the elasaoam teacher and the learning re%ureer 
teacher. the important infomtiooal skills that smdsnu will nesd all Uleir l iva are 
inre- into meaningful activities. The Toronto Board of E d d a n  (1996) has smted 
that these skiL rhcvld be taught funnionally, in the mntsxt of a topic of study. rahr 
than a.9 anepae otercirp. 
Resawchased learning yields p i t i ve  results when there is emperation in unit 
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phmmg sad i m ~ e ~ m  Mweeu dthe tschcrs mvolved Tlus mgM llrolude the 
apcclaleducauon teacher 88 well BS the rwh c l ~ m  tm&r sod lb leamw 
-teacher Cam1 Ann Haycook (1988) pmposed Uvlt the results of the mape&ve 
~ g ~ ~ m p h m m g p c e s s s n ~ ~ ~ l e a r m n g p m g r s r m s o d e x p e n m c s f o r  
studrnts whrch (1) manrmn the uscof dl mhrnl m- to fhc best poas~ble ffect for 
thc &deal poplatlon. (2) emnethe mfaphon of &-on &US mstmshm ad 
apphcahan, deve1ape&ally, -pi the cmwlum, and (3) gusrantR mccmfd. 
1- orpenenees for d shdmbb (p 33) 
Coopentbe Leankg 
Coopoaav~ 1- u a gmupmg -pi whr& s shuchned such that c2nldra 
a f & f c r a r t ~ l y l ~ e l s a ! ? ~ t o n a h c r t o w a r d a B o s l  E a c h ~ o f t h e g m u p  
a ~ n m l e o r a j o b a n d a ! ? ~ t o p ~ m a p r t e  Johaswadlohnson(l990) 
w D n t e o d o d t b n t l n m d a f o r c o o p o a a V C ~ t o b e ~ ~ m U S f b e p o s l U ~ e  
m-, he-to-fsce (PrOmOtm) -04   dual BcMUO.tab~ll@', s0od 
shlls, and gmnp pnocessln$ Ed& aad Stout (1990) sugeeSed that you O B ~  UY 
ooopmtwc lermung h v a  rm d@mcntrsqulres &-on and Wwords 
t b b g  W s  It pmndss a PerfORaomag fa d - g m u p  mt actlnhes 
*rytc1ltns, par &hop 
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Ln&g Ccmtna 
Learning -noes can be d in various ways. Some teachers lie to uw learning 
mm as their prim method of ~ c t i o ~  while others may we them for one rime- 
slot a day. or others only once a month. Learning c a m s  are effective kcmse Uley 
pmmote cooperative 1-g as w l l  as an opparmnity to fmter i n d c p n d e n  Allm el 
a/. (1986) painted out that they san be used for individual insrmetion and encouraging 
children to work independently or in mall  p u p .  They enhanee student i n t e rdon  and 
san lead to productive user of language. Children in learning ssnms will communicate 
together for rhe purparcr of solving pmblanr or helping one another 
When wing learning mms teachers need a: (I)  make the task a be complstul 
dear, (2) ensure that the nesffsary materials are in the ante. (3) give the children a 
mans to qort their progress on Lash. and (4) vary the &, projects, and themes in the 
cenmr (Allen el ol .  1986, p. 180). 
Before using the centres for thc Fun time, the children need a h o w  the rules. 
This will p-nt many management pmblanr lam. fie learning emm rules should 
cover factors such as how many children may occupy a m o e  at a time; when acenm 
may be wed and under what soriditianr ( h e  choice or requid pmjeca); under what 
cimwmances the teach" m y  be intempted vhen mupied inaconfemce with another 
student; what rmdena can do independently when they complete an assignment before 




Teachm need to dismver how m opm language passibiiities. how m d e  their 
elassmom more like real language environmentp. According to All- Bmwn and 
Yawin (1986). teachm sari: (I) bring Ihe outside i s  (2) take children ouf (3) allow more 
natwal inmaetion. and (4) inhLx life. drama, and a c i t m t  into ordinary xhool 
activities. Inside the sl-om, i n tmt ioncm be in& by reorganidng the mom 
physically, by allowing more talk and mavemmt in regular learning aetivitia, and by 
planning special activities that focus om intsmtion (Allen er d. 1986). 
Children bring varied backgmund l anguageap imea  with them into the 
kinderg- dassmorn. Some have had a wide q e  ofexprriences while o f  bring a 
limited amount. It is the teachdr responsibility m pmvide s many direct learning 
a p e r i m m  as possible (Ellweyer. 1988). 
The following strategies can be used wiUlin the bmnvork of a whole language, 
resource-bad inregrated thematic vnit which us- cwpmtive learning and learning 
eenms. The l i  is by no m m  exhaustive. 
Bninsioming 
Brainstorming m u m  as children f a u s  on B t o p i p  




Conferences involve the child and the teacher working an a one-to+ne bask 
T k y  might discuss a drawing, an apcrience, or apiece ofwriting (Kindergarten Guide. 
Dm#. 1994). While the teacher conferences with one child. the other rtudsnu are 
working 00 other activities. Confnsncing will be d i r d  in more detail in the 
Asse,smenr wetion. 
Lliseuuions 
Dircus.iolu can be held with kindergarten children in a lug6 group or in small 
p u p a .  Children can be emomaged Lo comment and qusrtian without judgement on a 
paticular topic. The teacher can clarify undemanding by pa raph ing  difficult tern.  
simulating the exchange of ideas. Discussion. can help children make better wnsp of the 
world and ma*e them Wok about things in w w a y r .  They can also pmmov poritive 
group interaction (Kinde~gorten Guide B41.1994). 
Dnmatie Plny 
According to Weltan and Mallan (1988). in dramatic play the teacher mates an 
envimnment which the elau explores. The reacher o h r  their play and takes note of 
misconceptions or midentandings reflected i n .  The clau thm di~cusser the 
mi* and forms r e m h  p u p s .  R e m h  I d e s  plaa and the ~ 1 1 s  are reported. 
E m  kinderganen children can do r e r m h  by using resourre p p l s  such as their 
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older&I or otheeadulu. Thav who san read will be able to do some 
simple rrrearch with guidance. 
Dramatic play provides young children with a wav to dismver themrclvq 1- 
haw to deal with new and unusual exprieoce% and 1 how to I P I  61 
prsparn children by helping them rsh- life using language in lifelike setting. ( G h ,  
1989). 
Rorkor (1988) pointed out how children paniclpate in story-maling while they 
play. They uw story as a narrative form on a number of levels to bring m-g to their 
play. The story sewer as a way of getting the play and the players organized - the "once 
upon a time" or -let's premd" signal. It pmvider the nmt ive  h e w o r k  for 
rmsturing, coordinating, and d n i n g  the play mlk with the aaion -the who, whaf 
when. where and why ofthe cntqriss. The story serves as a vehicle far bringing 
pnsonal and r h d  meaning to the play event: it dlours the children to inlerlace their 
-nd ewrimeer with thc unfolding collective tale (p. 563). 
Pantomime is d m  an imporant dramatic activity in kindrrgartsh Fim, thmugh 
ptomime,  children can lomsn any inhibitions about exp-ing the-lvs nonvcrbally. 
S a n d ,  they gdn control over their nonverbal up&ons whish are as signifisant in 
face-to-face communication and in mative dramaas they are in pantomime Third they 
begin to d i r e  the importance of body language in communication and become aware of 
the nonverbal messages that o h m  rend (HeMings, 1994). 
Maytield (19920) suggcRed Ulat t-hm facilitate childrsn'r play by: (I)  
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~roviding children with a variety ofappropdate play m a t d s .  sufficient materials, and 
seeing that there materials change fqumtly .  (2) m g i n g  space for them to play, (3) 
providing time for play, and (4) actually playing with the children. With development, 
pretend play bemws  less dependent on phyrid prop, gestures, and anions, and relies 
increasingly on id-, imagination. and language. In Nm, as it bemmu increasingly 
dependent on language to create pssible worlds and to exprw and communicate 
meanings, play comes clorcr to the experiences of norytslling, wridng, and reading 
(McLane and McNamee, 1990). 
Play creater a rid-& sontm in which children do not have to worry about 
.getting it right' or about 'mesing up.' This freedom may lead children to discover or 
invent new parsibilitier, new wayr of doing things and new wayr of thir&ing about ideas, 
which may, in m, lead them to w q ~ o n r  p oblmu, aod rolutiom. Approaching 
writing and d i n g  wiUl such an experimental, 'as if atfirudp may help children d i n  
that written language is something they can manipulate in a variety of wayr and for a 
variety of purposes (McLans and McNaw.  1990). 
Play ap- to have at least two ptsntial links to Ute dsvelopmmt of literacy: ( I )  
as a symbolic activiry. pretend play allows children to develop and refine their capacities 
to use rymbalr to represent sxperieneg and to conmct  imaginary worlds, capacities 
thcy will draw on when they begin lo writeand rrad, (2) BJ an orientation or approach to 
experience, play can makc the various mler and activities of p p l e  w h ~  read and -15 
more meaningful and hence, more accessible to young children (MeLane and McNamee. 
Jowmd Writing md Lmcr Writmg 
Iondmp~W~ d d d m  should have ~~0~ m whch they can wntc about 
ihw thoughts, feehgs and ~f l&ns  on WOW top~os and expenmce Toplcs can be 
r e q u c s t e d b y t h e t e a E h a , a n d a t ~ ~ ~ s c a n b c t h e ~ d m ' ~ ~ b ~ ~ e  
Leaa mhng 1s andher schnly mSt they can bc 111voIvcd Thla is an d e n t  
moavacar fa early wntes Lettw can be o o m p l d  as a whole clas on ohan papn or 
wnneu mdepuhtly to scnd to a classmate, &end a farmly member 
More wll be ssld about j d  wntmp md 1- w n ~ g  UI the Emly Lierncy 
seEhm 
Perfo-ec. or hm1.tie1~1 
As &ldm p w  thmugh tix *e, thev ~ ~ l u o d h o n s  should 
mclrastnply -hnty to an&m Ahmgh s b l  wnunulllcahw 
~ h n w w l s n t m g s , c ~ m a y ~ ~ ~ ) ~ U l u E a t e m i h a ~ o f  
audlcnocs at school the olawmmtl te&I5, pcem older andyauager &dm& achwl 
prmm.1, l e l m ,  people ~nthe comwmty, and strangns (Allmat 01,1986) 
It IS lmpom for clul&xk-fo llsvt "Lpmmke of pafonnmg far these ddikmt 
dencep Thls rmght molve a ' P m t  Day' m whch stodents read poetry or 
~ a f n v o n t e ~  T h c y r m & t p n f o n n a c h d ~ m ~ p u p p a p I s y a t a  
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rchml auanbly or for anotherclas. These expri- will not only give them a renw 
of a d i c e ,  but will increase their relfsonfidenee. 
Special Guests amd FiiM 'Clips 
One of the major p- of education is to help children expand the m g e  of 
topics about which they may mmmunicate. Teachm mrut pmvidc the children with new 
expsrienm and enmurap them to read, urrite, listea and 9eakabouf their e x + e n q  
using new vocabulaw rhat they have leaned. 
Schml masions include a class vkit w the library or inmuctiod materids 
cenm, a classroom "bit by guess, an op - schwl  nighc arehwl play. a trip to the 1w. a 
small gmup discusston, and a s o u p  telsvirion-viewing cxpaimcs (Allm er d, 1986). 
Each of there oecasionr may d l  for special communication behaviou~s by the 
panieipantr. While the public tmds to frown on anivities ~ e h  as field trips that appear 
to the outsider to be 'off-mu Hame and Woodward (1989) suggested that reasherr 
provide visitors and planned examions to widen young children's v i m  of the world 
(Hnrste and Woodward 1989) and contribute w topics far commmiEatian. 
Qostiooiog 
Questioning is an important technique in a c l m o m u l a t  pmmoter language use 
and gmwth. Within their teaching swtegies, edueators n d  to expand theiiqueJtioning 
rspaoire using divergent questioru which permit a wider nmge of responses than 
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convergent questions (Allen et 01, 1986). To broaden their knowledge ofquestion type, 
it b helpful for reachen to be a- of the cognitiv&snive elaaification sy- bawd 
oa complmeotary taxonomies ofeducational objectives, dewlopsd by Blwm. 
ffihwohl, and other vholan (Allen cr d, 1986). 
Questions in thecognitiw domain fosur on mal l  orresopition of knowledge 
and the dwelopment of intellectml abilities and skill8 for using knowledge. This system 
slasaifia qustions ao six major levels of inc-g difficulty: Lnowlcdgr 
comprehension, application, analysis syntbssis. and evaluation (Allen el ol ,  1986). 
Qusstions in the affective domain fwvr on emotional responses rush interests, 
appreciations, anirudes, values and adjustments. Thin s y n n n  in abbreviated form, 
elasrifier questions on five levels: attending, -"ding, valuing, orgmhtion. and 
characterization (Allen er 01.. 1986). 
Claaifieation system can be helpful reminders that questions need to be -Led to 
stimulate bigherder  &id&g and to relate mated  fmm Ule ouuide world to the 
child's own feelings and thoughts. But learning is not linear, so querfiom need not 
follow an orderly progression from om level lo the next (Allen et (11. 1986). 
Questioohg stimulates d e n t s '  IiJtening and d i n g  compreh-ion, and dt ical  
evaluation: pmmpts and advances oral disco-: and nourishes t k w i t b g  process. All 
mdmts  uur benefit h m  -fully conceived and well-timed questions posed by the 
leaeher, hom questioning on their o m  and h m  m i t i v e  -mes by othm (Allen el 
0l., 19%). 
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The qvsniooing circle proposed by Chrkknbuy and Kelly (cited in Allen eI a/. 1986). 
consim of -Ming questions amund the hsubjm maan bdng taught (maria), the children's 
experiences and feelings related to the nub ja  (prronal reality), and w e n t  concepts and 
experiences of other pople and culNm (external d r y ) .  At 6m q u m i w  can focus on one of 
these elsmsnm at adme. Gradually questions can help childreno e l a u  the elements to each 
other. 
Genrmlly, w h m  using qumiooin& teachers should plan questions but rrmain flexible. 
They should d i i q u u t i o n s  to all students allowing time to respond. They n e d  to monitor 
genrml evaluative replies and hy to J a g h  &Is' thinking. Teachas should draw sludmts 
into discwioru where d e n t s  can pose their own qumiom to oneanother and to the teacher 
(Allm er 01, 1986). 
TAE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
The kindergarten elassmom needs to be bomelii, Bmanivs and welcoming. School is 
the fust upsrisncs of king m y  from home for many kindergmen children. A s l ~ m o m  
envimnmentthat ray, to them, "This space is designed for you and this is a space where you can 
live and lcam comfombly" h s u  their smss and anxiety and thw facilitates learning 
(Mayfield, 19920). 
McKends (1985) advisd thaL whmereating the elssnoom contuf there needs to be 
more understanding ofthe oature of the interastias an understanding of the changing mle ofthe 
participants, the crucial pan the teacher plays in allowing ths learners play their pan more fully. 
The key here is cammunication; using language in all slarisulw -. How can -hers 
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anange the leaming environment to facilitate god? 
Studem will feel more o w n h i p  of their classmom if the teacher actually allom them 
to help errate the elassmom envimnmmt Gmdmao (1986) cowmed. stating that no o m  b Un 
young to participate in the creation ofa literate environmmt; to dictate artory, label. put tagsther 
the displays and bulletin bmh. or simply =-me how the l i t m e  envimment is cmtcd. 
One thing teachar d to remember in planning the physical envimnmolt is that it 
should natrvally involve children in pretend and d writing (Rishgelr, 1987) as well a3 in 
reading and interacting orally. The cla3noom ought to bc a rme literate envimnmenL pmmoting 
early literacy. 
Hucr ~eplerand ~iskman (1987) suggested. however. that th moa imporrant a s p e  of 
the elssrmom envimment is the teacher. It is the teacher who smtes tbe climate ofthe 
clasrmom and ananger the learning cnvimmeor according to his or her philosophy of learning. 
The Atlantic Pmvirrer Education Foundation (1996) s t a d  that learning flaurishcs whm & 
elasrmom climate is one whish provides nuppon nrmsm, encouagemcnt and challenge, and 
w h e ~  children are treated with warmth sensitivity and respect In arranging the envimmmt 
purporsfully, teachen asknowledge the physical sening as an active and pervasive infiumce on 
their own anivities and anituda. as well as those of the children in their classmomn (Momow. 
1989). 
Seating h n g r m e n t  
A goad physical mv%ammt will simulate acommunity setting that supports i n t e d o n  
and commvnidon (Templetoh 1995). When considering a seating BnaOBemenf t e a c h  can 
s p l a o t a o ~ C I l t t h a t ~ t h e t y p e o f ~ n ~ u y w a n t m ~ ( A U ~ ~ ~ o r o L ,  1986) 
I f t h e & ~ t o ~ ~ w m b e f u a m t h s ~ w h e n m a Y a n s t t h e u  
s ~ m u n d t a b l w 2 t u g t n b e u s o d ( ~ d ~ ~ m g t n b e ~ o d m ~ m p o d s  
Templeton (I 99s) &t, when mmpq the dwmorn, h2gh-tmXc - should 
be fm of oongehon. the t a c k  huld be able to see all shdmta esslly, frequenlly-used 
matenals and slpphes huld be d y  -amble, and shdGnts shavld be able to sse all 
pre&onsand &splays w&at dUli&y @ 137) 
C=ww 
Ornupug hss been d & d  as "a flouMc hnd of classroom orgmv&on f01 adj- the 
nrmoulumm the nee& and ab~httss of &w rncmben" f W n g b I o ~ ,  as cued m MayiMd, 
19926) I n a f u o c h o n a l ~ e ~ p m ~ g m u p s a r r ~ n ~ ~ , ~  
p u r p a e s f m u s l l l g l ~ ~ a n d O f f ~ a p n n s ~ 0 1 1 ~ ~ p u r p a e s u m b e  
e e d  out (l\llen ef d ,1986) 
W 1 t h ~ h o ~ ~ 2 5 a n d 3 0 ~ h t ~ e ~ u m t h t h e  
&tsvslylirmted T 5 8 c h a s b d t o ~ t h e ~ d l g s a s a g m q w h e a ~ 8 .  An 
a l t e m a h v e t o ~ a ~ g m u p q  U s d ~ , g r o u p m g ~ ~ ~ l ~ m s n y r n m  
o m t t s s  for errendal adultcluld mtonction of tk lurid apmcnfed af home, mvolvlag 
more m U d  usss of I-c (Wdlr and Wells, 1984) 
Wells (1983) nvggntedttml, dtachaslPally m& to devslopcbddrendrens llngurshc i &&am, to hclp them to h i b  c n b t l y  md floently, and to bta mfully and 
m W y t o t h e c o o m ~ m o f ~ ~ s & o n l d Q s o m o ~ m ~ n e . o r , s t ~ m d -  
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p u p  rilnatiom. Hem. agrsaterreeipmeiryof interaction is pauible. and children canny out 
their ideas in a tentative m e r .  6re b m  presues felt by both child and teacher in the large 
p u p  nilnation. 
Kindqmmm are not tw young O benefit fmm p u p @ .  They have k o  observed 
role-playins in office, hank. and store siNBtiom %dingg' stories aloud to each other. working 
an a r t i e s  of illumatiom for a *tory. doing library m m h  withanadult guide. diemting a group 
paem, and playing language gamer. Most ofhem activities although inmdmcd by the teacher. 
were carried out in w u , u ~ s e d  groups (Allen or 01.. 1986). 
For grouping t o m  moothly, childrm mUR h o w  w h y  
skills O follow thmugh on their rerponsibilitie. The teacher must bs sure h t  the l e e n u  have 
had enough guided p d s e  in complsting reading and writing activities independently or in pairs 
before organizing group (Templeton 1995). Allen n a/. (1986) gave the fallowing guidelines: 
p u p s  should be k q t  small: p u p  -ions need to be brief; the hehe r  must monitor poup 
memlmship; approptiate spatial anangemmu must be made (p. 192). 
Mayfield (19925) suggcned rhat tsachns need lo conidera varisty of factors in grouping 
children, such as individual children3 needs. their developmental levels, rosial skills 
communicative skillr, eqmiencs with working wi& other children, ths nature ofthe task, the 
number of children. and the availability ofcerourcer. 
Lnmingcenba 
Whetherthe teacher decides to use lcamingcsnm as an inmuctiod technique or not 
the ldnderg- mom can include cenms. Learning cenm rnw as open invimiom for 
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children m w language and other liga system in theheir play (Hame and Wmdward 1989). 
M o m  (1989) gave the following mggertionr for tbeheirorganiratioa Ccnm materials, 
including those far bulletin b+arcLv, snn be s t a d  on tables, on shelves. or in boxes. Areas must 
be accessible and IabelM. Early ina school year, a eenm need hold only a d l  number of 
items, with new m d s  & gradually as the year progresses Before nnv imm are p l d  in 
cenm.  their p u p r e ,  use. and placement should be introduced by the teacher. 
Lmnq cam. 
The lit- centre can occupy about ooe-lhird of the wall space on one ride of a mom, 
thus dramatizing ta the children thaf the use of reading, wifing, and oral langvsgc is a valued and 
impanant pan of the clawwm (Mono". 1989). The literacy c a m  can actually be broken up 
into s e v d  arras: the d i n g  area, writing area and listening arra 
RPadimg Am.: 
It has teen found that welldnigasd c l a ~ m m  library corners significantly increased the 
number of children who chose ro psrticipate in literary activitien dming k choice timer 
(Momw. 1989). R a w n  and Gceu (cited in Sehiekedanz. 1986) suggested that a d l ,  wry  
bmk cenm amacts children more than a larger cam. 
The &g areacan mntain a wide vaiety of items. Pmps rush as hand puppas, life- 
s i n  puppew and puppet-like figurss used ona flannel board often provide points ofdepamur 
for young children t o w  oral language in respa- to stories (Glazer, 1989). Life-size story 
puppets are easily sonhleted with card- and magic markers Story objects and c h m e ~  
cm be drawn lifesize and then cut out and covered with cltarmntscf paper for dmbility. When 
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the puppet$ are repenting pople. a hole m be cut in the facial m a  so children m put their 
faces thmugb the hole and lnrtantly k a m e  a eharacter(G1arer. 1989). 
S M e d  animals also belong in a library mmer. -idly ifthey are related to available 
books. Children mjoy d i n g  to stuffed animals or simply holding thsm as they look at boob 
( M o m ,  1989). 
B w b  and materials selected for the library comer should appeal to a varisty of i n t e r n  
and represent arangs in gmde level* ideally with multiple copia of more popular boob. 
Several rypcr ofchildren'r liferam should be rep-ted at each reading level, including 
pi- eoneept books, fairy rale, nuncry rhymes, p i m  storybooks, realistic l i t r ram, eary to 
read books, fables, f o M u .  informational b o l u  biographies, newspapem, magazines and 
patty (Mormw, 1989). 
When selecting bwks for the elasroom library, Cullinan (1989) also suggstcd that the 
vachcr ehmse those that he or she likes. The teacher's enthusiasm in sharing boob witha child 
will influenee the child's response. As well. a d e r  needs to read in a man" such that h e  
language in the b m b  rounds the way natural language rounds. In addition, when choosing 
books tor the centre, teachers need to member that childrn ars Sanguags rponge~" who soak 
up words amund than. Therefore. we wanr the language in their b o b  to be worthy of 
emulation (Cullinan 1989). 
MminezandTeale (1988) found that while children lpnd  a lot of time browsing thmvgh 
unfamiliar books in the library mmn, they are more likely to engage in emergent d i n g  witen 
lwking at predictable b w b  and book that the teacher has previously read to them. As well, 
they are d l y  more amacted w big book rather than a-ge r ipd b w b .  A library comer 
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cam include numerous boob with pRdietabls mucturr* both big bcob and the more 
conventionally-siad ones aed the 1-her- place any boob read aloud in the mmer for the 
children ta read independently. As well. !eachm can perform repsatcd d i n g s  of soria as a 
R&BI, planned part of the read aloud pg ram.  
Inaddition to predictable b w b ,  other typer of children's lileratlve can alm be included. 
A b m d  range of rtorier informational b w b ,  andpoctry are d l  nmrrary for the c h i l W n  
continuing gmwth in reading and writing (Maninaand Tale, 1988). 
Welldesigned library s o m m  cam pmvide two lrinds ofboakshelves. The fm houses 
the bulk ofthe collection, and iU b w b  arr shelved with spines facing outward. The second t y p  
is apn-faced to display book covers, an i m p o m  technique for calling attention and pviding 
easy aceerr to special boob (Manow, 1989). The lamer is especially useful when doing thematic 
uniu. Boob that r e l e  to the theme cam be Lepton the display shelves. 
Childrm can be ~nvolvsd in planning. designing, and managing a library comer. They 
can help develop mlcr for i u  use. keep it neat, and vlcct aname for it, such as "Book Nwt" 
(Mormw, 1989). 
writing *ma: 
Th writing centre is a key for building acornunity ofwritm in the early childhood 
slasmom. It makes writing a visible pan of the ~ c u l l u m  and server as a place whosdildrm 
can wife b r a  wide variety of reasons (Teals aod Suhby, 1989). The antre should conein a 
variety of writing i n s m e n u  and mer id r :  chalkboard: magnetic IcfferJ; u n l i  lined, and 
story p a p  typwritcr. sompufe maker: aayons: pmr; and pencils. 
Th writing cmtre can become a multimedia c o m c t i o n  area by placing the an cmm 
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nen to the writing area. Children ean then create hir covm and bind their o m  book using the 
art rupplies. They ean also @cipate in d u i e g  their own 'publishing" and "exhibition" 
arras (Sulrby, Teale. and Kamberelii. 1989). 
Blank books pepred by the teacher. w i a l l y  oncs keyed to special aecssions, invite 
children to fill in written menages and stories. A rrgular invsntary of pic-. plM. 
&a. and newspapers ean nimulars and pmvidc decoration and i l l ~ t i o n  for children's 
writing ( M o m ,  1989). The eenm might also include a lia of hqucntly uwd words as wsll as 
new words 1-ed dmiq  the theme to help with their writing. Othr r e f a c e s  might include 
pnronal address books and picture dictionaries. 
A bulletin b o d  in the writing m e a n  be used for posting messages among members of 
the elas  and with the teacher(Momw, 1989). Each child might also have their own mdlbom 
for roding and receiving mesaga. 
An alpha& chan in easy view helps children idsntify and rhap  lettm they may need 
while writing. Tft i ls  planic, magnetic, \uwdoL and felt l m s n  are useful language am 
manipulative that help children develop motor dexterity for the ad of writiw and md them in 
letter recognition and formation (Morrow, 1989). 
Listenin6 Ara: 
The listening m a  should have caswm: players uith headphones far liskdng to taped 
stories, songs. or t aps  made by the students. Hcald-Taylor (l987) recommmded inviting older 
d n t s  to m r d  favourite m r i u  and encouraging them to use nound effCN, bmkgmund 
music, and dramatic voice.. Cam= along with the bwk ean be p k e d  in the 1isteningsenG-e 
for d e n t s  to mjoy againand again. Bwks can relate to the theme being studied and should bs 
Play cenbr: 
The play areashould mntlin specific types of makrids to foster role playing as nurses or 
doetors, fm tighten, lawmfmment officen. dentists and patients, fan fwd operaton. 
beauticians and barbers, g a ~  Etstoo anendants, business people, lawyers. pyehologim, teachers. 
mothen, fathen, siblings, orrupnmarker employer and m o ~ .  Costumes representing 
charactrrr in stories also mcolwge mle playing (Glazer, 1989) 
Dolls, doll furniture. dress-up clofhing, toy appliances or"out of u w " d  ones, utensils 
dishes, eartans. paper bags, magazines and books, wte pperorpds. pmci11. a camera a 
bulktin b a d  a bmom. a v a m  cleaner, mbl- 
of the imponant it- that encouragechildren to play the mles of everyday life. Time mun be 
pmvidcd for c h i l h  to play k l y  until they haw eomp1sred"acting ow" their mler (GI-. 
1989). 
Computer centhe 
Compufm can be used to reinforre sfills, to explore m t i w s ,  to lids eontmt 
~lriculum in print and film thmugh videodisc or "multimcdia"tsshnoIogy, and as word 
pm-on (Templeton 1995). S~dentr are highly motivated to use the m m p m  becam it is 
fun. Them me many excellent pm@anu amilable for young children on a wide range of topics in 
all subjest areas. 
The computer areaought to be ow of the main wffic ofthe c l m m  but in a space 
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large enough to allow two or three children to work togetm. b is also imponant to place rhe 
sompumr in a relatively dwI-fe m a .  
Science and Math Ccntrrs: 
The science e a r n  ought to have experiments that children can do on their own wirh 
simple insmetions for hem ro follow. All rhs activities should be hands-on. The ECnm sari 
have a rotating exhibit - animals plans. meks, leaves, an prinn, fossils, photogzapbr. md  books 
that change with the themes. Children- bring thehew i m s  from home to put on d i m .  
The math eenm should also include manipdatives to a c o m g e  ~perimmfing with 
mathematical mocepk It- can include punks, muntcm wales and weights. m-uring 
devices. interlochg cubes, euismairs mds, shape g- sets and numeral games. battle cap. 
dried w popricle sticks, flannel board o u m d  and re% clotherpins, buuans, shells, 
magnetic numerals, wwdm n u m d ,  fraction fruits or other w w h  solids. jar lids, containers 
of varied sizes for wiume msasurrmenf geomeuic fornu as well as numkr books. 
Art centre 
The types of materials included in the an an= may my with the themes k ing  sMied. 
same basic supplies might be w s p a p r ,  newprint, fingerpaint paper, manila PF, vellum, 
m~rmc t ion  paw, tagboard, a large mll of m d  paper, wrap paper o f  all Linds. myom. 
pmcilr, e o l o d  chalk tempera paints, ir* or watmolour marlerr, fingcrpainf paste, glw, tap, 
=lay. and all type of scrap mmaterialr (cloth, y a m  p l d c ,  boxes. lids, rpoals. buttons, wrapping 
PF. r t ymf04 .  
The water mue may k a pan ofwarm or a eommmial waterconmimr. T3ingr to k 
kept eptin this s e n e  might include beau and otherwater toys. various i M u  thn~ sink and some iha~ 
flw and mmtainm of d i f f e m  r i m  to orprimat  wah and compare volwne. 
The rand ern can have shovels, buckets diff-t size mtainm. toy cam and rmcks, 
riftinp insments. and a w&g can 
Gmup Meding Cmm 
A kinderganen elaamom also needs an opnarea where ths whole gmyp CM m m  for 
rtaries. opening and closing astivitin music, mavcmcnf drama and other whole gmup activities. 
The hdergarten classmom do- mt wually have Ule rtacb o f  textbooks Ihat many other 
grade lsveb haw. Allen a ol(1986) provided the following lin of maurirls thnt can be ussd to 
supplement tmboab in thc slaumom: 
library boob 
Po* 
m m  
zr"= 
wrvics m a d s  
c h i l M r  witiogi 
operating i m c t i o n s  
political eaRo0ns 
joke baaks 













p m d  messages 
tdl0U 
radio and TV show 
newrpapen 
greeting cards (p. 109) 
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Resources andequipmat nsed to be nganired inthe elsssroom to madmin sludms' 
independence, so that -her involvemeot i n f  supply ofmatcrialr and apparatus is kept ma 
&urn (WeUr and Wellr 1984). 
The section on EorIy Lireroey will revisit the subject of lamiog materials. 
BalleIim Boa& and Displays 
Along with the physical arrangement ofthe cElasnoom ~ v c l y d e e o r a t e d  bulletin 
boards and displays makc the kindergarten mom mere welcoming for anyow who e o m  iu  
daorr. Children's work should bc displayed so thatvkiting parents can see their pmgrerp. As 
well. the exposure mntributes to the positive feeI'~ng children feel in seeing their work on public 
display. Interactive bullstin boa& are also enjoyable 
p d e  that they can manipulate. Children rvl help in dsrignin~ and putting up b u  
the elassmom. 
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT 
Parenu are childrrn'r fm trash-. To knefit childreds learning, x h m l  involvement 
should include more thanjust parem-teasher meetings. It should include oppommitier for 
parents to padeipte  in classmom activities. W h a  -0 feel apart ofthe xhwl ,  hey are 
more apt to m s n d  their participation to more meanioghd literacy e v a u  at home. 
Ps-b in the khool 
The organizationof clavmarn volunteers allow maximum appommity for sumired 
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i n d o n  between aduls andshildrrn. Wclb and Wells (1984) =fed that d l  shildRn will 
1- moPte&ctively when there are kqunaoppmmities  for collaborative talk with 1-hcrs 
andwith fellow pupils. F-sing amntion m one sfudmt in a class of 25 can romsfimes cause 
maoagement pmbl-. With parent wluntcers, how-, the -her has a helping hand with 
classmam fanml and can talk individually with rmdms. 
A gmd volunteer pro- doa  not happen automatidally. A teacherrnun recruit p"ns 
and plan for a variety ofpossible tssb to aemmmodate parental inter&% abilities. and time 
commimmts. An orientation -eon or wo&hop for p e n t  valuofcers will help i nnea~c  the 
sffativene~s of -1 volunteers (Mayfield and Ollila, 1992). Some things Ulat ~ n s  might 
be sked  to do include aning ~nvolved in reading with sfudenu, sharing in mnteot area I&& 
making black baaks, typing manuxripo. helping children make films and m m p x  music, and 
going an slsss excursions (Hme and Woodward, 1989). 
There w i d  p p l e  appreciafs being thanLed after each session and pnicdidly 
receiving a little "nma special" neognition fmm the teacher, the children, and the r h w l  
(Mayfield and Ollila, 1992). 
ParenW Iovolvcmlnt Fmm the Home 
Not everyone can or is able to panicipte in the ramc way. For example, it is MIY 
difficult for worliing parents to find time during their workday to panicipats inslaurnom 
activities; on the other hand, Ihq M d l y  
home in thee- (Mayfield and Ollila, 1992). 
Teashers need a be aware of what is, what is not and what can be learned in the home. 
- - 
l a e y m u s t n m ~ m a t k ~ ~ f t h c ~ ~ h o d ~ s I i r m t e d s a d m a t t h c y m u s t I a n n m  
hunsps the pawl and mWcm ofthc born for language lesrmng (Jobma, 1992) Helping 
panms ~mdsstand how eMdw k m n e  madm and wmms 1s one of the Dacher's ~md thc 
school 6dmmmtor.s moat lmpom rmssions @m, 1995) 
W h m t e s c b a s a n s u c ~ m ~ ~ m n u n o n ~ m t h c f o w o f e M d r e n ' s  
oral andwnmn hawage pnnluchon, they can make parem then allres m suppmtmgcWdrm's 
nanwlsmyu~g to hecome literate T c d u s  csn bslp ppenD rcallae they an teachma re@&$ 
andumtlnpwhc.th.ureadsad~ntcmrmeirm~scg~hmthcynadmtbcv~~drw, 
whenthy~e~hrldw'8fkeWrplwshwOfp14whc.~wntetoElulmen,sadwhen 
they wntc o W W s  d for them T6esc !domed parch  wd4 be able to teach 0Wdrea to 
read a4 wall ns th.u taught thcm to talL (F~eIds, 1988). Psrnd handbmlrs about tesdmg or 
wnmg ten k m m m d d  to p$rolt, luEh as Oldford-M5ciumtums Kejpyow ChrldSomme a 
Re& A C;rudefar Repding Conversarlom. rlcfMhes mdGuine8 (1994) 
S o m e ~ h a i b a ~ ~ ~ 5 k b O ~ o f k y e s r . ~ h  
the school's baek+mhwl mgh5 somat 5wka 1s d&ded, and w l a m  theu pmmms a( 
length in a rsfsxs4 @v&-lage formst ( A h  ct d ,1986) 
Another good Idea 18 to bold W w ~ u k s b p  Unlkc ~ - t e s O h c r  cohf-s 01 
o p e n ~ s , p s n n t w m k s h o p a a n ~ t o ~ n & l b d e p t h m f ~ o n t o ~ t 9 a ~ ~  
sch(101's o d  wdiimx cWdren's t k q h  ih-hand-azp-atare and to p c d e  
p a f t i c s l ~ ~ l l ~ m a t p a r e m m s y u r 5 h O l m w n h ~ ~ d m 1 @ m , l W S f  Inthese 
w- parem should learn mr0ugh WY engwn& hds-on  d h s s  W m b k s  
should la m f o m c  sad allow fw qmm wd mmvem but most lmponantly, ,parcat 
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worksbps should be hm. 
One efficient vehicle far communisatioo is the weekly elasaoom nnusletter. The 
newsletter should describethe children's 1-g aefivities and inform -ts about 
emergent literacy concspu. These communicatim are always well meived ifthey are 
reader-fdmdly, brief, and dclivmd witha-, rrrpsstW and m i n g  tone (Em% 1995). 
Em (1995) also suggested that W e r s  include a D c a r  Tesher" qunaion-and- 
aanver c o l m  based on the familiz 'Lkar Abby" which m canenus mat -ts 
might have abouttheir child's education. He also mommsnds a "Did You Know?" 
section whichdirectly add- i- rush as dcvslapmmtal rtager in emageot lihracy 
and provides thc -tn with important i n f o ~ ~ ~ l a t i .  A smple ofthis suggested weekly 
newletter is included in the Appsndir (p. 131). Mayfield a d  Oltila(1992) pmporcd that 
rtle elass onwlmer can also include suggestions for literacy activities dm -ts do 
at home with their children. 
A parent bulletin board and -t library shelf meahu&l  far pmviding 
parents with i n f o d o n  about literacy a d  o t h n ~ o p i .  The bulletin board conbs 
convenisntly loeated where parents dmp offor pick up Uleirchi lh (Mayfield and 
Ollila, 1992). This could be a spot where -a share ideas with each other. For 
example, John and Chrintim BamiQ(1996) shared how they have d e s i ~ e d  Ulsmatic 
parties in collaboration with thGir ehildrq a well as how they tookadvanuagc ofother 
oppormnitisr for using literatim in thc family swh as holidays and various mmmunity 
erg-tiom such as Cub Scouts orGirl Guides. Teachers and p-% sharing lit- 
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mategin andwenc( withone another, can suppn  children's acquisition of language and 
literacy. 
As a d t  ofcommunication with the home, ~uch  as those mentioned above, 
most psrmtn ars so familim with the elasrmm, tk c h i l h  and the quality of the wmk 
going on. rhat repon card and f d  confe-ECI bemme lupplemens to this more 
thnough mmmunieation (Allen erol, 1986). 
In the Going Plats unit I have mggemd that teachm have a 'Pamat DayY at the 
end ofthe thsms. This day would be marked antheir monthly calendar sa that parents 
lmw ahead of and can ~ o m e t i n e ~  rmangc things at work or home in order to attend 
A couple of days before the special day, ths dmfs  will design and deliver personal 
invitations to their pxnts .  On Parmt Day, the children will perform songs, pastry, or a 
play, display their work thmugbvt the unit play gamer and literally 'show OR for their 
loved ones. 
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
Sylvia Ashton-War (1963) dsxribed the miml ofa five-year-old as a volcano 
with two -Is, d ~ Y e n e s s  and neati~eneu.  She ruggsrtsd that when teachers 
widm the creative channel, they atmpby the dsseustive one. It is emsmely imprtsnf 
then, that teachen learn to manage a d a m m  with 25 children, mcourdging the 
emergence of their creative sides! 
Templeion (1995) &ed w that planning ahead and thinlriDg thmugh 
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im-tion emms h e r  orgmhIiionand mmg=menI, as well a. fewer disiplim 
pmblsnu. T e a c h  should establish guidelines for acceptable panems of interaction 
early on (for example. we do m t  I& while rom- else "has the flmr"). SNdenU 
should help formulate these clasnoom communication rulu. Tsashsn also ncsd to 
establish pmccdue~ forela~uaom opration (far example, atthe sound of the drum, all 
muJt aomd to the teacher, place completed papm in the 'k" b k e f ;  da not sharpen 
pencils during slars discussion). Tmhm mun mak nue &I mdsne Imowthe mks 
they are to do at timeswhen Ur, are conferring with an individual or small p u p .  The 
teacher should k a w e  of ehildrm's s p i a l  needs before p m b l m  ak, and plan 
activities b e d  on a clear undemanding of rtudsnt.' attmtion span. Teaehm should 
maintaineye contact during d i i i o n s ,  move about the ola.smom and bring as many 
dens into the discussion as pmrible. Educators should n e w  uw a language anivify 
or Uu wiIhdmwal of it a. punishment (Hcnnings 1994). 
EARLY LITERACY 
Traditionally, educamrs have thought of literacy as the process of l d o g  to red 
and write. For example. F d  Smith (1982) &fmd literacy as the ability to makc full 
sense and pmdudve use of the oppommities ofwrittsn language in the @ d m  dm 
in whish one liver. 
The more closely one lwks, the more diff idt  it is to pinpinta h e  when 
literacy lesming k&s. Crrtainly it t@m long before the child enters k i n d q a t e ~ o r  
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p k d e q a t e a  Ireale snd Sdzby. 1989) At aohool, teachaam r n d y  adendmg the 
--.xpacaa ~ ~ d o & S t ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ' b h k d & '  
Ptnents and o l k  Mmtc p~so11~ play B key role m fsnlttahng esrly 11maq 
I e a n t q b y d m Y I ~ g I ~ ~  ~ e y d o t h s w h c n t h c y w m e a s h o ~ h + , u s e a  
bus Mule ,  wnte a letfa, kelp a sch001 a d  mth brnmaL, or d t h e  mvsppa 
A s ~ h ~ ~ d e m o ~ a n r , t h e y ~ ~ n ~ t h e p ~ ~ g s n d s o m o f t h e  
&ans molved m mdq Pod wnmg (Tde mi S*, 1989) Hsrste and Woomvard 
(1989) sqp&ed that teachhas J b d  mvltk pmnts, admmtc&m, p m h o n a l  wntas, 
sndmhmlaothcolossoomma@~ber~s~~the~hcanscethcstrate~esef 
successful wmten lmguas use and learluw d c m o ~  
Slocechrl~do~tfirstlcsmtodsndthsaleamtOwnte(~,1971), 
d u e a t a s n e e d t o ~ o f L u w s y d e w l o p m L m , & o f & g ~ a o f ~  
(T& snd Sulzby, 1989) SmWmg, rwased ldkm m v d  -1 m v e  
~ ~ a , s n d m d q s n d ~ m t s a e s a n ~ o f ~ t o u p r d m n t m l o f  
thelaaguagcpmocsses C h l d r m a n ~ d y a M e t o r o R o u t I ~ e ~ u l c y ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  
md ther fumbonsl needs If kmgwge uss rn school 1s ~uthmt~c,  then they will not 
6 c d ~ t h a r d t o g e t W o f t h c ~ ~ t h c y n e e d ( ~  1986) 
C h l l d r m s r e l ~ k e s E h M ~ , t h c y I ~ ~ m a m d e a l o b o u t t h e ~ s n d  
~ ~ x o f p n n t e d ~ % ~ b y ~ ~ a n r , ~ d % ~ ~ ~  
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mlevant to the child's o w n d v e  and c o ~ a i v e  pupowr. 
Acmrding to Goodman (1986). to p m a c  literacy a teaehsrrhould (1) suppon 
developing awarennrof print and its hetiom; (2) suppad the m i t i o n  into productive 
reading; (3) bvild mategies, not rpecifles: meaning-seeling, predicting, inf-cing, 
sampling, m W g  selfsometing in reading; inventing spslling~ and experimenting 
with fomto  nnve Uleir functioo5 in writing; (4) c u l t i m  the d p W c  prhcipie, not 
rpffifis pbnics; (5) develop risk-taking (pp. 4647). Godman also sontended that in a 
beginning literacy pro- rhc teacher should be a monitor, cheerleader. m - d e r ,  and 
faeilifBtm. 
A Liienry Eovkoornent 
When rhs skills of writtm language are embedded in the v q  culture ofthe 
lesming envimnmcnt, rsading and writing develop in muchthe same manner as oral 
language. In there b g r .  the skills me tl&t and anmdedto in Be way that chiidre0 
lsam best (Strickland and C u l l i i ,  1990). that is, i n w t e d  into meaningful activities. 
Language development is really fhs rams in and out of sshwl. Whatever makes 
h g u g e  easy to leam outside dschooi will d m  make it esier to I- in school 
(Goodman, 1986). Children Isam best in low risk e n v i m m u  wherr exploration is 
accepted and ndeumnt &om are sacidly supported and undartood (Hame and 
W o o d 4  1989). Thy am most likely to develop foundations for leaning to read and 
-te if they participate in% community of writers and haden" (McLans and McN-. 
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1990). Therefore, a literacy av imnmat  in ofememe impomme a achild'r acquisition 
of language and mmmunicatioo skills. 
in a literafy rich classmom. reading and writing rkilk arc ineorpanted ina  every 
aspect ofchildrm'r daily m p r i m c s .  SomeedueaMs fmwn on practices suchas 
assigned worksheets, alphakt letters to be f d o n  each week, counting out loud a 
I w  every day. or rpeeific prastia in wriling om's name (Schickd- 1989; McKende, 
1985). khickedaol(l989) conmded that while children can nwivc in ~ ~ d y  
rkills-orimted clamwmsand can leama lot abu t  li-, it would be better ifthcy 
eonld l eama  r e d  and a write while they d I y  mad and write in a meaningful 
F O " X 1 .  
b o d m  (1986) a g e d  Ular whsn the purpose dinsrmetion is to teach language 
for i s  own sake. or to maLe children dirurs  langvase l i i  l i  then the learner is 
dimacted fmm what he orshe is hying to say or un-d tbmugh langmge. Priorities 
are out of Manse and out ofkeeping with the nam ofyoung children as li- 
learnem when kiodcrgancn and rredinea bmks mn-wfc on lctter ~ u n d  matching, 
lmer discrimination, and lmer n- and give only rrvt anation to activities that 
involve children with stories (kale and Snlrby, 1989). Inasad. a priority for the early 
childhood curriculum should be ensuring that all children k a m e  capable and willing 
pdcipants inths lit- no~icty of the claromom, horn+ and mmmmify (Teale and 
Snlrby, 1989). 
rhs focw rhouldnlwp h the chi~d~~hi~~~vlmi~lmi~~(. ratberman the%-- 
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Cede and Sulrby, 1989). T h g  children's choices and thsk own decision-maling is 
imperative. Wheo it is time to write, the topic can be -If-
givethe childrena choice fmm a lia of rngg&ons. Teashen can invite them to read 
boob of their own ehaosing and -"age -ding to bmb in h i i  own way. To 
cultivate I& indepmdma. a teacher might rtan with amenuofoptions from which tbe 
children canchmre. Laterthey will design their own projects (Em 19%). The element 
of choice giver the child .purpose for language learning. Schisffslin and Gosh-Smith 
(1982) pointed outthat lit- mUR be fuoctiooal, rel-f and meanin* for 
individuals and the hesociety in which thsy l i p .  It m w  
be able to meet Ue needs of individuals for their own mia l  purposes and goals. 
Bolor and Muri (1994) described some ofths lieracy activities that are being 
implemented in Gaoado Rimary School in Arizona Students are involved in a rohwC 
wide postal rerviee. imluding carrying mail with their blue mailbags. A 'publications 
lab' publishes&t-authod bmb. A whml newspaper club prints a monthly 
edition. whish ineludes rmdsnt pi- editorials, photowphs. and nnvr reports. Student 
complaint and apology farms are available amund the mhool for students to raord their 
pmblrms and ndflmiom. The rtaffures 'Once Upon aTimc' breakfan meetings to build 
sosial ndlatinrhipn and to share professional and c h i l h ' r  hb. Thy involve parents 
h u g h  a series of 'Rainbow Connection' and 'Active P m W  workshap. P-ts 
write lmen D their childrenand mail them h a &  ths xhool's postal wmm. This is 
ao example ofa shod ,  notjust an individual claumom. that promoter literacy. 
Crossing Bomduiea &meen Laagoye Moda 
A schwl Nmeulum for language m should a m p t  to keep language laming 
jm rn mural. dynamic. and pmdustivsar, it i-. Inorder 
to do this, h s h a  mun be willing (1) to combine language mode  (Listening, rpcakiog, 
&&writing) % that at least t\vo out of four are maiced togethq (2) to I- 
subject matt" boundnriss % that language aetivitier are ar, much* pact of xi- and 
mathematics as they DX of language m and; (3) to be as flexible a b u t  the me oftime as 
theirvhwl schedule allows (Allen 101..  1986). 
Taehsn d to make the most ofwnnect io~.  s h a r d  knowledge, and O& by 
combining language modes in their 1-m and continually cnpsning mden4 to obtain 
and express information in more ULan one way. Whenever awriting lesson is planned, 
d i n g  or speaking or liacoing, or all three, should be linked to it (Allen elal.. 1986). 
An example ofthir language mods integrafian is the langungsuperienec 
appmach ar, outlined by Richgels (1987). In Ulis appmach. the hsk (I) a s  about a 
s h a r d  experience or a common i n t m  (2) write down the studcats' diftatnl smmmy 
of rhe discussion. (3) points out letter/round wmrpondrnsu that studnrfp have brrn 
studying as they occur in the diaated nmy, and (4) enmmgcs studem to m/ R B K L ~ ~  
pm ofths now (accepting at f u ~  dstitufionr that prnerve the meaning ofthe story). 
A rmly i n t e p t d  langw&e sM pm- d m  m t  w-ign a language form to a 
single period o fwnmwt ion  at apdcular g d e  level. Instead it wntinually 
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reintroduces anddevelop f o m  as they wrve children's ptupos  and somplmsnt their 
skills. Whm knowledge ofa special murags form is nadsd  the teacher may rimply 
provide that knowledgeor children may be enmuraged r find i n f o d o n  about Ihat 
form U~emrelves (Allen er oi., 1986). 
Teaehm should also resinthe impulse m teach grammar directly and r provide 
drills in rpslliig, handwriting, pmnuneiatioh p&m, and ooltmee f o m b i i .  They 
rhould a h d o n  wparatc cunieulartime rloS far d i n g ,  writing, listening, d spsaling. 
Cenvmtions need to be taught in ?hecontan of ch i lddo  af6vitieg for their specific 
purposes. In rshun. edueaforr will diwovarhat children really ean learn all of the 
n e e e m  language skills by waging in purposeful commvninuion (Allen et d.  1986). 
D c p e  and lvsnsn (1994) included rua additional language mades: viewing and 
p-ti% Viewing would bs armsing information fmm rower o h  than print such 
as maps, pis- videos. whereas presenting m- upresoing information in visual 
form other than print including aR 4 c h m .  The Atlantis Provinces Education 
Foundation (1996) alw, included thew mad- in ic; Primmy Language Arrs CuuricuIum 
&id<, although it wed the tmSnn'rspreomting" d of t i .  ll-7 ddmsd 
repmating as conveying meaning thmugh thE visual am, drama. dance, movemsnf 
msdiapmduction, technologid d ndothsr fornu. 
By focusing on communication pvrpowr rather thao mmmvnication modsr, this 
unit provides for an authentic integration of& arts ofrsading, writing, IiJuning, 
rpcaliing, and viewing and representing (Allenel 01, 1986). For the purposes of this 
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FOREWORD, hawever, thsy srs Wated x p t e l y  to facilitatean organization of ideas 
and only the main four are d h e d  
spnkh= 
Oral communication skills BR perhaps the most importvlt in society, not only 
b s a e  they are tied so dirrmy to abilities in other m e  -, but also beeawe oral 
communication remains the dombmt means ofhuman i n d o n  (Allen no/.. 1986). 
Whsn children cntmwhml they have a l d y  developed complex language 
mcrursr. Children 1- about spokm and written 1-5 by attaching themselvs as 
appprrmi~n to p p l e  who ax using language as a tool to acsomplishpartieular and %If- 
svidatendr (Smith, 1982). At hame this might be a parent or older sibring. At r h w l  
the modcl b m s s  the teasher and their pem. Some linguists belisvs that mmo of the 
syntactic system has been I-ed by five y-of age. Synmtic rule oteeptiow. such as 
irregular forms, may not be mapteml lmtil age nine. ten, or mom, though some children 
lcam them as early as five (Allen er 01.. 1986). 
Through listening and uttsring, the child assimilates and wqu- eonvmtional 
that stand for meaning. So the child acquires language. By the hebeginning ofthe 
pm-oprrati~nal stage, listening and vrtering have become oral mmmuniEatim - listening 
to s p s h  and s p k b g .  As children increasingly mly on thew pmcuscr, facility and 
confidence with spoken language gmws (Allenel d ,  1986). 
~ ~ ~ w l e d ~ ~  of ppoken language exceeds hrowledge of print well into the school 
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y-; yet in many ways both syR- unfold simultaneously, with cognitive development 
&g the m u m  (Allen era!.. 1986). 
Early formal iWtm=tioncan =flea the importance ofspoken language in learning 
to nsd and write d m  teach- delibmtcly obsr 
speech fluency. clarity, and mmplexity; audimry m m p r r b i o a ;  voeabulq; and 
auditory discrimination (Allen et d ,  1986) and document their devclopmen~ basing their 
insrmctiononthc &u. When clamoom areorganized M fhat oral language is the 
intsgming &read w i h b  the curriculum. d g  and writing blend as childrso =jay 
endless oppommities to use language to reflect on their experiences (Hemin@, 1994). 
Some examples of student aEtivitier thatpmmote rpaking include convening, 
discussing. interviewing, addressing a p u p ,  reding aloud, pantomiming, mle playing, 
dramatidng, audio mrd ing ,  video recording, aod film-making (Allen et 01, 1986). 
There are no easy solutions for helping shildrsn to sxp- themwlvs clearly, but 
teachers ean begin by modelling ekar~peaLing and writing and by geaing children10 
l i sm  to themwlvcs and share their writing with others. Some rounds are not maotered by 
some children until around xvco y m  ofagc. Knowing these patterns, tcachsn can 
monitor the he& that are introdwed m children in the a r ly  nagen o f d i o g .  A child's 
failure to nsd a word s o m t l y  aloud may be an anisulation difficulty r a t h e r b  a 
reading mor.  Children may undcmmd Be m-g ofthe word wen thoughthey e-t 
say it eomcfly (Allen elrrl.. 1986). 
Young children's oral language gmw w h n  mvimnmenu enmurage risk taliog, 
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someone l i i ,  and tbm is a need to exchange langunge (GI-, 1989). Ooodman 
(1986) pmmoted rhs betisfthat all children have language and theability to 1- 
language, and teachers must reject negative, elitisf mist v i m  of linguistic purity rhat 
would limit childm m arbibary *proper" language. l n s t d  need to view their 
mlc as helping children expand an the mwellow language they a l d y  use. 
Hennings (1994) r u g g e d  that there are w fypesof speech Ulat are important 
for students to foster. These are inner spech and rocialirsd spssch To cultivate the 
gmwth of inner speech, she suggerted Ulaf teachers can supply "lct'r ~~telephorrr 
and mimphom in a s p i d  -ofthe clappmom Children ean go to the 'Tailing-to- 
self Centre to explain something into atelephone or m i m p h  The teacher can do 
p u p  eking out loud as pan of reading, writing, and problem solving. Ask children to 
ray what they arr thinking during these adivitie. We or she can also sneomge a n g  m 
the self'%hirperstyle" whena job gets tough. Anather idea is to divide the children into 
' W g ~ u t i d e a  pain". Childmo can then tell their claJsmates a story they have 
invented before writing it dourn. 
To ensourage social id sdph Hmningr (1994) Jtated that teachem can have 
Ule" -dents share completed work. rush as compositions and drawings, with listctcnns 
raying what k y  lilred They can also share objectr fmm home on a topic k ing  studied 
(Show and Tell). Listeners can mmment on things kiog shared, The teacher can pmmpt 
ehildrenm repeat story material in sequcna. They might do this by taking tuns telling 
ofa story they bow; each child telling a bit where the previous child 
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stop@ T c s E 6 c T s o a n ~ m ~ 1 t e ~ t o ~ t l I e 1 1 ~ l ~ b y ~ m h V o -  
penongmvpg FnRampk&atalkoratnyhma,eschotuLd~~~w~afawunte 
prttosoecbmte ~ e s c h ~ d ~ m e w t n ~ m ~ m t l I t h o t o t a l g m w ,  
wtulethca;ho-matsllsteastochklrthatthc~dea~scommmcaadcmrcctly 
Wbde. the teacher's mtewWmn lsceasaary to expnd chldw's hgmge, poer 
&ersdwanEhd~mwhrchtotryomm~uSeSandreCnvc 
fkdb& Obwvman of chldw &ms that &dm do uwwt, and help 
, , esoh&e&ctlwly (F 'd l ,  1985) Tcwdet01~ (1995)fdtthe1~usg~thatthcmrne 
\ ~ ~ ~ w ~ o n e s o o t h t r s s m e m b a s o f a ~ w ~ , t h c m e 8 8 ~ y  
tbey Mil band togethuas a ~ c o m m U I u t Y  
. :t R-, Flood, &La@ (1989) p r ~ p d t h a t  tedem &to talk w f ~ d y  mth 
t b c ~ m ~ d a r s , t o ~ f o ~ ~ ~ t b e u p a s p c d l v e s . m d t b e u h w  
T h e y r u a b a s u g g e s t o d t b s t e d ~ ~ t e a e 4 1 c t n l h m m ~ ~ 1 y d t b e y L n e w  
thorn betar as lndlnduaLs 




~ n e a d ~ ~ m p r w e ~ e L e r K y  Wmws, 15%) 
~ ~ ~ m ~ o n s ~ ~ a h r l d r r n ' s w r m n g s n d ~ ~ u l d b c  
,; 
dostedmmulaplc&cnee~,nn~ymm&-of~thcwber 
~ c t n l d n o ~ h a ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ s t o ' p a f o r m ' f n ~ b y m v m n g  
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pmplc in or presenting outside the c l a smm.  
Om common method of rpeaking to a eoup is Show and Tell. This is ore 
activity w h m  children do not usually mind being in h n t  of a p u p  To avoid having 
the m i o m  degenerate into 'bring-and-- even-, many teachers snmwag5 c h i l h  to 
talk about someshing t h y  have made or done or found inraening ratherthan presenting a 
-rial alposneuion Children might also ~ c l e a a n  objm h m  horns that is unique or 
v i a l  in some way and place it in a kg. Thechild may then off'thc audience r e r e d  
slue~as to what the ob j s t  is and meourage them to guess (Pmce, 1992). Alison h e  
(1992) enateda list of the pragmatics of language use (Appendii p. 132). which would 
be an excellent r e s o w  to teachers when dstning armmunication objectives. 
Liitenhp 
Listening is more than h-g. It involves attending to m e s s e s ,  amhing 
mcaniwr to m-ges, evaluating and responding to meuagn (Allener ol,  1986). 
Pmple listen for a variety of commvnieadon purpows and the functional reapom 
for l i g  provide insights into how students can be mught to listen more sffsctively 
(Allsner ol. 1986). Childrengenmte mesning as they listen to stories, poems. and 
merial h m  the content - ofthe amiculum and taLe pan in o a N d  
l i n e n i n g t d n g  activities that include both conversational and pnwotational 
rimtiom. Listening activities prep= c h i l h  for both Rading and writing and model 
underlying thinliing pmnse~ (Henningn, 1994). 
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Lirtsning to and cespooding to books is vinval as a Vila1 -UIFS for buildiig 
kkgmund linowlsdgs. fostering language dsvelopmenf linlring reading to writing, 
developing a reow of Ray, and buildiing positive a m M a  about bmks and print 
(Strickland and Taylor. 1989). 
Inclanmom listening should be an active pmeess. with sNdats  d g  rather 
than passively rseiving. Active lismhg goes hyond receptim or evm relentionof 
id-. It requires li-em to generate thoughts and eqres3 them in some way. Active 
listening is demomted  both verbally 8od nonverbdly (Hcmimgs. 1994). 
storytelling is an example of an Mivity whas children will listen anively. Ths 
absence of illuswtionr allows each listener to imagine the stoq in his or her own way. 
using the NR of tone, rhythm, pacing, and expressiveness pmvidd by the m t o r  
(heece, 1992). Storytelling provide3 for intimate mntaet and rapport with the children 
with rm b w k  reparating the teacher From lhe audience. Acmrding lo Huck. Hrpler and 
Hiehan  (1987). a story worth telling has aquick beginning, aftion, a. definite climax, 
mMal dialogue, and a satisfying conelusion Stories with only t h e  or four npealdng 
chatactem are best. 
Reading 
Leaming to read is a n a W  pmaro (Allen el d.. 1986). Children 1- to love 
bwks a d  stories. and then they leamto recognize. pmnoll(lccC and assign meaning to 
words. 
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The ,Ilow@ isms wae pesemod by Frank Smith in 1976 and showed 
~drenpobsblybegmtomrdfmmthe~tiheybeurme 
aw.n of pmd m any rnemqfd way 
The mots of readm~ an drscernable when- ckldren m v e  to 
make m ofpn4 cforethey BR able to -grim m y  ofthe 
acblalwotds 
Not only an the fond mecbmcs of readmg uymc~~ssary m
b e  1r11t1.d Saga, they may wdl be B hmdmmx 
W o & & m t n e e d t o b e m ~ ~ t o b e m e m q f d , t h e y  
rnwtbelllamemqfdm 
lhcre~srmaausctofssrthata~'sl~gabPtyunlIbe 
s m o m d b y t w r n u c h ~ a ~ g l d s n c e  IfoMhhavrt,o+hg 
t o l e a m ~ t h s y ~ t h e l g s o n , t h e y d b e b o I R 1 r m d  
wsnt m move w to san- clae @p 299,322) 
Many children come to school fmm literate homes w k  they wen mrd to on a 
regdm basis. Re& d indicate that children who are mrd to devdop more 
of lttwtun (Mlenet a1 ,1986) I'hey have M w ! M  flmu, mmatd oral 
1 s o v o d s W r e , i h u s p m v l ~ a ~ t o m x M e  1t~usstlmmasennaofSOay.and 
pmpe1stlmmmtotheh~tolsPdtbs~theybavehosrd 
0th ctJddm$ howew, "uy Onnr h m  homes and/or Mmmmhes where thnc 
hssbEmmnre~oppmw&amrcad Irmudy,these~hltkwhobavethe 
~ 1 1 S C d f a r ~ d h e 4 , ~ ~ 1 ~ r n t h e h r a t y ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ h m ~ ~ o f t e n ~ ~ 1 1  
~ ~ c e s m a t m ' e I ~ U k c t f i o ~ e r n t h e r e a l w o r f d  'IheyanohdnUdrn 
l e t t c r n a m a ~ S O v o d s - a b ~ ~ f ~ l ~ e - t h a t w ~ y l s n r o t c  
1 
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h m  rtorier and n d k ,  the kinds ofuperimcer their more successful pen have 
received inthe home (King. 1985). 
AEtivitier which foeus vpan Inter-so~md cornpond- o h  ignore e h i l W r  
need for eoncepd  unde~ta~dkg ofthe meaningfulness of print. However, Adams 
(1990) reported h t  raearsh indisatcs that the mort nitid factor b n r d  flvsnt reading 
is the abiliry to rrsognin Imm, spelling panem, and whole words, effortlersly. 
automatically. and visually. Moreover, the goal ofall rrading immction - 
compreheruion - d+ critically on this ab i l i .  McCemick and Uuon (1986) 
suggested that a hiemhieal sxplmtion ofearly reading development can e n c o w 5  
w h e n  to d i n i n ~ r h  bemcn those shildrmeonecptually prrpared to begin with letter- 
sound mmspondcnsa and those needing a program in which meaningfulness of print is 
emphasized before moving on to IstIer-~)md comrpondenrrr. Adams (1990) 
~ h a l l ~ ~ g d  dueatan to ark themxlvn whar it is that beginning d n  nssd ta learn, 
and how they might learn it mort eRisiendy, ~ W v e l y .  a n d l l y .  
The common chanctrrinier of psycholinguinic methods am an emphasis on 
d i n g  for meaning, use of "whole-language" mategics rather than Icmrlround 
&codin& and applying childreds prior Lnowledge in reading new matw+al. In a 
pryeholinguinic pm- ehildrmare expeetcd to lcam to rpad by d i g ,  buoyed 
thmvgh ths mugh spas bya loveof book and I belief in themselves as readers. Words 
are at leas partly memoriad at fun, but as childten repeat oneafferanot her, they 
acquir. both a night vacabvlary and smtegier for attacking unfamiliar words. E v e n W .  
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they are able to move into bwkr that have not ken read to them fun (Allen ef d., 1986). 
W-er and Saoths(l987) warned that ox much press- to d and &orm B 
a very early age cm wmefimes lead children to be cautious and a h i d  to make mistakes 
Teaehnr msd to nvrtlm the child's love of d i g  and allow the natural pmeess of 
learning to d oew. When mirtalm do o m ,  their reading miscues are eelebrafed if 
they contribute to making rmse and show developing mategier (-. 1986). 
Halliday (1975) m e d  that ifchildren have difficulty lsaming to read, it is 
probably because beginning hmmion oflm has had little to do with whathey bavc 
1-ed about the user of oral language. It is the teacher's job to make the ano f  reading 
purposeful for them. 
Usillg Childreo*~ LitemNre 
Children haw a h a d  concept of the msaningfuhesr of language. in addition to 
&eii immense tolsmssof incxpliEabLe mks; butthey are not a r r m m e d  to being faad 
with language which, in their o m  functional t m s ,  has no meaning at all (Halliday. 
1969). B d  rsndm, although Yanpbptink beantifully organiad, and easily managed" do 
not invite the interm of all e h i l h  and have largely failed to inrtill a love of reading in 
childrm (AUm elal., 1986). It is bsmr to highlight wide. intmning experiences, 
pmvide related rradine, and thm combine ionrmftion in d n g  skills with the h e  
reledon of children's literam. 
Stockingthe mading c o w  with good t i f a a m  is one ofthc beof opprmnities 
n 
for literacy developmmt Templetoo (1995) M d e d  US that it is the nilavs ofshildrsn 
to question. to seek. and to wonder. Thisthkt forknowledge can only be qwoched with 
d books - authmtic fietion and "0n f i~ t i0~  [f lhac W p S  of bmks ~ V d ~ b l ~  W 
children in theirclarnmom the bwks t h m l v c s  will pmvide the motivation for them to 
want to l a m  to read. Templeton d m  pointed outthat d bmks tie the curiealum 
t o g e k ,  d e n t s  may be getting a leuon in dense. raid d i e s  and family living 
from one informational book in the d n g  mmer. 
Li temw provides moR than facts. It provides b a .  problem-solving, and 
precise language. B m  of all. it is written by authors who know children and write with 
different voices than those usually found in textbooks. Childrsn'r literarun covers 
virmally the atire span of human mprrimce and knowledge (Graver, 1983). 
Bruna(1982) claimed thaG what initially amacts children to rrading and into 
mastering all the mechanics of iS in the opporiwify that ten provider for p m t i n g  
possible worlds. worlds beyond the mediocre of here and now. Good l i t cmm will allow 
this mind travel. 
Templeton (1995) m e d  that whm ehmning b m b  for thematic units, how%, 
teaches should rnem them for appmpriafcness, qualify, and both social and f a d  
accuracy. Se+ the Appendix for a lkl of --J for infomafion about books (pp. 133- 
34). Them ooumr give descriptions ofthe b o b  as well as iofodonabaut age 
levels, and can help a tmher locate appmpriate titles and mare mmsctiom with related 
books and them. 
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~ l e ~ d r r n ' s h ~ ~ ~ ~ , h d w m u l ~ ~ ~ a t e a c ~ c l u l d r e n t o  
~am&myofotherwnhngsmsyalsabereadt&~nrch~ k o m  
mersagw, the messages of o t k  &dm, masannes maps, printed dmct~rms, tcxtboob, 
nwpapw, letkm, poste~~, bus d u l s e ,  d boxes, reaps, and grecbm~ cards 
(AUcn ct o1 , 1986) 
R.pc.ted Reading8 
~ a b o d t o v e r a n d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d e s a c M d ~ ~ t h ~ t o m o n  
complex, mme elaborsfc and more deoantarmeluDd language than almot any other kmd 
of mtmchon. Acoordurg to Smw d N u u o  (l986), the ahhty to mdmbwd and to 
p m d ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ e m a y b t h e m o t ~ o u l t ~ n d m ~ ~ t - d  
pWeqUISlte to l1kmq 
Aswell,hmoreacMd6ss~a~,the@eam1~hpmbs~tythat~ 
W s  ntohg of the story wll be a n t e  (Scluoktdaz, 1986) Repeated rwdmg. mU 
alsa amwage indepth orplorahon of boob and pmdote chddm% depndna, 
e m e t l t  m d q  of 61- boob (rrsle aod Sulzby, 1989) 
Staytipc 
Teale and Sulzby (1989) p the following & d e b  for rading aloud at 
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talk about t6e characters, make predictions, draw inferem, discus t h 9  lid the 
books to mtl I& d e m q  and examine the author's urr of laupage and i l l w I i o m .  
Whenchwring boob m red  aloud, t m h m  should Iwk for classics old and 
new. bmks rhat are hard 10 get hm, yndi~~overed gem, and books by pmlifi~ mahorn. 
The pvrpos is m bring children literary a p r i m e n  they might not o W x  have (Allen 
er 01, 1986). The -her should also anively and consciously chaos books that 
r e 7 1  a mare balanced view d w x  m l s  or discuss those that are more rt-typical 
(Smith, Orrsnlaw and Scott. 1987). 
Whm d i n g  aloud to s h i l b .  Bere are many lhingr 1eash-m can do kfore, 
during and afterthe d i g  to mnke it a more meaningful erpsrience. Examples ofBehex 
adviticr far d i n g  rtarybwks, infomtional tern and pisturs p k  books are 
included in rhs Appmdix (pp. 135-138). Responding m lituafurr is viewed as a meam of 
donnula6ng or r eap r imc ing  Be mry  using I new modality. It is used as am- of 
anglhening children's & W i g  and appmiationof rtarien and helping them m 
internalize the mu- of sorier (SUieUand, 1989). The t e a c h  who reads to the 
children every day. m k  about b w b  and chamcIm in b w b  as ifthey were good 
6i& and knows poems aod N)rier m tell i p  of a 
p m n  who enjoys boob (Huck Hsplsr and Hickmas 1987). 
Big Bwks 
Whm tsachm ux big books. thsy should follow the mutins of Idking about Be 
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relevant concepts in the book d h g  anention to the title, author. and illuswtor; and 
asking children to p r s d i ~  whnr they hink the story may be about. Thmthcy can 4 the 
story alomi tracking thc print Uriththei hand or8 pointer. AfIsrrsading aloud, feachm 
should guide discussion about key idea in the text asking children to recall MpoRant 
points and to find the eo-nding pan in the text They can guide the hegroupinup in 
mading, ux eloreaffivitier to involve children in msnningful prediction of w o h .  and 
fasus childrm's amntion an d i k t i v s  fsarurc~ Md puems in the t e a  TaEbm can 
ask children to look for -tcd words, word beginnings, consonant cluzmr. punctuation 
marks, and distinctive features ofthe text(Cullinan. 1989). 
Big books should be read with all the mthusimand expression that the teacher 
can m-. As they src d and re& teachers should m e o w e  theactive. vnisan 
participation of the children (Doake. 1985). 
Ert-ion Adlvitia 
A variety of ~nponse, o r e m i o n ,  activities eanmmplemmt and enhance the 
effects of gmup storybook readings such as atand drama. This might inclvdc flame1 
board chamtm or pup@ or mlcplaying using simple pmpr and c o m e s .  Some h k s  
contain experiments the childmcando after reading. Ohen Imd themselves to cooking 
or tasting p l i e s .  AAcr an informational book, children can draw and writs ' I d g  
lo@' telling v b t  they leamod hom the mading ( T d c  and Sulzby. 1989). 
Emergent rtorybaok d m @  arr independent reaactmmts of books by the 
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children. Thew readingo seem to facilitate p w t h  in reading beeawe they give childrm 
oppmmities m pactice whatthey l e a d  in intnanive sto~/bmt d i g s ,  and they 
allow children m explore new dimensions of boob and d i n g  (Teale and Sulrby, 1989). 
Omcr Reading Opportonitia in the Cluamam 
T h e  Moming Msss~ge"is adaily me- that the teacher writes on the 
chakboard before the shildrcneoter the helannwm. The mudmts are highly motivated m 
read what activities will take place that day and me their reading W e s  to 
c m p ~ t i v e l y  read Ule message (Allen s 01, 1986; Teale and Sulrby. 1989). 
The kindergarten mom should be filled with environmental print: signs. labels, 
cham. Students can help in the labelling pmcur. Directions, elarmam job, daily 
schedules or attmdancs rsmrds can be recorded on sham and displayed for the children 
m read. 
Exprriena cham are used inall subject areas to write ~oIIst i~e1y about 
cxprricnm which the class har had. Momw (1989) suggested that tsashers include 
illurnations nextto wrb w h m w a  possible to help children not yet able m read. 
I. Rndiag Game 
ReemUy, mrrrearshem have discovered that i nmning  with children in reading 
games mntributer m their leaning to red  ( O l d f o r  1994). Children are better 
able to wognire words and lmers when they encounm them fqumth.. The fWUmCY 
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ofseeing lcttnr and words in thecontext ofa game is d I y  enjoyable; children do not 
ex*- repstitions as drudgny when playing gamer. Roviding than wah games that 
are ehalleoging, as well as build'ig theirc~ntiden~e and skill with easiergameg we two 
valuable ways to mppn their reading (Oldford-Mafehim, 1994). 
2. Silent Reading 
Srudenu should k given rims for sustained silent reading. Rcsding books of their 
own chwsing help redm develop fluency (Hwk Hepler and Hickman, 1987). 
Although most kindergarten children cannot 'kad", it is just as important for them to sit 
with a book, Iwk at the pisturn and ma te  Wries to go with than. It ip also impomt  
for the teasherto be amading model during silent reading timer This reinfo- the idea 
that d i g  is valuable and important (P- 1986: Knixn, 1987). Teachers are w i n g  
as gwd models when they talk about what they have h n  di explain how what they 
are d i n g  has idusneed their liver, share delight in particular p- and words, and 
use some of the ideas d intheir teaching. 
Equally importanf children should be given time m talk abouf bwks that they 
have folmdexciting. Therefore, rmdentr should k allowed to look st a book in pairs d 
talk quietly during 'silent' reading (Kairen, 1987). Children like m share what they are 
seeing in Uxir hooks with Eends. Thq  should also have several books s s l d  so that 
the h e  is not s p o t  onwaiting and seIe&tg. Kairen ruggsdefs4 as well, that children 
should beable to bring familierbooks h m  home for silent reeding time. 
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Easy-m-d books ax cnpeFially helpful to ehildrm en* school who are l a s  
well prrparrd for d i g .  The mart obviour dfcct is that they like the stories and can 
d i l y  behave like rradcrs with books Ulnt they ean d n r e c i t e  and which belong to 
them (McCormick and Mason, 1986). 
While it ~ B S  suggertd that b a d  d m  were not the bert --to use for 
Mding, preprimern or b d  d e r s  am o k n  p o ~ c h o i s e r  for silent &g +ad 
(Kaisen, 1987). hrprimm do provide independence and enjoyment for young mdms 
becaw they gain eonfldenss in their reading ability h thsy are able to resegnin all 
the words and when Uley s o d  Wreadult read- [d~cloping flucnsy). 
Ksinen (1987) suggs~tcd that silent wading should be held at thc same time each 
day, so thar Ule children will expet it as pan of their rsguk m&s. Also. for 
kindergarten children, it should begin as a vny don periodof tim- 
gradually in- to loor IS minuter. 
3. PairdBuddy Reading 
C h i l d d r  claumarcr can be anothm audience for rhcir &g. In p a i d  or 
buddy d i n g ,  teachcn can pair children within the clawmm or with a class of a 
differem &e Isvsl. The latter is borcfieial for both gmups ofchildren whenalder 
mdentp select and practice a b k  to d to yoyogee buddies and Lirten to them read 
(APEF, 1996). 
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4. Home Reading 
M o n t e ~ a r s m o ~ p d g c  a home d i g  pmaam as we11 as he reading dono in 
school. Teachen can wnd books home or encowage -1s andchildren to visit their 
local library. They d l y  keep a reading 1% with the help of the -f in which they 
word  the books thel read (APEF, 1996). 
According m Joanoldford-Matshim (1994). reading might be learned as easily a$ 
q m k h g  or other behaviourr when teachen: (1) value and enjoy reading, (2) aped  
children to leam to read, (3) pmvids 101s ofoppormnitien for them to panieipate in it, and 
(4) respond positively to them during reading activities. 
W r i I k ~  
Writing is a panicvLarly efficaciou~ m- of accomplishing that which the child3 
brain in prpctually striving to do inany esw - namely, to worlds (Smith, 1982). 
Goodman (1986) -red that written language grsnlly rrpands human memory by 
making it pwsibkto nurm far mors knowledge lfian he brain is capableof storing. 
written language l i  us with p p l c  in f m m y  places anddinant times. 
How do children *am written language? The same way they leam a d  language. 
by using it in authentic litnacy cvsnu that mest their needs ( G w d m a  1986). 
The tnuditiand view is that lcamingm read muzt precede lsaming to write. 
Rafher, it r~mr that many children may begin m wite before they engage in reading 
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(Chamslry. 1971: Allenerol. 1986; Gm- 1986). Childrmgendly followthis 
pa- at least until d~ school imnvenes. 
Childm should write hom the very fm day of lndngrutm (Graves, 1983, M i 4  
1985). Inmodusing writing oo the fun day ntablisha it as pa l  of the daily auivities of 
life in the classroom and also help to alleviate initial XI- to write (Manha and 
Teale, 1987). Fmm the t k I  day the -her should enmurage the mdats to view 
themselves as writen (M* and Tsltle, 1987). w h  indicate thar moS1 children 
enmhg f irs  grade ( A u t  ninety p c m )  believe they can write. while only fifteen 
percent believe they can r e d  (GraMs, 1983). Sulrby. Tcale, and Knmbsrslis (1989) 
mted that all kindergrutmen r e a d  in a litnate c u l m  can and will write. Children 
ob- othen writing. try it out thcmwlvsg pctice. experimenf take chances, and 
padually learn conventional rules (Mavrogsnes, 1986). 
Teachen must ampt  the f o m  ofwriting and Mding children use and be simple 
and straightfow with the myest  to write. Teachers can ask them to "Write asmrysmrysmry 
orMWrite a letter lo your friend" and B S I ~  them tha~ it does not have to be Vie grown up 
writing. They need to be given W o r n  to do it their own way and then asked to read 
what Uvy have writvn (Subby, Teale, and Kambmlir, 1989). When they do start using 
some spelling, begimm are enco-dm take risks. When they writ% they spell words 
as besf Ulsy can, inventing if O-ary, but using the words they need when Uvy need 
thrm rather than &Ling with rho~cthsy am sure they can spell (Owdmah 1986). 
As the rho01 year began, Mib(l985) would write a p o n d  note to each child 
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and placethrm in thsii mailboxes. This note not only r e r d  to i n d u c e  the children to 
their teacher, ~ I U  to their mailboxes, to writin& and to d g  born the "I fmt day of 
schml. 
When children need help getting nMed writing, the teachsr can model nome of 
the ways other kindcrgatmm writeor show writing samples p m d d  by ofher children 
their age ( M a r  and Teak. 1987). 
Wliting Development 
Children go thmugh stag- of writing dsvslopmsnt (Allen cr d, 1986: 
Schickedanz, 1986; McLane and McNamce, 1990; Oll ik 1992; HeMingr, 1994). They 
rtm with pre-letter making, or line-making to represent their though*. They move on 
then to mdom 1etr.r-makb&. They know that words ere made from IethJ, but do not 
know why particular one. ars used. In the early phonemic rtnge, children start using the 
consonants that they hear in the words. They oaw undmtand the relationship between 
lemrr and rounds. me nm stage is l e m  name. or advanced phonemic writing. T h y  
have conool over both mnsonantsand vowels and divide their rtory into disrretc word 
unit.% 
h u i n g  kindergarten the mon typical forms of writing used in connected di~eome 
(rush as stories or lettm) continue to be scribbling, drawing, and no"-phonetic letter 
ming., with fmez children using phonetic (or invented) spelling, aodmwentional 
orthography (didonay spelling) (Sukby, Teak and Kambmlis 1989). 
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It is imponant to enmurage all stages of invented spcISig and all f o r m  ofwriting 
at d l  limes. Teachers rhould not wait mtil all the romdnetter mmspondencer h e  
been taught or even ineduced (Richgek, 1987). Childnn should be encourage3 to get 
thsirthoughls down on papsr in any way they -1, such -dm-g, inventEd ~ I l i  or 
pi-. The children's ideiuJme~lager are more i m p m t  tbnn the mmm in which it 
is -&d be- ideamaking is what writing is all ahout (Hcnnings, 1994). 
Childm should always be asked to read what they have written oo m a r  uhat 
form ofwriting they have used (MaRinnand Teale, 1987). By inviting them to Rad 
theiown wries. vashem are inviting them m member  their cornposifiom and to e a t  
written mmporitiom as ofable - fixed in lime and space by the a3 of writing (Sulzby. 
Teal+ and Kamberelin, 1989). 
By sharing their writing proudly and mmcnmting on meaning rather than on 
spelling, mechanic% and "earnerr, children came to see the relatiomhip bctwccn print 
and reading, and the wncspt of audience is made mn- (MavmgcncJ. 1986). When 
they Rad their own stories. however, they may not read mnvcntianally horn thcir writing. 
wen if it is Radablc (Sulrby, T d e ,  and Kambmlis, 1989). 
Whcn they stan to spell inventively, and even shortly be fm - as if inanticipation 
ofthe limiu of their o m  ability a -sent language in print - childrenreduce thcir 
stories to limple, reptitivc sentence pttans such ar "This is ..." and "I see.. ." These 
formulas can be kept-ily in mind while the children labours to m u d  out   pel lings and 
mall  c o m a  letter shapes (Birrex, 1985). Marie Clay (1975) suggested that this is a 
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m e  of mnccpt de~ lopmem 
Transcriptions by the [-ha preserve the ViQLity ad m y  cham o f c h i I W s  
oral storin, and may help children develop hasic d i n g  concspu and skillr. but keep the 
power ofwriting in the M of the Meher While h e  written language mentioned 
abaw is lerr i n t d g  than oral language. Ehildmndo it themelver (Biuex. 1985). 
Writing for P Pnlpose 
Children Isamto write by writing (Clay, 1975: B iue r  1985: Richgels, 1987: 
Teale and Sulzby. 198% Hennimgs, 1994). Therefore, the early childhood csmleulum 
should encourage children to write oRm and to wife for a wide variety of purposes and 
audisncn. 
W"ting wPmr to be most pvrposeful whm it is reen by teacher and children as an 
errential pan of life in Ule c l a r m m .  Then writing ariwr h m  and relates m cumnt. 
ongoing i n t e a  as children lalk read, and write abaln wha.1 III.ZY are doing, making. 
observing, or imagining (MeKcnds. 1985). Whenchildren have the oppormnity to write 
k l y  and for purposes that an memhgfd lo them, they go about the pmcesr in a 
systematic way and use h t e v a  they Imow to convey meaning ( f i g ,  1985). T h y  an 
not writing solely to please the teacher but m a range ofpsople inths world withinand 
byond Ule clannwm (Milr 1985). 
Amrding to Clay (1975). the emphasis in an early writing pm- should bean 
elfdirected activity mthn W o n  passive gnidanceor on verbal d M o n  h m  the 
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teacher. Whm c h i l d  write on topicaof their own choosing. they d l y  draw on 
pmonal expsnmces. Maninnand Teale (1987) have found that there topics told to 
result in longsand better formed noris. 
The W r i I h ~  Pmresr 
Children nspd w p d c i p t e  in a host of literacy events -oral ensounten with 
print - so lhat they have an oppommity to a b m e  the C ~ ~ S I ~ E S  of print and me 
them in their writing (Hrnnings, 1994). For -pi+ mm~ive, novel and involving pre- 
writing experiences encourage childmu, uw more sophidsated writing svategies 
(Manincr and T d c ,  1987). 
Prior m writing, talking can draw out childm?~ imager and idem on a subject, but 
diiuuion must not be extended to Ihs point where i da s  are inhibited or the writing 
becomes antielimaetie. Atla completing their writing, children can be guided to share 
Uleir composition. in small gmup. Many farms of written sommunicatian can be 
mhanced when children discuss wimt they plan to write and, later, how it might be 
reYised (Allen at 01.. 1986). 
Young children can use pictorialking to rehearse before wifing about events of 
which they woe a part They can draw a m i s s  of pi-E m tell their read- what 
happened and then wnslatc their drawings inm sentences. Children can use a similar 
pictorial rnis to shsaF3e before story-making. Repons and stories bassdon a p i s m  
series tend to be more o r g m k d  thao those based on memory, for the pictum help young 
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writers keep the wqusnss ofevents in mind (Hconings, 1994). Thmugh pinoriulidng, 
young writm learn to organize their Wghts.  
While childrrn write, teacherr can b m r m  as muod I&=, ~asmn and 
achnid assi-fa, meeting children's needs without W g  the initiative out of the 
&ens' hands (Allen er a/.. 1986). Rather than giving reparafe IerJons in spelling, 
punemtiou, and handwrit& tsashes should work an efabtirhing rwng. clear, and 
relevant cmeetionr kwecn the a d  of wri6ng andthe mechanid skills that&c it 
(Allen ct ol. 1986). Richgels (1987) rugguted using 'purpose talk" to teach roundnsttrr 
comspondeness. The sounds and mler of IsttoJ are taught in contm when they are 
meaningful to the ehildrrn'r writing. They md m be told Ulat this infomation will be 
used in their own writing. Goodman (1982) mntended that their rpelling beearner more 
and more wnventionalind, regardless of inmuetion. Kmwledledge of the eonventions of 
writing will ofen mru incidentally without children being a- of what is happening, 
vicariously whm watching what someone elre do-, and mllsbomiyely b ~ommne 
else helps them express what they hsyt D say in writing (Ikpcee and 1-ch 1994). 
m e  Wliting Eovimnmrmt 
The classmom should pmvide mmfomble places, bwb and other forms of prinf 
time to write, and a continual emphasis on pasibilitier for writing. When children are 
dy to write, -hem can o&r mom specific pmpmtion inthe form ofoppomnitier 
for talk& planning, locating renowe., and examining what other writers have done 
with similarasks (Akncro l ,  1986). 
hrring the period of aefual mmporing. aachnr should -quiet, comfon. 
ample mamial~, and mi-cs roursss. Thsy should not ean presswe for speed or 
prrmatlus mmmeos. but htmd a m p t  the insvitab'dity of false nam, gaps, and 
impemctions. Whcn the t h e  eomn fm revising and editing. teacherr should act as 
mnrultana, llot imposing their o m  id- but help& childrsn -r their individual 
though& ke ly  andslemly. ARer written pi- am completed, teachers EM react h m  
an editor's ora sol labmor '~ point of view. but should r e h b  h m  criticidng orjudging 
aspcts that can no longer be remedied (Allenel 01.. 1986). 
The w*g cetme 
Martinez and Teals (198T) Nongly advocated having an adult facilitator at the 
writins -In. This adult could be the teacher, a pat, or a community volunteer. The 
adult can invite childmn to di~fusr  their c h a m  topic before beginnag to write. They 
s w e  as an aid while t h e e h i h  write and an awdien~e when they have completed. As 
well. the adult provider valuable f e e d k k  OD bth the mntmt and form of their writiq 
and re- as the recorder, recording the c h i l d ' .  Zi t  is aot 
undawndable. 
&well, a teacher can enmurage the shildmn at the writing -In to iavra~ 
diseurring and reading each other's writing (bkl inaand Teale, 1987). 
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W*g om m p h y  
Someteachm enmurags childrm to keep writing folders, athm "publish" pome 
pieces, andothnr display writing on bulletin b a d  or clothes liner (Sdzby. Teale. and 
Ksmberclis 1989). Childremenjoy seeing their workon public display. 
Whenteachm display the children's work they canenmurage the children to 
read eachotkr's writing (Martinsrand Teal+ 1987). The a3 of displaying their writing 
enmurages children ro write stories d see thnorrlvu as auhon. T w h m  need to eear 
children as authors and invite U1em to p u b l i p  
and Kamberelis. 1989). For d e n  childrm publish, teach- son w o k  with mars of their 
skills. Such surface mnvmtions as spelling, pmruados grammar, and handwriting 
receive high attention wllen going to final draft ( O m s ,  1983). 
Publishing their writing also sewer to communicatechildrm'r writing 
development to their parmu. The M m v a  book is Bngibls evidence that the &Id is 
pmgrrsting, b purting information on the l i i  for other audiences (Graver, 1983). 
Editing 
Even primary children san edit and reviss their tii dratln. Whm childrem - all 
children in aelsss - know that a pi- they haye dmtled will be published in some form, 
Urey are more likely to polish it carefully. Now they have an a m d i e .  Now they are 
authors (Hamingr. 1994). 
Ensouragc children to ask thnnrelver qucrtions rueh as 4 s  my drawiog or writing 
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jm the way I want it m be? Do l need to change an* or do mything eke? Am l 
satisfled with my work?" Children will dwelop the habit ofbolring back and reflecting 
on what they have domand make decisions about revisions oradjumnsnrs that are 
needed (Szickland. 1989). 
Since some writing is not meant For a thn  p p l c  written expression in Ule 
elassmom should not automarically k shared b u g h  public E D ~ U ~ C ~ O ~ L  Teachen 
need to Ietwritcrs chmw. at times, to keep their writing private, cryptic. md m p o v  
(Allen rr el., 1986). 
OIher Wtiling Oppormmitk 
I. Journal Writimg 
Kindngam children should have pmanal journals. They should be able to 
write whatever they want in the journal, at limes pmmptcd by classmom nmeriences at 
other times mprompted. just because they feel like ir The teacher responds m the d m t  
by writing back inthe journal, creating a written dialogue with the child (Henningr. 
1994). Mavmgenes (1986) mgg& that the childrro write their m e r  and COW the 
date from the chalkboard an each journal mey. She also meowaged quiet talk among 
the children while writing. 
2. Author of the Week 
At the beginning d a c h w  om child can be selected k an "author ofthe 
week." The author wlmr 3 m 6 writings fmm his or hawriting folder whichare 
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dtsplayedana~psotalbullStmW ~ t h e ~ t h e a ~ r e d s ~ s t o n e s t o  
the mug @lmmezand Teale, 1987) 
Cluldrm plck up a h e q  patadage of topic rdeas form each ofha Whenthey 
shsrs the~rwnmgwth cach other, one cluld's Idea wll o h  m8W.m idea m other 
cMdren (OIaves, 1983) 
3. Pea P a  
A teacher can promote miq by estsbhshq a system ln the classroom or 
t organmu a ~ p a l s ~ m  Create and S W ,  1989, S W ,  Tde, snd 
h k h ,  1989) In hslfday lundergarba clssse5 the mo- chddxn wm hsve pen 
palsmtheaftem~nclsss. I n ~ ~ , t h e t P & h e r s h o u l d ~ d e r t h e w n m g  
smegm cschshldent IS mutg (Martmm sod Teale, 1987) A scnbblnrm&bc p a d  
vim mmeone usmg lnventcd s@u&?s Pm pals mght also come from o t k  &Is, 
aher wunmes, a mum's home, or matha olass lntb schml If they bnve e m 1  
~ccessthcyrm$m~e'tieyWlnstcaB 
For&8~haveWnmmmjo~,ldtrnmhngnanatu(al&stcp 
The md arms of clmmm a d  0~mmUnay prow& rn-1c oppo&.mhes for 
' 
' @mmsahonaUy-styled but meam#d 1- Fnmdly notes oan be wntten to 
olassmates who an at home wk, qmkers wha have vu~ted the chs,  or -ts who 
have suppl~ed nfmshmb (H-s, 1994) 
I 4. Bnhutorrrrms 
In bmmmmm& each parhapom mmbutes whatem wmds of ideas come to 
' k  
' r 1 
" ' ' ", ~ 1 , ; l  'r$J1, 
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mind in d o n  to a @culaz object or event WheUnrelevant or noS all wnfributiom 
am accspadand mordsd on a chart w, that they nrs aMilablc for reflsrion and 
cornpasing (Hmmi(~erming.9, 1994). This sharing of idsas enmutap children to take rirlrs and 
feel fxe w express their opinions. It drmommm to the students that their knowledge 
and h g q e  abilities are valued and aecepe-3 (Kindergoaren Guide. Dm#, 1994). 
Children menmuraged w read LC ides on the c h  a t h e  bmbtorming susion. 
The reachcan write the child's nams n m  w the id-
them a sense of ownerrhip. 
A major outgmwth of bchmrmin~ is vocabulary development. As participants 
suggest wrds  and rearsh r e f m c s  lor additional wards, they meet "nu or relatively 
unfamiliar arprraioru (HcMingr. 1994). 
5. Art 
When ehildrmdmw, they often tell stories about their pictures, dietate &a for 
adults w write, and write their o m  captiom. swrin. and -a on their W r k  (Allen el 
ml.. 1986). 
6. Rndiog Extearion 
Writing in a natural follow-up ro msding and can take place before and during 
d i n g  as well as (Hsnnings, 1994). Good literatur. will o h  q m k  ideas for 
children to write about. 
7. Erprrienw Charts 
Aheve ry  uperimee that the class @ c i W  iR the ~ ~ h o u l d  get themW 
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help write an experience chat¶. They will compose. in sequence, what they did and 
maybs how they enjoyed (or did 1101 enjoy) the exprience. HsMinp (1994) m g g d  
that this information can be e n d  into the cLy*Ua)m computer and publication copier 
can be prinvd for the children 
Ths teacher can also write his or her o m  ltorisr. making them pasonally 
meaningful to the students and highligbobg letters the studens use in their inventive 
~pdling (Riehgels. 1987). Riehgelr even luggrned that teach- write using prrdiclablc 
invented spellings to pmvide for expM1egtal d n g .  l k n  they would tell Uleir 
studem that. while there words m not ~pclled like they would be in a book, they should 
be able to d them. 
8. SFiellce Lmminp Low 
K h b g m e n  children can keep science leaning logs; foldern in which they k e p  
r i eme  writings orreordings (H-ing% 1994). They can write about findings that w a e  
discovered in the reience =en115 or an expnimmt that WBS done as a whole p u p .  
Printouts like those mentionedean be kept hers. m. 
Fine Motor Coordination 
Their teach- also provide a variety ofmeaningful activities that in-e 
children's ability to control the fine mureles ofthe hand and to diffe~ntiate among 
shapes to aid their wri* abilities. These include drawing with b w h  and p i n t  drawing 
on large sheu of pspsr with hmIry crayons, working with modelling clay, sometimes 
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moulding the merial  into Isttsr-like b p e r ,  msnipulating interlocking punle blacks, 
plugging c o l o d  sticks into the holcr of a board to fam designs (Henningi, 1 W ) .  
To dovelop a helpful attinde toward childredo writing hehahsiou~. teachers may 
find it useful to consider it inmuch the m e  "ry they considcr childreds kbaviosx with 
an or blocks. Teafhem typically accept the ways children draw aod build They 
u n d e d  childreds need to explore and -rimem A oimilaranihlds of acceptance is 
appropriate with their writing, too, alfhough teachers tend to find it more difficult to 
overlook m. It is especially hard to mist telling children how to do something. But 
childrm'r writing pukes  the m e  k i d  of uncritical ~ p p o c t  and teachers m w  give it 
gmemusly (Schiclied- 1986). Sylvia Ashton-Wamer(l%3) Stated that avacha 
should neW ~ " d c k  the EDnt5nt 0f a child'$ writing, but ~ h d d  0dy S ~ O W  d 
i n t a n  in whatthe child is expreuing. 
Recording achild's writing b crucial. Kepr ina writing folder, records of& 
child's writing show the oral and written 1-p development &ugh the COW of 
the shoal  year (Manin- and Tde.  1987). 
The following an lypes of obsemtion lhat eao be used forwriting assamrnt 
. Foldcrab1en*1tion: TO go overthe writing i n t h  
. Dbtnnr obren*1tion: To obrave the behadour ofths &Id fmm 
a- the mom while writing. 
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Clm-m obsemmon To obsrrve how the oMd goes about 
w r n m  
. P d r p n n t  ob~wvdzon To ask q w m  of the c!nld rn such a 
way that the cMd teaches you abut mfolmauon and lus 
Writins given teach awbicle for 1- iiom ohildren when they ask 
questions of the wdta. Lish camfully for the child's p e q m i ~ e ,  and nspsct the child BS 
a Unique ' ~ W C T , "  mastnrcting his or her own understaodiog (Fallon and Meo, 1994). 
OTHER CURRICULUM CONCERNS 
owdmsn (1986) contended mat spealong, I- wtd~g, and mdmg BIT all 
lmp~mmg m w n w  ofthe cxplorat~m of the waldof Itungs, e v e ,  ,dew and 
expenenccs The cantent cmutlum dram on the snd e-enm d d r e n  
keoutslde of school, and thw m'pomtes the full w e  of oral aad mttcn 1-c 
htlm E v a  back m 1966, Dewey atatcd h t  htaaoy bemmes pmpmeful and takes 
o n a d m t ~ o n s l l m p m t a n o e w h e n ~ t m ~ ~ 1 t h a b e r ~ ~ e 0 f s ~ ~ m a n ~ ~  
asa content areaunto ltneIf(c~ted utMmmw, 19S9) 
~SfOncalty, sohaols hw not f a v o d  ttus hmd of ~ n t e m o n  howledge has 
tea Lnded mto qmmte subject msRn L s m p h s ,  each 1-e made LS taught m 
tsolatlon ftom the others, US are lnhodud and pmhsed one at a bnw, w b a o k s  BIT 
~)081daed the only pqm m a t 4 1  fox classmom use In the be- such p ~ l ~ c e s  
were probably based mare on whom of what was easrest for the teacher than 011 con- 
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for how children learn, but they are defended w w  on the basis afme(reongruense with 
~~r t emar i s  learning theory (Allen erd., 1986). E v a  today in Nmfodland,  reachers 
are asked to submit a time schedule to the D q m m a t  of Edusadon stating how many 
minutes per day ace spent on sash rubjsct are+ and the* time allotments should a g m  
with the specified time eommitmnru outlined in the Program ofSrudies (Govrmmcnt of 
NF and Labrador, 19%). 
The mDin rearan forcmrring boundaries &en school subjects is to teach the 
skills needed for each ofthem in an authmtic mnmt But them are ober rearam, too: to 
msurr variety in childcen's experiences and v d i i t y  in theirabilitisr: to m& them feel 
at home with the mixes in m&als and approaches that charactetize eomunieation in 
the oursids world; and to give them b m d  mough knowledge to mnk5 SMSI changes, 
padsipate in community &aim, and enjoy a range of c u l d  and recreational activities 
in their personal lives (Allen el 01.. 1986). 
"Integrating nurisuium" is not only about putting together p m o f  a rehwl 
pmgram. I t  is about interacting with other human kings and undemanding their ways of 
t h i i g .  It ir about using ceding and writing as a -n and immanent for mmir.g 
together, for undemanding each other. for getting along with each other (Shunahan, 
Robinson and Schneider. 1993). 
This in-on is facilitated by a flexible use of Gme (Allen el oL, 1986). making 
it difficult to munt the minutes rpn t  on separate subjects during the day. 
Lapp and Flood (1994) stated many m o m  for curriculum integration. For 
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instance, rmdmu z-=e relatiomhips among ideas and conaps  as they planand exprieoce 
a t h e m ~ b a d  inquiry as well as rrlariomhip h e n  in- and out-of-rshaol topia. 
Communication pmarx r  bemms authsntic as mdcntr en- in t h a r i d l y - b a d  
learning activities. Students are enmuraged to share ideas. Ar they listen m one another, 
h i  pmanal b- of ideas are expanded. Rerpeet andcoopnation among psm arc 
expanded as well thmugh interndon. Stodenu bemme more respmible for and 
engaged in Ihei own learning, while the mebermumes the mlc of fasilimtor rnthn h 
information disporm. They develop a sense of mmmunity as they mpnativsly dcs i s  
pmjsu  and w t e  claamom displays. Many muplng patterns will narurally emerge 
among mdmfs. Through csmisulwn integration, assessment is continuour and related to 
Icaming endavow. 
Acmding to Allm. Bmwn and Y h n  (1986). a problem with cmieulum guider 
is that thsy c o n h  "100 much," in umu of objc~tivsr, sWls. and topics, with IitUe seme 
of what is important or how to put it all together. They p m t a  vague and idealized 
pic- of the student emerging fmm the po- "able to use IanguapeKstively" and 
"enjoying good literam," and they also p-nt a pmfupion of minor skills that xcm 
only marginally slated to Ihe delired end pmduef. Many ofUashcrs' i m p o m  
q d o m  are ~n e m  addreswd. 
Thc wher3 's  mk in to analyse a g e d  philosophi~al goal to dixoverths 
pdcular  abilities that comprise iG reduce those abilities hnthcr to school skills, and then 
express those skills in famu of clasmom d v i d e s  Nitable for each grade level and 
Jtudeot (Allen er 01.. 1986). 
Planning is sphesis. Teaehm bring together their howledge of the subjm 
maner, lleaming, their rmdemtr. and theourside world into pmm dwock the1 make 
r- for the s d m .  A plan is the eontmlling designof W o n  the1 &al- 
goals and objectives in materials activities. and the ure of time (Allen crol., 1986). 
Anemphasis on real pmceaer implies adjusting the curriculum by allowing xrms 
practices the1 have traditionally b m  forbidden in school: talking while wockhg. getting 
and giving help, imitating and borrowing ideas from baoks, leaving cornstion of spelling 
and punctuation for the f d  copy. In a functional pm-, all of these M pmnirsihle, 
not only hesaw thet is the way things M done in the outside world but also k a u y  
such proses%$ are effective ways of lcaming (Allen or d.. 1986). 
mvemifying the Nlrisulum doer not m- lowering the ultimate expzIations, 
however. Poetry, drama. imaginative writing, and academic pmcerrPr can k learned and 
appreciatsd by d l  children (Allen er 01.. 1986). In the discussion below, the different 
subject amas M dealt with separately, but they should be inregrated within the uniei 
taught 
M a t ~ c n ~ e c h n a l o $ y  
Msthematirr 
Post (1988) eonended that avmiety of learning strategies can be utilized in 
mathmatics M o m  h e  include bath mcNd and indirect learning stratesies. 
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 he s h v c ~ a d  sweg~es ~1~1ude I* t ca~hn  w ~ a ,  OISS ~SUISSLO~,  and 
demonsmhw. In ach of thw, the tarher o duectly m h e  of the mmxhonsl 
process and the stud& am challeugsd to awpm rnfemmon and sktlls. Jdma 
losbuctlonsl ~ E I ~ S ,  on the ~fher bend, lll~~ude m q ~ ,  eg, mvC 
expmon and values rmdys~s In t h e s ~  the &her plays the mle of fao~hfator of 
leammg, the ~ s s  of learmng s e m + d  and the shdents an~cflvely engaged tn 
learmag 
'Ihs variables tbat detemm wh& mafhemstlc8 mtm!mn succeeds or f a  
mlude a teacha's knowledge of the abject matter, a -'a abdzty to c m m m ~ e  
~deap ta &a, the match betwenmdents' sbhtles and the I 4  of duiiculty of thst 
whch o taught, shldent rnahvahon and denre to Iewq and the extat to wtuch the 
teacha makcs rnurmngful appltcatlrms ofthe mafenal taught post, 1988) 
To exemphfy the- ~ ~ u f  mtemaon, Fallon and Men (1994) mmkmd 
that wntmg and d r a m  pride 9pontaww can- apphcmon of mthemmcal 
and COnvmbOnS, whtch ahow ~ d ? 0 t l ' s  lndEpndem tlMkmahcal 
undemdmg m a L&rrnt way horn zmhnahoal mnh~ 
*M 
Aocordlngfo Cann snd Suad (1989), selencc educaaonls m d  ulth 
developfag s p c n h f i c a l l y i ~ l o ~ ~ c a l l y  himate c~txmu who undemtd how snm, 
teehnobgy, and soncty ~nflumoc one mother and who a~ able to usc &IS lmowI&e m 
Guideddirmvay teaching is mommended for seience hseuction This m- 
thatthe teaeherpmvidcr the pmblern$ materials and equipment, but encourager &e 
studentr to work ouf the pmcsdvrrs for solving the pmblems &mrel-. Carinand Sund 
(1989) mggsvd the following format for guided discovery 1-or: 
Whatarcthcpmblnns? 
What is the grade level and science area 10 be invenigated? 
. What do 1 want shildrm 10 &over? 
. Whatwill I " & ?  
- What will we d i m  before doing thc anivity? 
. What will the shildrm do? 
W mun I know? Whns do I find it? 
. How will children uw (or apply) what they discover p .  104)? 
Seiense is n paticipstion activity, ad if itr social arpms are to be Fully realized. 
d e n t s  musf have guided activities involving interaction with each other (Carinand 
Sund. 1989) 
Connecting xiencc to literacy, Shanahan. Robiuon and Schneider (1993) 
reminded us that science d i n g  is not just about applying general rmdy skills to science 
tern. Imead, it should be about communicating like scientists and undemanding how 
they use reading and writing to think work md interact 
Technology 
Pm*ofly we are being ehallmged to thovghdully guide d e n t s '  learning within 
informational envimnments that are riehermd more wmpln  than wditional 
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med4 prumhng nohu and m m  canplex 1 a m q  ~ ~ h e s  for bath teachem and 
students (Leu, 1996) Many teachers have a d  fear of technology, e s p d y  when 
some five-year& can mter thnr c l ~ m s  k n o w  more about the computer than 
they do 
The World WI& Web 0, e - 4 ,  mgmzed works of chldrm's hterahue, 
My* electmntc chat mams, MOOS, MUDS and home p a p  are all just the b e m g  of 
agdrcsl departure from W o n a l  madrig and wnhng expn-8 How we respond to 
these mpo- changes mll daarmne shulmtl' abthty to succeed m the w l d  that 
malts them IJm, 1996) Ifteachen chaoscto lgnam fhne tdmlog~cal pmpmons 
~ a f t h n r o w n ~ g n a r a n c e , t h n r ~ n t s a n t h e o m e s ~ o d e n t e r s a n e f i /  
dlsadvnn~cd 
Lcarmng IS frequent7 colurmcttd through socral mtmchons mfhne crmtwrts, 
pethaps even mme m n d l y  and fmpxdy than m !m&tlonal p m  enwonmats (Leu, 
19%) CUdrm love c o m ~  and they love to shsn thar excitement wth fnmds 
When fhcy acoomphsh a p ~ s c  of wnbq wtb the word pmoem w find a B ~ o l '  8Ltean 
t h e h e t , t h s y a r e v e r y p c k m ~ t h o r f i o d s  
For hcran/ l m # ,  w m m  can be used by the OM& as an aphan d- 
fn?c.ohmn: acllnty Umes, as m gams for pmhce or d o - e n t  of ws, as 
a means of connecting p~chues and wads, and as B way of cawwmg and I T V I S ~ ~  imt, 
I ihfha through thnr own & O I ~  w~ng word- s o h  or by L a g  then r&as la a teach, pmmt valmteer, or oldu chltd acMg as a m b e  (Mayfield, 
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Teachers need to be wary o f b w  soAwaR vdout knowing mydung about ~t 
Mayfield (19926) wntmded mat s o h  needsto be sclecfed care&lly and ugd to 
linthathe teacher's goals for thecldh, it should not be used because ~t 1s the latest 
trendy technolo@cal g m c k  There an softwan catalogues awdable for educators 
whch mve deb& of s o h  that teachers should bow about before p h m q  
Them an many lmaw or rn~clls11011 groups for educators on the hmmt 
~ g T e ~ ~ h a b a s ~ a h S t s w f o r t e a c h c n w h o w s h t o L 9 ~ ~ 1 h ~ a n d l ~  
w t b  multlmda mvrmneats. (Sa A p p d m  p 139 fm s u b s c n p h o n ~ )  
It Ls also lmpmtant when allowing chddnn to use the Internet, that the sites are 
prenewed by the teacher They should mt be pernutted to the web aunlessly - 
611s s not a praduchve UY of school turn A short hst ofweb sltes that an appmpnate 




Effechve soc~al stubcs ~wgwns help p r e p  young people who can ~dmtlfy, 
tmderstand and wnk to salve the problems tbat faoe them maeamgly &- mhon and 
mterdepndent world (Welton mdMallsn, 1988) Most hndagm s o d  SMIS 
pmpams me less global, but m d e m g d t o  famhm clddnn wth them developlag 
selva and them new enwonmen5 tbe schml (Welton and h l a l l a  1988) However, 
When children enter kindergarten, lhey should dismverthat each class is a 
working, pmblonralving unit and that each *dent has both individual 
and gmup -risibilities... If children learn 10 pamcipate in a problem- 
slvine moue when thw enter xhml  and continue m do w with a variety 
u- = 
of reachem thmvghout the six y- ofelrmentaq school, they I e m  that 
Ihe wodd is not a myneriaus and sometimes honile and Eghtening place 
where they have little conml overwbaf bappeos to &em.  they eao use 
their braios individually or as a p u p  to mlve the pmblrms of liviog m 
thcir school world (citsd in Wcltoo and Mallah 1988, pp. 390-1). 
The National Council for the Social S~d ieo  (NCSS) in America pmpoped the 
following fortheir kindergarten -id mdies pmgram in 1984: (1) the awarrner~ ofsslf 
in a social reuing; (2) socialization experiences to bridge home-life with Life in rchools 
(Welton and Mallah 1988). 
Shnnahan er 01. (1993) claimed that thinLing abom literacy wpsratcly hom social 
camations is ran of liking thinking about mwr qa rav ly  hom &e flown. You can do 
if but the - m a  and beauty ars lost romewh- in the wasaction. 
Phyric.1 Edurnlioo 
Allen, Brow and Y&n (1986) contended hat children need various lwelr of 
physical movrrncnf rocid invrastioh and red pmductivity in ordm to develop 
intellectually and smotio~~ally. Not only is this me. but fiyfyear-olds have aammdous 
mount of energy that needs to be fuMslleQ eitherthmugh plan& phyhyrical education or 
unplanned behaviour problem. 
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Aesthetic Erp-ion 
S W .  Teale, and Kambaelii (1989) sated that tacbm need m be mom 
appreciative afehildtm'r compasitional abilities - as &.m. musicianr. dramatist% and 
builders, asvvell ap wit- Tbc alternate sigo ryrtems o f a t  music, drama, mathematics, 
langusge, and dance provide I-em with d i f f m t  rn& of rrpresentation by which to 
conceptualire their world and make their idnu public @hrsle and Woadward, 1989). 
Activities lhat guide children m in- oral language include dramatic play in 
renponre m life and livrature, IitemNR experiences. and actistic experiences (GI-, 
1989). Dramatic play is dirussed under the ~~RAPPROPRUTELEARNINCING 
ACTMTIES. 
Art 
Sylvia Ashton-Warner (1963) stated ha d l  an b communi~~tion Huntam never 
redly make Ulings for themselves alone. While she uar, probably not taking solely about 
the fine am, this is rrrtainly applicable. Children should have the oppummity to cxprrsr 
themselves lhmugh the flns aru. They should never haveto follow a rtepby-step pmsess 
in order to create something - ifthey do, the creation b not M o w n .  The t e a skcan  
a a i w  specific tasks, but fhe child should be given thc c h m ~  to make it unique. For 
example. the shildrem might be e s k d t o  use fingerpaint to errate B winm sene  on Mi 
-. The children will pmduce crsationn that am personally theirs. 
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Morir 
Music. songs. as%, a d  naffs help oral language thrive. Musisal immmrnu for 
the young child include rhythm i n s m e n u  (dmms, s?icb, etc.), and m oAcn uscd for 
keeping the tempo of the dWhmic language of pems and ehanu. Songs and song b b s  
rhat have h e n  prrparrd as storybooks lure childmn in using language (GI-, 1989). 
LiIming to m r u i d  r e e o r d i  e-urages language gxowUI as well as round and 
tempo for body movement. A teacher can relcsf t a p  or records that include songs with 
m t e d  language pattern5 wags that rhyme. rongs about M e s  and things amand the 
child, and rongr ha tell stories. Ketpig tempo with rhythm insstumenu while singing 
helps children asmiate the sounds of language with physied activity, and they ars able o 
feel the language (Olara, 1989). 
LangtiI (1994) ouggssted Ulat we uw a familiar or simple melady to help young 
SNdenu read and write. For example, affarrading a book, the childten could put new 
w o e  to the melady of "Twinkle, T*ee that related to the story. The teaehs would 
write the words on achart and the mtdenu would ''read" the Lyrics BS they m g .  
Flexibility ofConirulurn 
Wells (1983) maintained IhM if we believe that language and l d g  continue to 
be intimately r s k d  Ulmughout the y- of schwlm& a major principle in phmhgand 
implementing the curriculum mwt be o nuure that ntudenu m enmuraged to p-s 
and u t m d  their own in- and giventhe oppormnity. whatvet possible, to share 
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responsibility for the formulation, exc~tion and evaluation of Ihe 1 4 g  tasks in d d c h  
they w a g e .  
What is impoltanf Wells commded is that children are engaged in tasks that tbry 
have raLm an and made their own. The r e d t  is acommimmt ID the task that mahlcs 
rhsm to wok  withom elox ~ p v i s i o n ,  and this, in tum hces the teacher to spmd 
considerable +ads of time with individa children when they really need orwant to 
talk about what they M doing. Momva ,  the more teachers ask children a b u t  their 
in-9 their conssms and their quertions. Ule more children see t h e ~ c l v s r  sr 
sonmuning, rather than mmly rerrimg, cuniculum (Fallon and Allen, 1994). 
Rasinski (1988) applauded the kindemanen teacher's uss ofthc child's interesf 
purpore, and choice in early lireracy. During bdergartrn, children are oftm allowed to 
explore l inra~y in such a way that their own purpose and inmen direct l i m y  
develapmmt. However. he noted that when the m e  child enten grade one, this is not 
the case. The gmwing concern with a m d  and efficimt ewrieulum and the need to 
meet certain skills ohjeetivcs o k n  c-s those very behsvialns bat ch i lbn  were 
encouraged to produce in lrindsrgmm to bs uen m Liabilities in later y-. Intersof 
purpose, and choice are ofun no longer the domain of the child, but belong to the 
cunieul"",. 
T d m  in grades beyond lrind- need to be aware of literacy developm~nt 
and need to my to maintain the m e  healthy mvimomert for I&g bewd more on the 
interests, pmpser, and choicer of the rtudmts. According w k, Flaal, and Lapp 
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(1989). it is d l e  to ntpnthatteachw cao build a lmpge doh, print fiucd, 
garden gmwiag, Pet teadiag, book Rading, m m g e  writin& child mrhuhg, mind 
expanding, body building, h d t i c s  s m p h a s i i  e n m e n t  and tiveto tell about it! 
ASSESSMENT 
For teachers to gab pubho bust, they must show that they are respanslble m e n  
W S ~  t~ ~ n a w  about m a  dcvolv5 thae be no hesltlhm by 
teachers (JoMon, 1987) Howeyer, assesment a 0th onc of the teacher's blggcst 
hdaches It a not smple to find out how each mdIwdud ~ L l d  mthe c b s  bas 
progressed snd developed 
A s s e s m t  1s an m1us1ve term forthe mlleotl and Nalwbon of data on the 
M, the subject, theleamag ennmma% and mlfucbonal objeehw, methods, and 
m.tmals ( A W  et al, 1986) Evalwbaq then, can be d e h d  as the m l y 8 1 s  4 
sy&hnna of th mfmmatm SO that kumm cao be made abom d w d &  end gmqm 
Vem~Ieton 1995) 
Just as goad mstmccs of mstcuEtMnars gmeratlvee gmd progrsms of evaluahon 
a r e n a t r m n d m t h e ~ b u t s c t ~ ~ l l ~ f o r h o w t O p E e e d m t h e M u r e ~  
and W d w &  1989) T h y  pow& oppomhes for all prhofpam m fhe educahod 
entapnatorrf lec tupanwherethc ,~and~theyMshtog~  lnthrswaythsf- 
1 of rvsluaho~~ u lqnn s s l f 4 w b o n  and the result IS p W h  and learmng l . X e  and 
' Woodwad, 1989) 
I l l  
According to Pinnel(1985) there are two Lindsof ssxrsment: (1) teashm cnn 
auen an individual child's eompteoce by Iw!&g at the m m t  to whish helshe the 
various h d o n r  of language and how effectively: (2) teachar rm auen Ule language 
mvimnment by detminiog which timctions OENI and m, and which w being 
osglennl. Johnston (1987) alro m t d  that there= two fea- which will be mast 
evident in anap r t ' s  description ofashild'r pm@us: anemphasis on pms- and an 
emphasis on what the child can do. The lollowing %dons look* how to evaluate the 
Lindergruteo child and then how to evaluate the cwiculum pmposed for the child. 
Evabating the Killderg.mm ChUd 
In a functional communication appmacb ruehas ~ hint, ar-at fo- on 
such thins  as ability to describe objects, tell a mxy or nanate asequenss ofsvsnts, 
explain a process oreo"pL convince mother p o o  to adopt a point of view, persuade 
someone to tahc a course of acnon, extend an invilationor welcome. a p e  on a solutioo 
to a problem, or snprsss or intnprel people's feelings and aftiom thmugh dramatic play 
(Allen er ol., 1986). 
The mk relien on such ongoing assessmeottools as checklists, anecdotal 
resodr, ponfalia. and individual conferences as well as ~ h u g h  informal and formal 
assessment? as a bssin for planing penanalired and gmup immction. raquerting 
assistance from laming spcial im and soliciting mistance fmm the home (Hsnning~ 
1994). 
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Goodman (1985) contended Ulat the bm way to gain inright into language 
lnuniog is w observe childrm using language w explore all hinds ofeonaprs in- 
social d i e s ,  mathematics, ximce. or physical education. 
Kidnatrbirxg 
Kidwatehing b an ongoing pmcus that L&IS the minute shildrm enter the 
clasnoom ad continuer lhmughout the day (Wauon, 1985). h u g h  obwrving the 
d i n g ,  writing. spsaking, and lirtmingof friendly, intaostive pem interrrvd 
kidwatshing te85h.m can undrrrtand and support child language development (Goodman, 
1985). 
Two ideal rcninp for observation are stoly time and choice time. Both siruations 
pmvide teaches with valid indicaton afchildren's early dsvelopmmt zs d e n .  
Although no two tcsehm will conduct apmid iu  rsmbg, such as dory time, in the r a m  
manner. rhns is enough overlap in cliunoom practise so that ratings or other forms of 
reported observations can be meaningfully h d  (Schicked- 1989). Two example3 of 
ob-tion foms cao be f o d  in the Appendix (pp. 142-43). 
Kidwatehing teaehm believe that curriculum musf be baxdon the sum& of 
e h i l d q  fhat m a b g  a mi&e is not the md, but rather an indication dwhat  d m  am 
trying w do (Watson. 1985). Goodman (1985) claimed that rrmn in lamwage and in 
mneepud development reflSR much more a m i d e  h t  can be eradicated with a 
red m i l  or a d  admonition. What an adult p e i v e r  as wmng may in achdity 
milat development in the child. The kidwatcher who undestands the mk of unexpected 
mpases  will use ohi ldrds emm and miscues to c h i  their growth and dwelopment 
and to d a 6 t d  the p c n d  snd culhd btny ofthe C M  F ~ n n m  and T e h s L y  
(1982) bave ~rmmentsd thatwhrmwm do urn allow  em^ to WUI, m ~ y  do not 
allow children to think. 
Outstsnding kid- do nM only sit BCMSS the mam and observe. Thcy Wk 
mth chrldnn wMe they me engaged mth 1- so that they me m touch mth the 
pmms, not just evalu~fas ofthepmdvcts (MoK-e, 195 )  Omdms. (1985) hkd 
some ofthe things the teach actively does while kidmtchbg: 
When a ~ M d s h y e s  uccess msome c o m w c a h v e  semng 
(mc1- mdmg and wntmg), the M a  may find a number of 
w a y s t o c x t c n d t b t o a n e w a n d ~ ~ f v ~  
. When ohddren am m ~ l d  n"plonMly aEhnhes the fCBOha 
rmghtm~questioasruchas"l~~ndrrsvhytlsuso~or~What 
do you^.^^^ 
. When c M b  ars observed to be wubled mth an cxpcnmce. 
the teaober csn move ln and Wk abut the 81hlaum mth Unn and 
l e a d t h m t o w h a t ~ ~ y c t d o b y ~ w @  17) 
Teachem need to trim in ohtldds l d g  and in WL own ab~Iltyto learn alas mth 
thsL W h  In.?dd~uon, W m  and Strother (1987) da+=d tbt the t& should 
ellf~tmgc ohtldrw for eEWs and deme to learn snd explore, %ather thsn wIe1y 
m-- 
Assesmat enhances bscherd pawem of observshon and mdm&dmg of 
lea- (Teale, H l e M  and Chmondaq 1987) because they use euchpmrrsses a9 
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ludwatcbmg It d Wat0lu.g closely, r e c o w ,  rmdthm lrfleetlng and loUrprmng 
what thsy have obscmd @mpletan, 1995) 
Tcachns h a w  d 1s mptmtto gatha wdence about c N b ' s  knowledge h m  
avanety of Merent paspectlvss using multlple mdmwn, thus ~nneasmg the I te lhod  
thatthe pchm of the ciddnn's h t m q  k n o w l c d g  Instead of 
mmp"np one ad's perhmtwto anathercidd's, they compare each ohlld's c m t  
pmhrmmm agslost ha w b c r p n v l m ~ ~  (vukellcb, 1997) The falloanng 
ars ways teachers yse to record the pmgns8  or development of the &ddrm mtheu 
dasses 
Anecdotal Rsmrd. 
Although m y  t e a c h  khew that k o h o n  IS central to then evaluahon of a 
mmorded T h e ~ t i ~ r a u l ~ c a l ~ " ~ ~ ~ n s o f e I ~ ~ w o r k  
mslntauung systsr&c obarvatioeal d (SclucLedam 1989) It 1s Lfficult 
slu (1985) q g &  that anecdotes can be ~ p l d  ulth r e e d s  b s d  on 
It a less ime-commmw than handmuen mte Tapes can be saved and 
Shldent Porlfolior 
Psrfomancs samples of a child's mck eomplemmt tkabma t io ru .  The 
student's invented s p l l i  provide a tairly reliable indication of thei  intuitions 
concerning the alphabet and how it work (Chittendm and Courtney, 1989). These 
samples of the achchild's workare oflsn kept in rtudeot portfolios. 
Templeton (1995) slated that expression catherthan merely eollfftion is the god 
of student portfolios. Ths portfolio should ex- wbatchildren have learned and whar 
they CM do. ProduStS in the poRfoliOwil1 repre-t not only their fine31 work, but 
infomationabout the pmsess that the soldent h a  k e n  c o w c t i n g  overtime. Teachers 
arc cautioned not m allow the pordolio to bssorne a c01Is~tion pilo - B sforage bin filled 
Mth data which saves w =Ed PWY. Vukelich (1987) ruggened that the teach- 
atfa& anmuy slip m each x l a i o n  whish autlinsr the purpose for including it in the 
podolio. 
Sampler ofchildren's witing can a h  show rmngthsthar are applicable m 
reading. For ample ,  dirsstionalify, one-twne mBVhi.k the abilify to &e 
m ~ e e t i o n s  ktwccn sounds and letters. and the abillfy to rered their o w  wrineo 
language are d indications afthe child's dswlopment in reading as well as writing 
(Depree and Ive- 1994). 
huing parent-teacher sonfsrsnca, the portfolio can be used to illuJoav each 
child's lit- learnin& noting the child's seen& and lleaming goals. Someo'mes 
children might join in thew confe- orthey might even indspsndently usc thci 
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portfolios to explain thsir literacy leaning to fheir -IS (vvlrslicb 1987). 
CheeWirIS 
Various ehaklim cao also be k q t  in the &t portfolio. Chceklim can 
pmvide specific information about each child whish ths teacher can use in planning. 
Depm and I v m m  (1994) mated valuable cheeklim for early d i n g  khaviour. and 
nuly witing behavioun (see Appsndin. pp. 14445). Also. especially helpful for lhir 
unit are the ckcklim developed by Allcnermi. (1986) far reconling the mmmunisation 
behaviourr used by the children fm each of the five mmmunieative Tundons (Appendix. 
pp. 16150).  
Home Surveys 
Many tsachers use reading and writing m s y s  to gather intormation about 
c h i l d d s  anihlder and 1- abouttheir home literacy envimnments. For example. 
parents may be asked to respond to qumiom such 85 how o h  they mad to their child 
haw ofim k i r  child 4 s  to them, how o h  their chid sees than d i g  and writing 
at home, how oflen their child visits the public library, ex. (Vdelich 1997). This 
information can be vm/ helpful for teachem whm they know what literacy baslrgmund 
Ihe child comes fmm. 
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C o d e m r e  
Confnsnces and interview with d e n t s  can be a m- of -gsmmt when 
vJed to d n  individual needs from the students' perspeefive (Allen el 01.. 1986). 
When reacting to children's wiring and rpeaking oamples while rndereming with 
individuals. leachen should bcgin with a comment of praise. They should soncentmte on 
mntcnt, only commenting on a few srpects of form at aatim They should off" genuine 
positive comments Ulaf epitomize their reaction aod give the child one or two spsific 
goals to work on in future asrignments. 7he teacher seeds to keep thow goal* in mind. 
then, when d n g  or lirtcning to the child's future assignments and urmmcnt on the 
child's attainment ofthe goals (Allen ct 01.. 1986) 
To provide each child with appropriate literacy instruetion, teachen need to 
carefully rtudy each child's dam which has been obtained &rough a combination of the 
above methh,  periodically in order to wite rwnmary statements about literacy 
development (Vukelish. 1997). 
Teachen need to mmsmbathat the focus ofevaly~tio~ is on the leamerand the 
learning: what is expected, what has been achieved, a d  where to go fmm here (Hopkin. 
Hopkin. Gmyur, Fowler, Edmi.wn, Rivera and Rubem. 1997). There is also no 
unimsal time l i  when children begin to d m o m t e  their learning orwhen all childten 
can be apxted to know specific infonnafionahut d i n g  and wifing. Twherr and 
schools have the responsibility to provide activities and matnials that foster, eocolwge, 
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and amnulate th~ h t m q  dwolopmmt of esch a d  ( O W  aml Maytield, 1992) 
Mmdual growth. not BcbCVement of absolute 1cvds. IS the goal Teach must sccept 
~MnrtdtiToewes (Goodmaq 1986) 
Evaluahon a an ongomg pmes Systemhe assesmat IS eqwmlly mpolfant 
m ear& ~ l d h o o d  becawe of the mmplmly aml rapl&ty of tbr 1-g veale, iircbm 
aod Cbttcnden, 1987) 
Comman*lting the Prsgur 
Tmd~hody, cads md pmd-teacher cmfemm wae dwrgned to m e  
the fuachon of cmmmmc~tmg the Ehdd's pmgmn H o w ,  f e a c h  may use a mnety 
of other meam to let p"nfs Imuw sbwf sohml p m m s  Some of these mght d u d e  
bullmu bwrds snd @lays, telephone ca l k  the s~hool ncwsldter, and spenal 
pafarmances for an a d e w e  (AUenetd. 1986) 
ks mermoned m tb PwelthlI lnvdm#mhon, rf f e a c h  mwlve the plnnts 
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learmw through the ncbmss of the oumcvlum (Goodman, 1985) W e  U d n n  may 
mdeed lesm l a n m e  naturally, ~t m ow responslbhly to pmnde w e n w  and 
0pporrmUtlw to promote thnr lemur@ 
A good omculwn sets dmshom and pmwdes e&8mples of the kmkof sdhags 
 wed m pnmd a d r e n  to fake the mental mps we sssocratc ulm svccessful l-e 
w a n d  lcmmg However, the 'real cumoulm' bppm m the heads of the h l d m  
Wheo chldna do not take the meml laps wbw ennsmn them takmg, MwsctlnUeLi 
must be desl& lhs pmoess m calM ewlculm dcvelopmcnt W and 
Woadward, 1989) Tsachns should commtly kesp W w  m makethe oumdum more 
rel- to make Isngusse e x p m c e  m school as &nhc and relevant as thew 
omlde school, to all duldnaand help them expad then bquage ooqetemx as 
they conhnue to learn through langtuge (OaodmaR 1986) 
Cumoulum development b p ~ + % ~  dvnng a h m h o  m t  85 well BS at the eob 
W h e o t h e m t ~ , ~ ~ t h e r p l s n s d y t o c h o o ~ a n d ~ ~ h e d u l e  
~ Y I W  They .lw mka ad)ustments mthea mgmal eqsmmm ahma what chldren 
can do and how much tuoe thsy wll n u d  for a@. ac(lnly WhaMn way a &Eha plms, 
M y  adptm81ts need to be madc BFhnnes prow mon C W W ~  thw eqeaed, 
p 1 a l  wen@, BUCh BS d l y  programs, breuk Imo the mguk schedule, un"pect4 
bppmng9, swh as the amval of a package of pen paf letters, demand attmhon (AM? et 
a1.1986) 
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be ~xpanded ornamrwsd. The sequence danisulatian ofthe inmunional program can 
be d p d .  Decision. aboa implementing alt-tiye cvnieulaand cd-tional 
innovatiom can be made (Allen el 01.1986). 
O l l i l a d  bt&Ma (1992) reminded teachem that ths general purpose of l i t e w  
learning and teaching is b funher develop, enhance, refine, and encourage children's 
abilities and desires to cornmunice. The Forwordscstion has now mme full circle 
bask to the theomical framework for this unit. The main goal of Going Places is 10 
fosergrowrh in the language d h d n g ~ ~ n  children by pmviding activities in sash of 
the five mmmunisatioa Iimctiom. The aim is to get children mmmunieating with each 
other in their class and with the people in the world amund them. 
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Sample Weekly Newsletter to Parenb' 
oear Kindegarun parenu: 
Last we& we learned about lte safety I b m e  and school. 
Our fun leaon was 'Stop. Drop. and Roll." We also mapped a safe 
exit €mm our slauroom and enpertly d e m o m m t d  our lte safety 
behovtou d u n g  a school u ~ d c  6rr dnll Thank you for worktng 
wh your chdd lo mapand label he hen fire escape rofflc from your 
home Your he10 mnfored a numberof vocabulw words and 1~ 
safety mnerpu that we teamed at schml. 
Thir week we will 1- aboffl traffic safety and discover how 
mad signs, signals, and symbols help UJ to read and obey the ruls of 
the & and highways. Youcan help us 1- mere about M e  
safety. When you and your c h i l h  me d g  c m d s  together. help 
Ulem notice and read all the diffmm traffic signs and signals. 
h r  Teacheer: My child is b e g h h g  to Yead" storybwks, but he 
doero't know all the words. Should I stop and c o m t  him when he 
makes a m i d o ?  
Si@ed, Helpful. 
Dew Helpful: When kindqsrtsn childrol h t  smt to 'read" bwks 
they uw the p i e m s  as mindem or clues to tell the story. Thir 
activity is an important first step on the mad to learning how to read. 
Listming to your child tell or read his story builds his confidnrc, but 
eomenng him will only confuse and t h m t e  his efforts. Later on he 
wll  begin to u x  the actual words to r e d  the Itow. 
Have a -a1 week! 
h h  smirh 
Taken from Enr. Btllke J (Ed ) 1995 Smegtcr for pmmwng parrnlal luppon for 
emergent l~temcy pm- The R&g Tcachcr. 49 (2 )  p 169 
Learning the Pragmatics of Language Usd 
Young children need to Isam - 
haw to initiate a m n v d o n ;  
. howto o b e m  u r n - W g  rules: 
. how to rwain a mnvmation; 
. haw to gain and hold the Bwr. 
. how to initiate a play encounter, 
how to gain amen to an ongoing play activity; 
. how to ad- aduls; 
- howtotalktoandwithpew 
- how to ask for help or infomtion: 
. how lo explain, 
. how to verbally expren feelings; 
. how to g m t  and I&C leave: 
- how to argue: 
- how to sped on the telcphons; 
- how to antisipme the ne& of the listener so as to bsablc to adjust the 
commieation accordingly: 
- who is al1ov.d to speak, to whom, whm, and how. 
Taken born Preess, Alison. (1992). hal language mmpetence and the young child In 
L. 0. Ollila and M. I. Mafield (Eds.), Emergmglitera~y Preschool, kinde'gmten, and 
pri-grades. Boston: AUya and B-n. 
Resources nod Reviews3 
A to coo: Subject acccum elr i rdm~'rpiem b w h  (3'ed.I (1989). L i  C.W., & 
Lima, J.A. New Yo& Bowkcr. 
Bnr boob fordi ldnn: P1~1dwldmmgh the m'ddllcgnda (4* ed.) (1990). 
Gillespie, J.T.. & Nadea CJ. New York: Bowker. 
Biblio-hy ofbooks forchildmn (1989). Wheatos MD. Asmiation for Childhood 
Education lntsmatiod. 
B k k  muthorn m d  i r l ~ r o n  ofchildren 'r h k r :  A bio-hicat diefiomcvy (1988). 
Rollock, B. New York: Garland. 
ChUdrm'r h h  mprlnl New York Bowkc, publllhed aonually ] 
Cdlcctedp.rpcrm: Chmnmp end urtn# h b f o r  the elmmom (2'cd ) (1992) 
H U o s c l  a ( E h  ) Nonuood. MA ChnrtopherClordon 
Diclhory ofAmn'ean chUdren'r/inion. 1960-1984. [Bwkr that have won significant 
a m . ]  
G i d  a r~pop le tw !  A bibliobmphy o/nonw~~di l io~)~i  female mlcs in chiidmn's 
boob. (1982). Newman, I. Mmchsn, NI: S~arenow P-. 
Growingpirrr: Helping childre# dc.l vllk w'ydaypmbllnu Utrnush mcdimg. 
(1988). Cuddigan. M. Chicago: American L i b w  hc i i l t i on .  
Paperbackbook f o r c k I d m ~ ~  (1989). Wheaton, MD: Asroeiation for Childhood 
Education Imsmational. 
SomIhing doutthc nuthar maobiagmphy scrics. I. Naliamura (Ed.). Detmit: Gale 
[Eipbt volumes to dats.] 
Something abeul the author: Fads a n d p i d m  about conILmpe"vy authors and 
Zim-n~boohforyoungpmple. [Series of more Ulan fifty volumes.] A. Commirr 
(Ed.). Dsmit: Gals. 
Su6jmgufde to dildrm's bmks h print. New Yo*. Bowker. [Publishedonnually.l 
The elemN~~yschml libm'y eoUcclio~: A g u i d e l o b . )  
(1992). L. W i e l  (Ed.). Willism~pon, PA: Bmdan. 
TheNewk'y and C111dec.m n ~ r d r :  A ~nide  m the medal m d  konot M. [Updated 
each year; the 1991 cditioo d a e r i k  every baok that has received sash award.] 
Thering1ep.nntJody in childnm'r bw*r (1978). H-, C. Msnrheh NI: 
S C ~ W  Rur. 
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Guidelines for Classmom Reading of Storybooks to Children' 
More Rad* 
- Show the cover of the baok to the children. Enmurage prrdictions ofthe 
bo0t.s content. 
. Dircuss the book's anthorand i l l m w r .  
Allow children to d i a u a  their oumexprimees that are related to those in the 
book. 
. D~SUS. che ~p of text the children will be hearing (foUbale, fable, f a n w  
redistitis fiction). 
. lntmdwe children m the main charaacrs and d u g .  
. Sec a purpose for the children to l i m  ro che story. 
During Reading: 
Encourage children to react to and comment on the story as they listen. 
- Elaborate on the text when appropriate, in order m help children undenwd the 
written language used in the swry and Ule cntial nory sompnenu. 
Askquenionr oceasiondly to monitor children's mmprehm~ion of the story. 
Rcphraw the ten when it is appmmtfhat childredre do not undersand the ideas. 
. At appropriate p i n t s  in lhe story, ask children w predict what might happs" 
n m .  
Allow children to voice thsir own invrpmtions of the story 
After Reading: 
m Review the story components (wmn& problem, goal. rrrolution). 
Taken 6om Mmon. P e r m .  and K m  Rcadurg w kondergancnsbldrrn In Smckland 
and U o w w  (Fds ) Ernergzng I ~ r e r o e )  Young Ch,l&en kern to Readand Wrve (p ST)  
N e d  lntnatlonal RcaBng Anoctanon. 1989 
- Help children make sooomiooli bnusen e ~ m s  involving the main s h m a  
and similar events in their own liver. 
Engage children ina follow up activity that involves lbhkhg about the hcten 
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Goidelinw for Cl.IuImorn Reading of Informational Testa to Childred 
Before R a d h :  
~ e v - c  children's level ofundnstaading ofthe hcsq,ipic prescntcd u, t a t  
thmugh mnhodr wch as lradlng a diiusion abut the p ~ c m  on Ihr cover or 
c h l d d s  exp ienus  wth the hepic 
. Provide d o n o ~ o n s  of difficult wwqt. 
. Set a purpose for li-, 
. Estlblisha link b e e n  chilmen's expiems with the topio aad whet they 
wiUbelwmjngfmmthetext 
0sriILg Readimg: 
. Ask quesbm p m d d y  to check chldreds undmmdmg of the fm 
Quesuons W y  appear ln the fm mghi pwrde exoeUmt oppamtlcs for 
Qscusslon and dunomahon of the top10 
Extend new conc+s to chddm mmugh d e m o ~ ~ o s ,  conrrefe 0rampl.s. or 
plctms hie reading the fm m f o m o n  
Enwwge c-em about the dwmm snd SO thst obddren 
talk h t  lmfarmltar COWCptS 
Pmvidc suggestions about aotivitiw children rm& in later mat will 
emomage them to orplar the to@ Ik Ikz 
After Readins: 
. Allow children to ask q& abut the text 
Help &ldm see haw mibnziaonalbst can bc used to leam mom about theu 
awn world 
O&r follow up actlwtw thst 4 tle text concepts to ohlmen's e x p m w  
I 
Ibid., p. 59. 
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Goidelina for Classmom Rending of Pictare Phrase Bookss 
Before R n d i i :  
. Let children b o w  that that b w h  are o n e  t h y  will be able to read if they 
listen and look -Mly at pictures and print 
Have children attempt to Fssd the print 00 the coon. Talkabout words they 
already know. 
. Let children predict what the bwk might be about b a d  on the title and the 
cover picture. 
. Have children takabout thir  own exp4enc.s thnt are related to the book topic 
or thane. 
If children cannot we the print, provide multiple copies or e k e  the bwk 
During Reading: 
Allow children who am able to read along 
. Challenge children to identify words i n k  ten. 
Arkchildren how they are able to recognize the words they have identified. 
AfIer Rndiog: 
Briefly review the content of the t e a  drawing upon the experimces of the 
children to highlight specific ewnD or sequencer. 
. Reread the ten, having fhe children join in as they recognize the wrds. 
- Let children uplore the print by having them ammpt m write words Fmm the 
boot 
. Enend the p-mtion by having children a d  out the mt. draw pictures to go 
along with the 1% or CompoY a similar text. 
. ~mvideoppomnitin for children to read the bwk on their own. 
The Reading Teneher Listscrv' 
The Reading T&liruerv is a discussion gmup online far teachers to diww 
lit- and learning within mdtim&mvimnmentg. Below are the directions LI 
subscribing and vnrubseribing to the l i m .  
Fmm you r~ma i l  mount: 
1. Addm your me~vlgs U) I im@l iNSN.M.edu  
2. have  the fmt line of your message bI& 
3. In the hscond line type: 
SUB R m C H E R  fullname 
e.g.. ifvour name is Jane Doe tws: 
SUI 
. - 
3 RTEACHER l m s  Doe 
4. Be certain your mesage dar not contain my other information. Dioable your 
''~igmtme" option, if you have one, so this is not imluded at the end ofyour message 
5. Send your message. 
To unsubscribe to The Reading T& listemdo the following: 
I. Exactly the m e  as above ueept for the mssage which should wad: 
msm RTEACHER 
If you upcricnsc problnns, you may rend a mmage to djleu@mailbox.lyr.edu. 
Leu, Donaldl.. lr. (Ed.) S d r  secm: Social aspm of lit- and llsaming in a digital 
infonoation age. The Reodhg Teacher, 50 (2). p.164. 
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Starting Points on the World Wide Web for Classmorn Teachers' 
'AskERIC Virtual Library - httpJlcricirryr.eduI 
'C-da.s khaoRR - http://sehooln&.cillIRon.cd 
+EdWeb - hnp.JIedweb.cidr.arg:90/-~1~e.cnmf~.h~ 
'Hismry1Sod.l Slodia Web Site for K-12 Tclrbm - http:/lw.execps.eoml 
- d W d  
'Integrating the Internet - h n p J h n v W . i n d i r r e t e o ~ / ~ n l ' m d e x . h ~  
*Web66 A K12 World Wide Web Fmjgt - hnp.J/wcb66.mIedd~.edd 
Afldemie Iononlioos -Hot Web Sites - http:llwww.acadnnicinno~~tiom.~od 
hotsites.html 
Chumom Conned - Internet Made E w  in the Claamom -http:Nwwr.wsntWOrth. 
c o d  
Discovery Chsnnd School - http:l/sehool.dirmvery.com~ 
Empire Internet Sehwlhoure - gopherJ/ny~cmetarg:3WOll1/Assdernie0/02OWtngs 
Houghmn Mifilin Eduutioo Phec - Free Internet Raourcn for K-8 - http.J/w. 
hmco.eodmhwll 
Kathy Schmd4a Guide for Edueston - h t Q : / l w w r . ~ d . n e U s ~ h m W d c l  
Kids Web - A Wadd Wide Web Die td  Libnry for Schoolkids - http:/lwww.np. 
syreduit~e!ukiLweb/ 
Tho= sites marked wiB an asvrirk m ruggsncd by Leu. Donald I.. Jr (Ed ) Sarah's 
wmt: Saclal -u of ll-y a d  l m n g  m a  dlgttal lnlomatlon agc. l'he Readzng 
Teocher. 50(2). p 165 
The Kids en the Web - h n p : l l u w w . r z n . ~ - b W ~ s , h t d  
Inkspat- Writers' Rasourrrs on tbc Web - hUp: / /www.~tcoml  
The Childran's LhmImre Web Gnjde - hnp:II~aw,uEslgary.cslIIL~indexBtml 
Ohsewation Form9 
Description ofchild'o wok and hehaviovr far eaeh m n m  
(eiu rpeific indications of sElls or lutowl~dgc) 
Scmig. amd A e W -  E u o p l a  oCI3ild.s ActMtSw 
SW Time: ~ m h r r  mdsrnml- 
(mponrer lo say rmc: 
chiles < o m m u  q u t l w  
dabmion.) 
1ndePcnder.t Reeding: BoakTmr 
(nMueofbw!e child choarer or 
bring5 b p- ofseleming: 
quiclwsorial readmg) 
Keadq  Gmuflndi~dnaI 
(oral raadmg rm!=C": 
dirs"5rian arm< rspon.rr 
10 L"I[NCfiO") 
wnrlnp ~ o m l  rmric~ 
alphabt~ d i m l m )  
Rcadlng REla#edActi"ltinTask 
.~~ni<"&~hanr) - 
Infoma1 Sminsr (we of 
language p!ay.joke. say- 
Ic1img. mnvmaua) 
Baaksnd Prinl as Rcrovrce 
( w a f b o o b  for pmj-; 
mtsnt3m to sign% &l.. 
"me$. 1wanng mfamafff") 
mcr 
Takm from Churnden and Courtney k r s m e n t  of young shldm'l readnng In 
Smckland and U o m w  (Eds )Erne,- Lreray Young Chllrlren Lemn lo Roodand 
Wrlle (p 110) New& lnvmanooal Rcdlng Asnoc~auon 1989 
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Early Reading Behavioura Cheeklist" 
Taken from D-, Helen and Sandra I v e m  (1994). EarIyliteraq in the clyss~oorn. I I r n l l s d  , ~ , ~ r n ~ , e a  &n.p I l l .  U-drnI ,a( ;  . i * o ~ c E m I I .  

I S r l h  
ONOrupu. 
2 o i v a ~ m f m m k m g o b ~ m m .  3 2 1 0  
g 3  o~vesdr&xahaobgoblcar  3  2  I 0  
3 2 1 0  
S h m ' b s r o t w t s m d ~ m m  3  2 1 0 
6 DarnbcssanesraomaScao 
3 2 1 0  
7 L k s m l m a m g k -  I eb 3 2 1 0  
8 ~ a s m e o f e v m s  3 2 1 0  
9 E l p b s  apocaas Wwm&mg 
.*) 3 2 1 0  I 
1 0 E l p h e o v s m ( u h y m d h m g  
b-). 3 2 1 0  
11 eipl-an.n(ubatmmne 
3 2 1 0  
I 1 2 S l m r r m n a a m f - m  3 2 1 0  
13 Aslrsquea~~~fmhbnn 
mfwm&,m 3  2  1 0  
14 h.vamfemseshmfnmBtlm 3  2 1  0  
15 EvahMCa blff awa (m 
Ww*) 3 2 1 0  
P finrho~l.I Commm~atmn Ovcmew Cheeht'' 
83 
" r h  fmm All% RR.. KmethL B m  end Joanne Yalvm. (1986) Learmng 
Imgunge through conunmcmton A f M c h o ~ l p e r s p e ~ ,  p 422 Bcfmon~ CA 
Wada.wmfh Publ lhg  Campany 
mad, p 423 
Student's ~ s m e  C n a d e A s e -  
T w h  CLaPsmnn 




a ) ( o p q a x  
A h  
I ~ ~ u u o n r 8 h " t b m l v  3 2 1 0  
~ s t l o e m a  
Modc 
( ~ p a o h l ~ m  
cmmmC1 
Fanetiomal Communication Overview Checklist'' 
Srudent'r Name W e  - Age - 
Teacher Clarsmorn 
Cammuliratim F m d m  and Cnnrnmm 
&havlourr I W , b l e  I (Sprre%ritin'g) I 
1 ",dl" 
2 M I e u D 5  I n * m  
O h l a -  
rmagmhrt"~ 
,.Redic(ranoC,aumlcDm. 3 ' 1 0  
2. K e p r a r m ~ , d u a r r r d i s r y .  3 1 1 0 
3. Tells rmrialo&crr. 3 2 1 0  
4. corn- original rmria. 3 1 1 0 
5. M'ms u l iad f r r l i ng r  3 1 1 0  
6 l m p m r i ~ l m e d p l a y r  horn 
I l m M l L  3 1 1 0  
7. DTamadnrplayScmtcd by 3 1 1 0 
othr. 
8 .  corn- ~ g i n a l  playr. 3 2 1 0 
9. 1nvrns """ma exp,u5iom 
(~1rnlln.rncmphom.analogis). 3 1 1 o 
10. i n m e  v n d  fmnr (puns. 
riddls. Thymu, lm.bl . 3 1 1 0 
I I. lnvcnrr original p m r  3 2 1 0  
12. Shnrapaerm aloud (mlmd 
c h d l y )  3 2 1 0  
I3 .Ro l rp lays rhw&mm.  3 2 1 0 
14. Uruvu ied  mcdla m 
i rn~ inadue~~mun i ra t ion .  3 2 1 0 
Funetiaml Commmmiutioa Overvim ChrWi.1'' 
S ~ d e m ' o  Name Grade - Age - 
Teacher Claomom 
Cammcnm Communinnm Funeim rnd 
Behavaavn 
1 U d b  
x*m"- 
I *Mom 0 NO rs- 
R""'d&,,< 
I. T . l ~ ~ i n r n " d ~  I 2 1 0 
1 RclaesuxnmmwmcmmenS 
of nhm inconvenadonr. 1 2 1 0  
I. ~ncowqcraaem ro p~n1cipte 
in ~MIYLIODI.  3 1 1 0  
4. Expmrs mine. 3 2 1 0  
5. Inoaducs wlf loomm. ; 2 1 0  
6. 1noduc.r-gem to each 
M I  1 1 1 0  
7. Taker lmvc o f m k m  1 2 1 0  
8. Engagoinrelrphme 
cmvmat~m. 3 2 1 0  
9. uroconventionai formsm 
cxpcrrthmb. 3 2 1 0  
10. Exlendr invimiolu. 1 1 1 0  
I I. M.lo mmcement r  1 1 1 0  
12. Achmrledza a*-. , ? L O  
i3. Begiwcondmtr rnd 
Icrmmam pnana1 rn"mewlmewll 3 2 1 0 
hislor, ml<rviewr 
I4.P.rf0rn.tB5krnkingmup. 3 2 1 0 
IS. ~ r r f r r f r  r r i n k m c d m l  m l u  
in p u p .  3 1 1 0  
16. M y w p d i w u a l o n r .  1 2 1 0 
17. ~rt~bli~&Toliowrmee~inz 
a~cnd-). 3 2 1 0  
Wing W 
Modc 
( S F W n t h g )  
Pmnaf0n.I Commullicsliotlon Overvim CheeWht" 






I L l h  0 N O m m . r  
p-mwe 
L ~ s u ~ h m 9 w i 3 h ~ .  3 2 1 0 
2. Offer rmr~ccmoUlr r r .  3 2 1 0 
3 S u g g ~ m i o n r  1 2 1 0  
4. SEl*rpnnillian. 3 2 1 0  
5.  Ncgmi.~mnditimr Tor 
mfracm. I l l 0  
6. Expmse%wemenV 
mwaiwu/d~.grrmrnr 1 2 1 0  
7. SlnRlrrrnl.  1 ' 1 0  
8. Evslutcs mml. 3 2 1 0  
9. Scdum pcnludc a h a m  
audicnccab"lmcuya5k. 3 2 1 0 
10. seXl,op,"adcul""k"oxm 
andicnccsbura"cslya5k. 3 2 1 0 
I I . sccks topmunhahwn 3 2 1 0 
audicns~sbauf adlRimILa5k. 
12 Srrblop,uad?mwk"lollol 3 2 1 0 
audience about a dlf imlt Wk. 
13. Demuasrumplimr. 3 2 1 0  
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Going Places 
Overview 
As Welton and MaUa.' pinted out, teachern mun plan mi aday-to-day basis, 
&g adjuJtmcnts intommw's I u s m  based OII what -ed today. Bvt with a lmit 
to pmvide a long-range pian, t hos  daily adjvstmm will be minor. The teacherdocr not 
have to sit down at the cod of B long day and w d e r  what to do tomomw. 
The Going Place-x unit is designed f o r m  with Kindagaaenmrdents. who attend 
s c h l  for l/2 day sesiom, although it may be adapted for higher @es. 1 usually aim 
a c o w  a t h d c  unit h a month (four&), although sometimes it smtshss a bit 
longer. d-ding on how involved the studcots bsmmc with ths topic. 
Several years ago, 1 arsigned all the ~~bjecr/~ootentobjecti~es horn the 
Kinderganen Cuoiculum Gui& developed by h e  lkpmnent  of Education in 1984, to 
various th- 1 had planned to do in my LindeIgmten class over the Manee of the y m .  
I have included the "Objective Page" forthe Going Places unit in Append'w A @p. 270- 
71). a. well a. a lin of gmeral objectives which extend everevcry *e during the year 
(pp. 272-73). Many more curriculum objectives will be covered in the unit amids of 
those suggested00 thew take-hwue pages. 
Weltoh D. A,, & Mallan, J. T. (1988). Childrenandrheb world: SS~?Iegiesfor 
reaching roeiol rrudim (3rd edition). Bosmn: Houghton Mifflin Company. 
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The Going Places unit is d l y  subdivided into four paru: ai  Places 1) ... 
On Land 2) ... By Air or Water, 3) ... In Your H n d  4) ... On the World Wide Web, as 
well as intmductoly i-m and culminating lasons. Withro many seetiom, each will 
only get about one weet'r mosenhation. It is thaefore a l a s t - W  theme and an 
exciting one to himel the n a W  energy of tiveysar-old children. 
At the beginoing of each %don in the unif 1 have included a table ofcontens for 
that xction, a-me page which list9 the specific RIO- mggestd in the lessom in 
that redon, and a pge of learning antre id-. 
Each lesson in thk unit is deigned fora 30-60 minute block oftime, with a 
variety of activities in sssh om. Since Kindergarten o M l y  mes an integrated 
approach to elmiculum, the subject areas are built into the theme's lessons. A t m h n  
may shoox to usshvo or t h e  ofthcx lessons in a half* Kinderganm day. Tlto 
I-m are suchthat diffaent activities and levels dpdc ipa t i an  are included 
in comutive lessom. The names of the subject  area^ that are included ineach pdcvlnr  
lesson appear at the beginning of the lesson pl-. As well, rinse Ulis unit is based ana 
functional language approach to learning, in each lesson plan in Going Ploces, thm is a 
"communica60m box" betide each activity to indicate which purpose or W o n  of 
communication Ule activity eaves. 1 have also included a sation entitled Boob to Read 
which list9 backs that complement the lmon. In addition, the Emn l d m  section gi- 






To reinforce andlor q u i r e  knowledge about Cmspomtion and safety while 
improving informaian-gathaing skills. 
lntmdwlog the chldren to ~tmple -h a one sf the gods o f  the Gorng Placer 
UL Non-fieuon p n r  marcnals. CD-Romr and vanous a u d m n d  m m s  wII be 
uwd for lhr p q r e  A lm of rpe~fic rrsormrs In ~ n c  uded at rlu be~nnnng of each 
subsedon of the mit. 
CONTENT OBJECTIVE% 
The children will: 
- mk about anddmat in  good safety praetica &at pmtm w and 0th- at home 
and at fro01 
- 1- safely habits for crossing the suet. riding a bicycle, b o d i n g  a bus, 
Jwimminp, and skating 
-howandwtheJamtmutetorhOal 
- rewgnin the ceolours of the &e light and understand their dgnifieaneeto 
pedemians and driven 
-identify Eafe and d e  places to play during xhaol hours 
- find out about movement: discover thatthine me moved by pushes m d  pulls 
- e e e n t  with magnets: detemhe wha materids are amaetedto magnefs 
-1- how to ks+p things h m  moving - fdling, going downhill, toppling over 
-1- basic temporal and spatial skills (losation of  objscts, distance, 
reprermtationofobjeets in space) 
- 1- map and globe skills (understanding the fundamental purposes ofmapr and 
globes) 
-we thswnccet of m a  to mean the cmveringof ma: . to count how many 
. - 
9- can mver a &imemional figure 
- demonmate that they can jump. hop. Imp, slide, gallop. and skip (P.E.) 
- interpret s variety of sounds (e.g., lighf heavy) and klii (e.g., sad, happy) 
mORMATION SKILLS OBJE- 
The children will: 
- lome information for rpscifiic purporcr 
- w audiodsual materials and orally prrreaed material w flnd information 
- di&gUiJh between fi(6t and fi~ti0" 
-brainstorm ideas w contribute to EIBSI mebs 
- m g e  fact5 or wmu in y4wnSe 
-begin to mdemmd the f m d m d  plupors of maps ad globes 
- sl&ifi information 
- co-t graphs wing data h m  he m h m t  
- intnpm graph orally 
- Snd details in rmries 
-present information by: 




- rssa@lia main ideaand wqucna in SU)rics 
-summarize information 
-use a eauette recodel. 
-use a computer 
The children will: 
-appreciate the various modes ofwvel and enjoy rmvslling vicariariaurly 




LEARNlNG A w :  
The follouing learning activities will be uxd during & Gabg PI= unit: 
-learning webs and sham 
- bminsormiog 
-reading fiction and "on-fiction bwb 
orally to the p u p  




- acccpsing the 1ntrmn. 
- k g e  p u p  dirsussioor 
- follavhg =ips 
- rmdat  wo*hrheeu 
-outside activities 
-creating &me-related tut projects 
-wing audiovisual resourea m elicit 
i n f o d o n  
-using computer acbnology m research 
-reacting to music and POW 
e-mail to commicaa  
- urriting rtorier and lems 
- pmpsring for and condvning interview 
- s p e e l  guests 
-field tr ip 
- CM&~ pXUy d m"gS 





- c d g  class boob 
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EVALUATION: 
Each d n d u l  leswnhas an cvaluahan element mI&d LO the le8mplan 
l k  eva luamnd be done pmnmly th& obsxwhon and jot notes WorLshcetn 
and journal wnMgs -vlu be kept and comckdupon mmpletiaq as well Selected waL 
samples and o b m o n  notes -vlu be kepi UL shdent portfoho Oral %VIM m the 
form of games and gmup busnn. wll be used fo assess ~nfowatlonrete¶moa 
Whm the Go,kgPlaees Mll has bem implemented, an evalUBtlon -vlu be 
conduaedtotdcn~thcWengfhsandweal;oeasesoftheunnandfonmrd 
mwmmdahoua far nvlston A ~ ~ m p i e  evatuahonfmm IS mluded ~n Appedx A (p 
274) Aim u d  ford w t m g  thenut are the ckkbsb developed by Allen el (11 
(1986) for mmdmg the mmmmcatlon behmours used by the o h & i m  for each of the 
6.e c o m m w c M w  funchoua (Appdx,  pp 275-279) lh 0Mdw aod the m t  can 





Templeton' m g g d  that when planning and implementing a lier~tmwhguage 
aru-bwd unit teashen should red  all the W a l r  t k y  plan to UY and determine tha 
suitability ofthe bwks for core t s M  and d-alouds, d c d  d i n g ,  and -tional 
or independent &i. 
He gave the follmvingguidelinp~ for mended and recreational rsading: for 
edsndd d i n g .  W h m m  selcct teo titles - tkeofthsm challengkg. BM)thertke 
easy. and Ule balance in the middle; this will address thedwelopmental literacy levels in 
their class. S e v d  copier of cash is m m m e d d  For recreational titles, t-hns 
should choow adivmified range from the library. 
The following is a lint of boob rhat can be used inthin rmit. Evm ifthey heyre all 
ae-ible. t h e  would pmbably be UY) many to include. 
EASY-TO-READ Boom 
Easy-to-d b b  are especially designed for beginning d m .  They combine 
Templeton, S. (1995). Children's 1lter"y: CoM~~tsjor nroningfuIiemning. Toronto: 
Houghmo Mifflin C o m p y .  
I60 
the m - 1 ~  wcsbul~ry of& w + with - t i v ~ s t o ~ u i i .  
Be& Sttm. TLr BlluaMn BCW: Tke b i k  lrssrm. Random House. 
Bern& Robm Who m b  n &? SchOlashc 
Tlus bxb showsthe dn%tat ways motha amnab mve ndes to thw &es 
Calmufson, stephsnie and True KeUey. R e  skates my First Hello Readal Series). 
SchoMc. 
Cowen-Fletcher, Jan. bfwm1001m. SohoMo. 
Each time Mama moms ha son in ha wheelchair, his imagioation tmmfmms ha 
into something different, 
Coxe. Molly ThcpeaI8MLL - Hmp C o h  
~ ~ ~ a ~ 1 1 1 a w s h ~ a f i o g h e m m u ~  Hrsfnen4ths 
gwse, en(lsb the ad of a lung cobm and the two repay the mpWees kdaess  by smdmg 
abwktoInd%dhome 
Fraoco. B m .  Tim's M. Scholastic - 
~tde'&Q$ wsck a n t h ~ l a a  nd t&r tsn Recogruzlng the muted clues and 
t h e n a m e s o f & d a y ~ o f & w s e k ~ ~ f h r s b a o k e a s y a n d f u a  
H4L1 Kirshn and Laura Rsda. At lhe mnrivrl (My First Hello Rcaderl Series) 
S e h o M ~ .  
~ i rs t  ~ t m t  ~ l a d y s  unveIa m u d  fhc wm14 send% P~~ to YOW S w  
whoalsodreamsoflmvd ~ l a s p d b y h a a u n f ~ ~ r k s m d ~ ~ m u o h l s h e ~ ~ l l  
arpai- the advemm 
Kalmas Bobbie. Conum agrphree. C h ,  1985 
Culhn, B E (1989) L~Daahne for young cluldnn In D S Smckland & L U 
Marrow (Zdz ), Emergent I 1 f " n y  Ymag chldicn hmn to readand w ~ t e  Newark 
Wemahonal &dmg Awclatlon 
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Lyoa GemgeEUa A day5Lhmp Camp O d &  1996 
Rhymm~ wmd pus dembe the aohvlhes offuo gvls s sumrwn camp 
Mmuir+ Richard. W b a l p  (1rnundmmea101~11 V i i .  
Children are orposedto a cyclical stmy BS they b l b w  a daU thmugh a &in of 
o ~ e o w e v m f s h & t i m e i t ~ o u t ~ ~ d i t i s t h w t ~ i n t o t h e  
window. 
M c M ,  Dand Ags ahoy! DWon 
A v s c a t l o n ~ s e a c a n b e 8 0 a d v ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ y o u f i n d p 1 ~ d o v e r t h e  
shlp We sa them m the paol, m rnb1cs class and mth the c@w A del~ghtful gtny 
told m rhyme 
May, Linda C a p  EkphUlh nuinr Houghtan MI& 
Bn& Jlusmt~om Pad rbymmg tnn dewbe  the ~ O U I  of VBROUS mnmb m 
ln the beak of the book pmndea sc1enU60 mfmmshon abut 
A h  Om, nm, 1 h m e . p ~  NnaYcwk Soholmo, 1964 
Allen, P m o  smk flu W? New Ym* Coward-McCarm 1983 
B m m  W~ae F o r r j b f M  Wdlunn & Scott, 1961 
B~~ J Mr. Guapy'a orff*6. h d o n  1 Capc, 1970 
nobanmi, ~ a r y  h A hm ir o hawefor a V i i  Rsss, 1978 
Haopes,L L Momnv,JWd& HqerHsrperBt Row, 1988 
Agtnymrhymeofadboy~ndhis~tswho~~~Imns~ths~er 
an a summer day 
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wildsmitb Bdan. Twf Toot Oxford Univclrily P ~ s  1988.
Wllltamr. Sue. I u r t  d b i n g  W l i v n  Books. 1989 
Dunng Lhccoura ofa W a young boy ldcnolien antmalsofdmlfcmt eolawr. 
Encouraging children to tell stories wing picture bwks increagcs oral language 
whilebuilding their selfcontidenee abut wing language to m t e  storied. 
Crews, Donald. Freight mh. Gmnwillow, 1978. 
Name all the train's carr and 1- the m i o m  85 the bkkmgine pull* them so 
fast h y  become a blur. 
Crews Donald. Sekwlbrrr. C~~tnwillow. 1984. 
C- Donald. B l q d ~ m n .  Gmnwillow. 1985. 
Crew Donalci Ryhg. Grrenwillow, 1986. 
Follow an airplane trip flying svn highways. oversities, and across UK: m~ney .  
Crews. Donald Harbor. Greenwillow 
Crews, Donald. T d .  Gremwillow. [availableas a big b o k ]  
follows a big tranor frailer rmEk rhat b loaded with toys and driven cross 
coum.  Beginoing readen point out all me stop signs, exit sigm and mad m h  BS 
me big rmck b-IS along the  high^^. 
Hoban, Tana Inads ips .  Greenwillow. 
K m h  F. Firsfsnow. Clarion, 1982. 
GI-, S. M. (1989). O d  language and litaacy de~elopmcnt !a D.S. Smkland & 
L.M. M m w  (Edr.), Emergent literacy Yowrgchii&en i m r o  mdmrdlvrire. 
N-k: Inlemdonal R d m g  Asraeiation 
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A boy catches a ~ g c ' ~ g 8  while on a fishing eip, and it escapes. 
Krah F. Am S.nf. Claw hnd long mddi@7ctdtjo~mey deliwring his p~cynn. 
Dell, 1985. 
Smith. L. RyingJake. Macmillas 1988. 
T&. N. Ju(~gIe*olk. Orremuillow. 1988. 
T&, N. Follow me! Grrenwillow, 1990. 
The bus ride. ill-ed by IUJfin Wager. New York: SE~R F o m  1971 
PICITRE STORY BOOKS: 
A-p. The henamdthe tonoire. Tmll. 1981. 
Baer, Edith. Thir ir the voy x x p  lo school. Scholasic. 1990. 
Bddwsll. Na-. C l ~ ~ o r d w b  a m$. Scholastic. 
Bumingham. Mr. Cumpy's d lo rc# r .  1973. 
Bunon. Virginia Lee. C h w  Choo. Houghton Mifflin. 
Carlson, Nancy. Amie andthe r M c h r d g a n s  Viking. 
Amic wants to m&er the o&ueboard he w i v e d  for his birthday and show the 
other -I skaters. When Amie is given adangemus challenge, he ha3 to decide to asapt 
and race or to be eomgmus and say no. 
Chap- E l i e I h .  Marrrmdukegon to America. Bmckhampton h. 1965. 
DeRepnisn, Beaeim Sehd .  Going for= d k .  
~ r .  sews. ~ m d w  think ihat lsnw if om Muiber'y Smet. 
Ford, Fmces M. Thepony engine. Wonder Book, 1987. 
Oantschev, Ivan. Train w Grmdmns. Pi& Bmk, 1987. 
Johoson Doug New d e p u r  elrphonllo s ~ m l  Henry Holl 
Whsn on o \ m d  elephant deetdn lo come to Zclulh Elrmmmq Sehml. st 
m l c n  amuJlng yn hghrenmg. rmwuoa! For hUl Ulc mdme and tke teachers 
Leaski, Lois. MoreMr. S-U. W& 1980. 
Levinson, W. Igo virh my fmdy mgnmdnr.l. Lhman. 1986. 
As five musinn and their families arrive by various m- of tmspmtion, 
Olandma's home gee livelier nnd liveliu. 
Lwmis, Christine E d  hour. Houghton. 1996. 
In a rhythmic eelsbWioo ofthe workday Commufe, acity blutln m life ss people 
rush to work in the morning and then home 
again in the evening. 
Maris, Ron. Iwkh  Ieouldj7y. Grrmwillow, 1986 
MeLsod E. Tbe bear's b&le. Little, Brown. 1975. 
McPhail. David. The min. Little. B- & Co. 
Monk, AM. On ffiega Lothmp. Lee, & Shepard, 1990. 
Mullsr. Robin Row, mv, m v y o u r h l .  Scholartic. 
Badger sets out on a boating advcnnm in Robin Muller's enchanting adaptation 
of the d t i o o a l  rang. 
Pet .  Bill. The &SC whoga lme.  Houghtoa MiRli. 
Pipe, Warn/. ThelWccngfne thafcould. Plan and Minh 1961 
Ransome, Arthur. The fool ofthe wl ldand IheJTying mmhine Fanar, Seaus and 
Giux. 1968. 
Reid, Barbara Two by two. Scholartic. 
Barbam Reid b taka the stow of Nwh's Ark and N r d  it into arnllickins 
rhyme ac~mpmied  by her mdem& Plasticine illuswtionr. 
Rey, Marpet. Curious George atffie milrwdslmiom. Plan & M a .  
Schoberle, Cceile. Beyondlhe mil@ 9. C m  P u b K s h  1986. 
Lwking out a city window and seeing& nigh sky b m m  the buildbgs, achid 
describer the glowing wonder ofouter w e  and imawer another childdoing the name 
an a disrant planet 
SmdaL Maunm Wkm lhc w#ld l k m l  are H-. 1%) 
Travel \nth Max on hrr tmagnnauve mp and w a t  Ihs dclrctou words of hrs 
journey Ma\ an mn charge of Ule wld lhtogs as your ehtldren wll  be uhcnhcy cfooe the 
book and put it away for another day. 
Shaw. Nancy. Sheep &kc # Like. Houghmn Miftlin 
There m y  r k p  bemme lost while hiling, but surprise read= with an ingdou.  
way of finding thsir way home. Bright illurnations depict each sheep's involvcmsnt in 
the adventwe. 
Sk-loan. CnyCet#frea. Polssfar.1991. 
Orry Caf finds a home oo a Polish f m t y  mwler and cannot be content living 
anphsre but on the sea 
Spier, Pevr  Nmh2Ark. Doubleday, 1977. 
Steveru. I m .  Tonoirc m d h m  nce. Holiday 
TeNr, Sylvia. TnBc jnm. The Child's World. 1980. 
Van Leeuwen, Ism. Coiig M1. Did. 
The nmty is m I e d  effstively by 7-yeardld Hannah as she derribss h a  pioneer 
fmly'n move ow w s t  llardrh~pr and danger are olscly balanced wth famlly warmth. 
love. and w n a l  rkrllr Thc dcsmptton of the fmly ' s  fsrltn@ m the unrenld land, 
e%ec~allv lancl~nerr and ~solarron maker the %ow beltcvablc The r u t d u d  harv -!el , , -, v 
dra-gs enhance and ndsmngthen the t e n  
Watson, Wmdy. Moving. Thomas Y. Crow11 Company, 1978. 
Whsn Mom and Dad ma*e plans to mow to a new house, M f i  decides to 
remain in the old one. 
Wileox-Richards, Nancy and W m a  Zimmnmann. Fo-I J m b w  @ Ibe city. 
kholasfic. 
F m m  Joe and his animals go to the city ta buy his wife a birthday pre-1. 
Wildsmith Brian. The hanmdthetormirr. W m ,  1966. 
Williams, Vera S h g k m ' s  hip to fficshiningsm. GRmwillow Bwk. 1988. 
Stringbean describer his trip U) the wen coast in a series of po&. 
Wmlron-k. Kc* LlrUI ndplnnr Scholamc 
Tlus bghly I-nanve, lnlcractlve bmk mvolvn rcadm WL f lap and labs as 
Ley p q m  for mke off Ihe nr ~n L e  pllor'r sear eheckmg all L c  contmls far thew mp  
Yorinkr, Anhm. Hey, AL Fanar, Straus and GUOUX, 1986. 
See id= reEfi011. 
Zolotow, Charlotte. The-hon book. UqerCdlim. 
A mother's womb help a little boy imagine the rights and sounds of L e  he, 
evm Ulough he's never seemthe 0- 
Bmwn, Marge t  Wue and Leonard Wsirgard. Redlight, green light Scholastic. 
The simple, rhythmic p m v  reinforcer the notion of stopping and going ata 
nosro~& and gives young readm a rras~uring leaon in traffic d e w .  
Chlad, Darathy. B i q c l s  #/un ro ride. Children's Rerr. 
Chlad, Damthy. When loass thenmu. Children~ Pms. 1981 
Cole, Joarma C m n n d  howtheyga CmM11.1983. 
Gibbons, Gail. Bwt  bwk. Holiday, 1983. 
Gibbons, Gail. Smgmrs .  Holiday H o w ,  1992. 
Gibbons, Gail. Trains. Holiday, 1987. 
Gibbons, Gail. Truck. Cmwll, 1981. 
Kliisl. Cynthia S a f e  can be fun. C d v s  Edunuion. 
Levinsw. Riki. W m h  lhermrrmm out. 
The lfory of huo immigmtlt children who make the trip W Amd~aOI i  Ih& O m .  
Children can takabout why pmple leave their own comm/ aod move w another and 
what it must feel llke to oavel on olle'9 own. 
Lord Summe and Jolle Epmem I d q  ir spocc 
Thrr book mkenehldrenabaard Ihs Spars Shunlc wth hrll*ololu p h o l o ~ h %  
and lnternew wl an amonau! and 10s of fam lo hrl klr qm mvel fmm~~lel 
MacKonald 0. Red licht, g m n  light. I%ublcday, 1944 
Munm, Roxis. Blimp. Dunon. 1989. 
Murphy. Bryan. Erqeriment with mowmenr. Ssholanic. 
This bwk examiner what movement 1% how we move, how gravity works and 
mush more. 
Pmvenseh Nice and Manin. The gloriorrflight(1~11 the Channel vilh Louis 
Blcn'ot. Yi& 1983. 
The Pmvemem tell how BldataprLmented with flying machines un61 he 
developd a plane that could fly, and how he became the flrsf petson to fly acmss the 
English Channel. This story can helpchildren learn about the dcvslopment of the 
airplane. 
Raekwsll. h e .  Boats. Dunon. 1982. 
Rmkwell, Anne. C m .  D m &  1984. 
Rc~kwsll, h e .  Fm engrgr#cs. h m o ~  1986. 
Rodoucll. Anne. T r w h .  Dunon, 1984 
RochvelL Anne. Tmim. Dunon, 1988 
RcclrwclL h e  and Hadow. Machine,. H-, 1985. 
Roymtoh h e l a  and Terry Pastor. Tk.4 lo Z h k  of ears. Scholastic. 
%any, Richard Cars and aucks undfhingr r h d m  Golden. 
karry, Rishanl. Thegmdb ignr~dmreLbook .  Golden Reu, 1974. 
Shapp. Matha& Charles. Let's fmdourhuts$dy. F d i n  Wam. 
Smith Jesse. Coinbplmes. Gold- 1988. 
Testn, Sylvia Root. Mqic m N 1 ~ 1 h n  ahwrafdy.  The Child's World. 
Viom I. Tv ifognin, Sm:Snfefy vfirnyon wIk .  Lothmp, Lee. and Shepard 
Webb, 1- PInyifsnfe. Golden Bwb.  
comc PLACES WITH THE MAGICSCHOOL BUS 
Joanna Cole and Bruce Degen 
Go places with Ms. Friale and he rda s  as they go on m a g i d  field trips on the 
Magic khooi Bus -6 of infodonal books. 
Bas,, rcannie. whew rhe formrnea~fhes~n. scbo~asric. 
A boy visia a tropical rain forest in AusWlia 
Bunting, Eve. M w h t  Doy. H-, 1996. 
Inthis lively story. market day in an Irish village swirls with activity. 
Jossse, Barbara M. and Lavallee. M-, do you low rne? Scholanis. 
While f a r e d  on Ule Inuit c u l m  afAlaslia this charming story conveys a 
""iwml mesqe .  
Readers are intmdwed to children in diff-tpam o f h s  world Ihmugh solour 
photogmpb and t u t  that desoibs what fheirdaily life h like. 
Pikey, Dav. Tbepprby .  khard,  1996. 
A paperboy wakes up in h dark ofearly morning and, accompanied by his dog, 
happily rides his bike to deliverthe S d y  p p r t o  the h o w  on his mute. 
Schmle Alma Down the rard H m m L  1995 
An apple me beanng npe h a  &-Is H w  fmm golng m& home wth &c 
doon eggs she has k n  unt out m buy on her fin rolo mp  lo rhc nore 
Si, P o a .  A rrmllfalllnle fmmfhc fa?, fmaorth. Alfred A Knopf, 1993. 
With rhe help dbkimos, Jan Weld auviver a perilous joumey from eenwl 
Europe to the Arctic regions in rhe late 1800% 
Temple, Charles. Train. Houghto& 1996. 
A oain ch& and el& and mlls d o m  the m h  In this r h y h i c  win ride. 
REFERENCE BOOKS: 
Boyk, Bill. My fi&. SchoMc. 
Beautiful and accmtely drawn maps and mmhg fullsolour photogaphr, give 
children a elear visual impression of what it would be like to visit each continent Lively, 
open-ended questions lead children to orplors the wealth of details In the picNre map. 
K o h ,  Bemia. Thclwk-*-up bookof urm~prrrm'o~. Rsodom House, 1968 
The history of transpamtion in dietiomrj f m .  
me b t  h k  offhingrfhrgaa 
Ova 120 mming  full-mlourphotogmphs showthe world's biggest and besf 
ah. nhips, planes and mins! Simple tutdewriber fascinating f e a m  and lively 
qvsstion~ encourage children to Ihhk about how and why machines M d. 
POETRY: 
The &&on lhe brrr m d o l h c r ~ r l a t l o n  mmgs - picmes by Dick Win. 
SeholaJtic. 
Field, Rachel. Tarir andlolldrmolr. Doubleday, 1926. 
McCard David. Far omd fw: Rh- o f n m  nxu end ahcqs b Little, B m w  1952. 
Willad, Nansy. A viril s WdIinn Blake's Inn: Poems for innocenr and-n'e-d 
bavcllem. H~arsoun Brace Jovmvich 1981. 
AUDIOMSUALS: 
WDEOS: 
Ordiiry Botk 1985 11 min VH 
Dmnir Lee's m'ybook 7 k  Ordinory Bolh ir a mucous mmp &ugh n small 
boy's fantasy worla 'lk S W  and the"Shimmy King" are all hare. 
Safein d t A d  1988 I3 min VH 
Displeased wiL Ule wickedness of UIe world, 0od to 
d e w  rhc &. Noah builds the p a t  ark and g a t h a  the mimds. Though it raim for 
forty day4 and forty nights. those in the arkam saved t-g. 
Swing No to h g e r :  To*ing Rspomibily. 1986 11 min VH 
N m d  curiosity and nsgativc peer pm- can iafluenee young sh i l dm m 
explore areas rhfl lmaw to bs unsafe. The animatedadvoltwen of dree pigs dramatize 
k t  raying 'T.io"m daoger is a I- rhing m d o  The pigs' diffning redstions to 
potentially dangerous rituafionr. will make it win for children to rrmgnin and avoid 
dangerous placer. objects and behaviour. 
Tke M e  Engine rhm C o d  1963 I 1 mi" VH 
Prewnrr in animation. the m'y ofthe little aain U~at pulled a trainload of my$ 10 
Ule children on the other side ofthe mountain. 
A Ti FmmSpce 1972 I0 min 16- 
Ibis canoos b a d  on L c  new world of ppacc m seen &ugh fhe fantasy of a 
child. r p k s  about the advm- o f a  little girl who m e  an inhabifant of a d i m 1  
planet. 
The beetle tigud tbat ajourney m tk - would show his insect Sends the 
wondnful world. The insssl. b o d  their log boat and make the perilous journey. They 
learn that the world is full of exciting things m see and do. 
FoItov Mr. WiUou&by 1973 13 mi0 16 mm 
A race again* time involves Jamie in nurnemus adventures. His friend, Mr 
Willoughby, an absent-minded cook leaves a present for his grandson at a bus sop. 
Jamie trier to catch Mr. Wtllovghby before his ship leaven port. Children plot their own 
endings. 
LUUI Tlain.LiMe Tmin 1970 10 min 16- 
Two children erplonng in the wwds of Maine fmd an abandoned narmw guage 
railmad complete with an old bridge, a collapsing ntationhouw and on old sawmill. 
Intcnpnssd with old photographs, the dlmad come to life. 
Ma@ WIN 1978 14 mm 16mm 
Gmtchcn, an unwlS,h lmnlc gil. falls ~nto the Magtc Wcll and lindp herself ~n an 
mchantcd land uhme hdncss is redd Based on a Gnmm'r Farvide 
A yolmg boy leaves his &cycle to play with a kite rmieved hom a m h  can. It is 
mirtalrenly picked up on trash day and mkmm the junk yard Just as it is about to be 
crushed far =rap meal, the hicycle magically talier off. The rricycle has an a m a h g  
adventure thmugh Unun and f d l y  remiles withthe boy 
RhymingDietio~q of Bwtr I978 11 min 16- 
This musical, lyrical film help children l a m  more thmugh their fascination unth 
bats. 
R h y m i q D C d o n q  @Pfnmlr 1978 11 min 16- 
Thmugh song and dance, intmd- children to the fascinating world of a i r p k .  
Explains what anairplm is and the many fssLspIanes M made m do. 
The Cornny M0-e m d U e  Ciw MOW 1966 1 I rmn 16mm 
AD anunarrd verslun of Aewp'n famous fable The m u n q  m o w  lc- Ulnt 
though wvel ma, be f u  home m ptdl the ben place 
The HelimpnrRide 1980 IS min 16- 
The whirl of the rota, the v i m  of the land below, the ability to hover and landing 
on top ofskyscraperr a p a r t  ofthe excitement of the helicopter ride. There is also mn- 
feehnical i domt ion  h u t  the helicopter. 
ThelslmdofSkog 1978 15minl6mm 
Cane- with the aprrimccs and adven- of a gmup of mi-. They wt Eail in 
a ship, discover an island a n d h  uy w live happily. 
The Knckinnr 1972 6 min 16- 
A Hopi Indian boy l a d  Gumby and Pokey on a wvr of his village. They we 
Kashinar dancing and the corn rauifisc to Thunderbird. 
The ME Tmin on Cdphim 1973 14 min 16- 
The ntory of the dcltghlful happy Imle mudurn  unfarmh pcpncuulon 
snsmurrns to cbldmn and dcvclopr an apprecmauon for the ~ l n u e  md mule of 6-1 
We ue thecsomponcr mkang ajoumcy m Ihc mnlomng doun rhy%hmsand folk N m r  
which he mcorparated in the musical stow. 
The Pmumth~Didn't  1972 11 min 16mm 
An upddcdown"smiley, smiley possum" encountem c i v i l i o n  and i s  
misguided boosten. In the city inncad of gening happy, he is dcprsssed. When the 
possum escaper and rmrms to the fore* he learns once mare bow to smile. 
Thu sawon fanlary mka one acmu many Ian& ar a teddy bear I advenrwcs 
carry h though mshap  and lnwnphs He belongs w a Gmnan g~rl  named Moruc4 
who vn& b m  ona balloon mp Eumpc w Asla w bnng a 8th lo roms Chlnene chlldrcn 
whore pi- she saw in a book 
W ~ c n  the Wdd Things A n  1977 8 min 16- 
This animated film. bared on the Caldecon A d  winning bwk, mker place in a 
child's imaginq world. Ma* armall boy making mischief in his wolfsuit is rent W his 
mom without aoy supper. He rails m a world inhabited by weird cmtLUSs. He brow 
the magic trick to tame Ulcm and h o m e s  Ihei Ling. 
CD-ROM: 
The Magic SchooIBur @lorn tbc Solar .%stem. Mismsofl 
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ON-LINE RESOURCES: 
Many on-I& resalncer are l i e d  in the mil end jute- inm ~peeific leuans. 
See Seetian 4 (Going Ploeer in Your X e d ,  Lesoon 2 -Planet Research (pp. 243-44) and 
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The Foo1600k for Fmf Finbhur K-3. Ideas for Teacherr. By ChriJtina Fmst and 
Bmowsn Loveday. Gongman Chnhk  Ry Ltd. 1990). 
The &odApplc Gvfd.10 L m ~ i n g  Ccnfm.  By Craig and Michele B o k .  (Gmd 
Apple, Ins., 1978). 
The WoddAmund Mc. By Mary Bsth Spann Minwci. ( F i  T-her Rers, 1990). 
s ~ n ~ ~ ~ d ~ u ~ g c ~ n y r  4 5 1 m b r i ~ c  R&- omd~c~ iv i&~rn  
BuildWemey. By Mash Galdisb (Scholartic. 1993). 
T h e d c  U a a  -Book I K-1-2. (Carson-Delba Publishing Company 1m.. 1991). 
Them4Soyry1  IL The Grmt Big B w k  d M o m M i d  T~~1ching Them.  By Jan 
W- (Wamn Publishing House. Ins.. 19901. 
The- Teochcrr Use. By Marjorie J. Kostclnik (Ed). (Oood Year BmLs. 1996). 
(Them Series). By R o m e  Williams (Creative Teaching hess, 
2s Themutie Mini-Books: Enry-o-nmke Rqmdyeibl~ Bwks  Io hmtc L&rocy. 
(Scholastic, 1992). 
Whole Lornguagc DoyS. By Virginia ferguson and Peter Durkin. (Longman Cheshire, 
1992). 
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R General Unit Ideas 
THE MOFZilNG MESSAGE' 
Before the children arrive eachmoming (or afternoon), wite a special me- on 
the chalkboard It might include the dare, the day of the week, the weather, aod sentems 
lxw with the following wordn: 
"Yesterday, we. ."reviewing wmehing they did the day before 
'Today we will ..." giving a hint to something they will do 
morning message can aLso m o w e  biddays, special visitom, upcoming field trips, 
Childrenwill be highly motivstedto read this daily message. 
Set up the dramatic play a m o f  the classroom as an -It or kavel agency. 
ed in such a seaing could be a m  deal ofprint - mvel posten and b m h m s ,  a 
schedule hard indicating d&mkim, times and numbers of flights, airline tickets, and 
magazines. Writing materiels should be present SO that children can write phone 
messages, tickets, bosldingpasses, and itineraries, and make signs for the area6 You can 
also include recipe cards cut in half for t i c k e t ,  suitcases with luggage 
tags.' 
GlTF.ST STORY READER - - - - - - - - -  ~- 
Invite guests in to share stories with the ohildw Write the invitation BJ a class 
and, ifpossible, have a student deliver it to the c h o m p o n .  Contact the guest and ssL 
CmwelZ D. C., Kawakami k I., & Wong, J. L. (1986). Emerging litaacy: Reading- 
wiling e x p i e m s  in a kindergarten classmom. The Reading Teacher, 440(2), 14&149. 
Teale, W. H., & Sulzby, E. (1989). Emagent literacy: New perspectives. In D.S. 
Strickland & L.M. M m w  @Is.), Emergent l i t e r q :  Yomg chil&en lemn to readand 
w i t e .  New& lntematianal Mi Asmiatioa 
Schickedaaz, 1. A. (1986). More than ABCs The emlysroges qlreadhgandwriting. 
Washington, D.C.: National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC). 
them to send a brief mqnmce mesage 'Ihis provides thc sh&n18 wIb visible 
evidmee that their writing u p o d  emugh lo cllnt a mI1Y fmm m m n e  elw. As 
theguestrradcrshansWhymDyb~~dmstmyandwhat~itspecialto 
hem, they are Mping the children uldustd the &VC link between pple  and 
lihabrre.' 
ARathenadiagtaLcaphofo~raphofthemwirnthcgroup Thegvestcan 
hold the bwk so the ti& 0911 be sea. Dipplay fbesc pi- in tLw reading comer 
B e h  the guest leans the class can p d m  for a song, pan, fingerplay or slow, 
Write a you note to the a h  the visit 
7 PRESENTATION SIGN-UP StIlEbP 
Pon tim sipup shm on the clamcorn door 
I '  
I 
RECOMMENDED BOOK LIST" 
Please sign up dyou would like a 
. Storyteller 
Book read aloud to yam c h  
T w W s  Name Storyteller RcsdAtoud 
*stricUanq D. s.. & Taylor. D (1989) Farmly storybook M: LmpLcaUm for 
children, Mia, aad cmiriculua lo D S Smcklaad & L.M. Mormw (Ms.), Emergrrv 
]itcrory Y- rhddron l- to read rmd wile  Newark. Intcmetlansl Rezdmg 
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Post this chat on the wall in your reading comer rn~~ext  to the 'libmy Rhlm' bin. 
AUTHOR'S CAAIR" 
Each day, ohildm take hmm ai* in the 'Authm's Chair' to lead aloud what 
or m o t h  child or adult author hss wittea. Lidenem respond by slating what they 
think a s t q  says and then asking questions of the author. Sharing their writing, piyes the 
autha the oppormnity to hcar the whde p i m  fa the fint time. lhey may 110th 
o h z q e s t h a t t h e y n e e d t o m a k e a s t h e y r e a d i t ~ .  
'SOAR IhTO READING' READING W O R D S "  
A mke theme display, the n u m k  of b o b  the chrldrm have d tog& with 
pa- st home From comtruc~on papereach &Id &sup, decorates and pnsanallzes 
a 6" x 12" (15 x 30 an) mcket. A 2" x 4" (5 x 10 cm) pflaf" emmop f m m h  
racketrqmsmts each boak - h a the -bed peee of psper whm the chdd wntea 
theboak's~e;md&ontheb~tandthe~rnadultslgnsthebadr 
7he ouff rs taoes to the bottom of the mcket. ~ c h  IS dmctd  ward. Blast off 
accurs ~ h ~ ~ ~ & P n f b  havebcen added to one &tha to nefessitate~ts moving 
upward The ceiling is the limit as each subsequent m o v e  A w t k m c k e t  
I Hennings, D. G. (1994). Communifofion in action: Teaching fk 1-rge me, (5'Edition). Tomnto: Houghtrm Mitnin Company. MmdaQ A. E. (1988). Soar into reading. IAe R e d i n g  Teack~,  41(3X 243-4. 
mmmnc SHOW AND TELL" 
~chrldnncanhg~mlatedltemshhomcsuchaspostcards,my 
vehroles, phaogrqk of mps, etc The tcseha can recmd a sadewe, hated by the 
duden5 about each ~tem on c%rt paper or paper mps, wntlng and mdmg them 
collabonmvcly wrth the c h I h  The &ddm can take the wntwp h- to mih 
thm m e s  
PAVOURITE BOOK G W E  
A A a m a t o f f h e ~ r m b o o b h s v e b c e n d t o t h c c ~ ~ r m p l e t e a  
' f s ~ u n t e  bwk' graph wrth fhe ehldm. Duphesfc thc oovas of fm or five of thc 
boob read Ask the chlldm to WIOIX thc wvem wth markem Glue them acms the 
top of a large ptae of chart pzpr Have oach duld dmv a mne fmm tus or h a  




~ u g p t t b t t h c  did%& m~rneYFta look fw ohp (modY 
plcttm) about ~ r t s h o n  from mwpqm OT magames Have them bnng these to 
shoo1 and add thrm to a speed Mehn Lm& The duld who bnngs the chp may post ~t 
mcolkgz fmhm (See Appendu B, pp 281-82 far mtmmng ex%mples of mwwm 
E clips) PICTURE MATCH" Cmts a set af cards wtthpdnes of various whioles, boats, planes, etc .nd tmisbmgwndcatasfor& ~ w p l B y s e v d ~ w t h ~ w ~ t h c y  have complded as~gwd work or have free hme ?hey mght scpmke the twa decks of 
Brin, B. M. (1988). Show & tell. Write & rud The Rmdhg Ternher, 41(4), 486-487. 
O ~ - ~  1 (1994) Help your chdd become 0 reader A guide for d ~ n g  
mimenonom amrliu and-s St  John9$, NF S~@icaN O h  as Re&q 
Teachrrs m0Rn 
suds snd match the pi- with the words by fint choming a p i e  card and then 
Nming each card in the ward deck face up until the word is found. Or they muld play 
mncentxaIl0n where they m a l l  d ha down and Mn ever two at a time wing IO 
match the pisfurs card with Ihe matching word card. 
WORD RING COLLECTION" 
As you work h u s h  the vnif you em creak a word ring eoUection to keep in the 
writing cenm or each child candeone .  The collstioo will consist of. key ring or 
shower c m  m g  on wbch arc placed d l  cards h a w  a hold punched #none coma 
Each card w l l  conmn a word uyd uydn Ihc heme such iV1 m C I  of ffhhcIa Or WYS of 
gong places Srudeotssao uos lhc word mgsollecuom when vnung 
MAKING A BULLETIN BOARD TOGETHER 
To the objective o f  I d g  bus safety rule, have Uleehildrrn help you 
male a bulletin board. D i l a y  a large yellow schml bus (see Appendix B, p. 283) on a 
bulletin board. Make blank ward clouds to display the bur, safw ruler Encauragc the 
children IO contribute the rules thl they ~ n L  should be included in the display. Print the 
ruler on the clouds and mange them mound the bus The children may draw their f m s  
to put in Ihe window o f  the bus. 
TfUNK BIG - MAKING A TRANSPORTATION ENVIRONMENT" 
Unde-d the child's need FOE realism in play anivity. Bring d whicler IO 
school. if oossibls. Teachen o f  voun~shildren have k e n  lmown to o d  an siehtem 
whe l&o i  Ule liindergarten p&gm&d for about two weeks u, thl k l d r e n  c& climb, 
ololare. olav. and &XI out as muchas ~osnible about the rmck. Make amwboat a part of 
thi qcqui~m& on the playgmund. ~sk'the school to In your clam mme to the busbarn 
and l m k  under the hood and wheel brvcs of one of the b u y .  Invite the I d  fire chief to 
briop a tkrmsk e the rchwl  campus. Plan for cvsry child fo have a trip on the m k  
and round the siren if hdshe choose. Visit an -IL Bring a hone or pony to school 
one aftemon so that children can have a ride. 
Warner, L., & Craym& K. (1991). Lnngwge in Centers. Kids Communiccting. Oood 
Apple. 
READING CORNER POKM" 
The foUowng poem about 13 cxccllmt to &splay ~n h e  d n n g  wmcr 
d u g  thtr lhanc The cbldrca can 4 11 topeUKI wry m e  they go Ihm for a wry 
I ' m ~ ~ ~ t h e ~ o f a b a o k  
My Sua belt's simp@ to go 
As my body temmcs motionless 
My mind spxiuB and leaps so! 
Now, 1 hold the world in my two ha& 
Andthea&miamy $uida 
Off we go. .. 
Let's d y  tske aridel 
Wow! Loak at& beautiful junsle 
And those ice aesm mountdm fly bv 
~ofasuddmlscresohtoahali . 
b ' s  a tlga smug me 111 the eye1 
Ihdyoulmowweso$ota~plsce 
Whae no one ever says no? 
Naw that's a placc to gal 
Andymumcatchany iishmthesca 
Or -1 to any sm m the sky 
Tvm the page aow 
And psmSps s.d out why 
Then I stop snd tX the packem of my m d  
W,th,& I haw aeverknmvn 





A b o a k l r n U t n k e m e b a c L t h e ~ a g ~ ~ ~ a o d q ~ ~ q m  
I Inrmes A LIP@ 
FIELD TIUS 
This theme etfen many o ~ ~ m n i t i e s  for field uip. Childm may visit an 
airpa* a bus -tioh a tire hall de. S m e  field trip ideas for teachers arc insludsd in 
Appmdix B, pp. 284-85. 
POETRY 
Decorate your mom with paem. Read lbc poem oflen ro the children will 
become familiar with them. Some poem appar on pp. 286-88 in Appendix B. 
PANTOMIME 
When children are cedes and need a mstsh do some wtomime with them. 
They can preand they are: 
-b& bowing, mllLmg, and h d l  thmugh the ak 
-kites flying on the b- 
- mashines such as helicopters with pmpl lm 
VOCABULARY CARDS 
Vmabulaty cards can be uwd far playing gmes w h  89 Concenwtion or can be 
used as -UIE~S when wi*. Cardscontaining pic- and Iramprtation v o c a b ~  
are included in Appendix 8. pp. 289-92. 
TTUNSPORTATlON SONGS 
Fall an any span  umu wlh aeatchy ltltlenong such as r h o ~ c  fowd on Ap~nd lx  R, 
on 293 94 Pract~ce them often w, that the sbldren wll be able to r t n ~  lhcm far -Is 
on Parent Day. 
COOKING 
Fancy. but simple thematic cooking! (Appendix B, p. 295). 
AWARDS 
Rcssiving an award for somcfhing bey di4 is an excellent ego-boo*. Several 
m r t a t i o n  awards are included in Appndix 8, p. 296). 
THEME PA- 
Use Ule panem in Appendix 0, P. 297 for writing~tivities, leaning om= 
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The hme ond,he,onorse Amp.  (Troll 1981) 
The hmr andthe torroisc Bnan Wtldsmxth (Wafts. 1966) 
Tortotre ond hme race. Janet Stevens (Holldayl. 
SONGS 
Troueling. ,,owling by Meish Goldish (I'hemotic poem mngs nnd/i"gc.Pr*yl) 
POEMWCIUNTS 
Prefimd Vehicles by Leland B. Jacobs 
The Hme and the Tonoise 
Going Places 
L-n 1 -Ways m Tnvel 
(L.Arrr. Math Muric, Dmwtie P l q ,  AIO 
(50-60 minutes) 
The children will: 
. pmcapatc ma  braurstomog -loo on way9 lo wvcl 
. clmmfy the wvcl modes m dlKcml catsgona 
. ua lan thc~r  a m o m  when claulfvme 7 - - - ~ - -  ~ ~ , 
. invent a h e  and Ehsreaw it with elaumater 
- ure their &ginations to build model trampomtion machines 
- desxibs the pmees of building their models. 
Repmuon: 
Copy the pwm. Pr-d Vchieler by Leland B. 1asob.i (wrinen below)."on 
chart paper. 
Have available chart paper, marlrm, art paper anddrawing materials as well m 
papier-mache. clay, cardbaard, or other materials to build a model umsportation 
machine. 
L m :  
Readthe following poem to fhe children, wcing the words with yovrhand. T h a  
get t h  to read it with you several tiwn. 
Rrfemd Vehicle 
A bicycle's h e  for a little trip 
Up the rtrsct or dowo; 
An automobile for a longertrip, 
Off to anotha t a w  
An airpwr fme for amund the world. 
To many a far-out place; 
And a rocket, oh farthe long- eip 
Auray into outer w e .  
M o d &  Jd 
"TaLen from P m h y  PI- Anthology IJnmuctor Bmb). 
Put (hc following question oaa blackrhsst of chart 
*HOW DO we  st Fmm  ere to %re?' ~ l l o w  the 
children to bimmnn all the different ways &at lhey cango 
place and rsmrd M on the &at. Give hinU to include nuch 
modes ash- -el, mkst ship, wagon, skis, glider, clcpbam subway, skateboard. 
Also, variour kinds of cars, boats, mk, buws and anplanes can be drseuswd. When 
thcy have exhausted their lit t, how many diff-f ways hey can catepbz them. 
For example, gmup themaceording w how many wheels they have or no wheels, t h e  
that ~a r r y  only one or two people and Iho* that carry agmup; fhox 
go p h s s  (bicycle. feet). Ensouage them to suggest other categoria such as those that 
move pople and thore fhat move h g s .  Ask them to explain why they put some things 
where thcy did 
Play the rhyming game (Appendix C, p. 299). Aslr the 
the b i d  
Imaginative 
Introduce (hc he%. 'Travelmg. Tmvelmg"(Appndu C. 
p 300) &r nngtng !I Ulmugh and m h g  up acuons w go 
wth each vene drvtdc Leclav low five emurnand aolm 
each a different verse. Each p u p  will p l a ~ f i c i  ringing i d  
doing the &OM for fheir vest. Try ringing the song m a 
mund, sash p u p  joining in one line fin the prrviolu p u p  has begun. Invite the 
children to parade amund the clarnoom while acting out their individual modes of 
onvel.lq 
Haveeach child use papier-mache, clay, cardboard or 
other matealp to build amodel muupmion machine, ruch as 
asports car, .jet plane, ora submarine. Invie children to 
display their models and describe how they made them.' 
Suggcniom for sharing tnlrsn fmm Goldin4 M. (1993). Thematic p"m, songs mrd 
fingerplqs. 45 irresistable rhymes and activities to build lircr(~ey, p.71. Scholartis. 
A r d t o f h i n k ~ l m w t o n ~ r r p ~ ~ l .  Dr Ssuss 
C m  ondtrwks ond th- tbotga R i M  Soarry (Ooldcn) 
Goingploccp Jcsatsmah. (Goldaq 1M8) 
How do we ~ m l 7  Camhe Amold Watts, 1983). 
I g o w U h ~ f m i t y t o ~ ' r  RLsnasDe (hmon, 1986) 
Mm d@ Srma. h L m s L c n s ) r i  Walk, 1980) 
d@ Fwngs . 'aow .  J.BmniqbmBaryh. J Cape,1970) 
Nnrr ria  yo^ t l ~  $0 8chwI. Doug Johasoa W m y  Holt). 
hfhego AnnMonis ~ ~ & S h e p 6 n i , 1 9 9 0 ) .  
Thegrrm brgcmondbnat6wf RiobPldS~sny (OoldenPress, 1974) 
Atme- wtm1986) 
Thingalhotp B. w. (Rolshml Froas, 1984) 
W is the w q w g o  ro*I Edith*. WIe9hc, 1990) 
n&lm %hi8 Tmta. Olre Childk WorM. I%@). 
cnatc a d k l c  (Appad* C pp. 301-02). 
Cb& Haw1 Gam School (Acaudn C. 0.303). 
Going Places 
mrn 2 -How Tbinv Move 
Lsaming cmms Activities 
The children will: 
m iind out about movement; dismverthat tbiogs are moved by pusher and pulls. 
experiment with magnets; detamine what m h &  srs amacbd to magnets. 
- I s m  how to keep things horn moving - falhg, gohg downhill, toppling over. 
. offer auirtaoss to 0th~. 
. suggest anions. 
. state m o m .  
P,q.mlion: 
I. M m e r  M&: Fill a jar with waaand put a-clip inside. Pmvide 
. . 
sevrralmagoeu. 
2. Alnoer or Don't A lu~c l :  Pmvide several magnets and a vk'ety of small 
me t t t  o b j m ;  some that amact and some that do not. Set up hvo boxes labelled with "A 
and "Don't Amact" for them to use For sorting. 
3 Magnomanto Pmvlde coptes of uorkshccu ( A p p c d i  C. p 306). pncilr. 
and two bar m a a s  for each rmdcnr ~n the m u o  Makc swr  Ik north and routh ~ o l s  
- .  
arr clearly labsllsd. 
4. Merrily We RoNAlon& Provide toy vehicles with bar magwets attached to the 
toe with an eladc band. m e  the bar magnets are not all minting in the same 
&tion. 
5. SropSign: Create a ramp and provide several toy Mhieles with wheels. Supply 
a variety of small objeetr; some that can bc used to Itop the motion ofthe toy on tk ramp 
and rome thal could not be used. 
6. Pwh or Pull: Pmvide a variety of toys or pi- andtwo boxes for so- 
labelled "Pur;h" and andandpull." -~~ ~ 
7. A lw~ l i ve  Creom8: W mpier ofthe paaem For the puppet (Append* C. 
p. 30748). Supply papsr clips, drawing and colouring materials, a magnet for sash child 
in the group and a stage made from a shoe box. 
8. Mopieol Magnef Mmrerpieees: Pmvide a for each child h the gmup, a 
cake pm or box lid paper cut to fit h i d e  the pm or box, mixed tmperapainf small 
objects which are amastd by magnets - paper slips. ball M g s ,  w h m ,  bobby pins, 
194 
nails, etc. Cover the &e ofthe Ib1e with mewprint. 
Luson: 
Have the childcen circulate the mom in groups to visit 
communieafion used in the erne aefivities 
and uplocative in n~ne. TIW may use 
persuasive forms as they offerassismnce to 0th- in &ir p u p ,  
mggen actions, and sats m o m  for the a s  that b a p p  in 
the mm. 
CENTRE ACTIVITIES 
1. Magnet Magic (Appndix C, p. 309) 
Children mun try to malre the pqmclip dance inside the bottle, using the magnet 
They should ponds why lhir happcns and wits in lheir science learning logs. 
2. A m d  or  Don't A m d ?  
Children mun son the objectr provided into two categories, those h t  aman and 
thore that do not aman Why are some of t h w  amaced to the magmu while 0- are 
not? 
3. M.gnrtm.nh 
Children uw two bsr m a w  to find out which pol 
record this information on the wockshee~ (Appsndix C, p. 3M). 
4. M e d l y  We RoU Along (Appcndii C, p. 310) (After Magncmania) 
ARcr completing the Magoemmiaastivity. the ehildw should h able to W a l l  
the toy vehicles in a lie so that !hey a m h  to sachather 
5. Stop Sign 
Using a ramp and the mamids provide4 children mun try to find as many ways 
as Uley fan to stop the toy vehicles from going down the 'hill.' They can draw picturcrin 
their Science Learning Logs to i l l m e  what fhey found. 
6. Pnsh or PIIU? 
Sort the toy vehicles in eafcgoriesofpush or pull to describe how* move. 
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7. Atm&e C r n m m  (Appendix C, pp. 30768) 
Children can make lime p p r r p u p p ~  wing the pattern pi- a d  make them 
~~ on the stags. 
a Magical M.gmet M u l e t p i e d '  
Children will place a oiece of mwr in the w 01 lid and d r i ~  several d m ~ s  of
paint om rhc p.pcr. T& wi~ i  put &>ithe m d i o b j c ~  on the pP.pcr d painiby 
sliding the magnet werthe bottom of the contain". The rim of the contnim will help 
so* the paint and keep the magnet clean. T h y  can change objects or add another 
Large Gmop: Pub .nd PuU Game 
In this came. the children D& to be ma-. Pairthe children. When the 
leaderdls o<''~mae<" the twochildm'stiek t&thq' "Repl;' they fly apart. Call 
out different p m  of their baiier such as "Atwet your 6ngm" or "Repel yourtoss." 
Allaw children to take Nms beig the leader. 
Cms ondhow theygo. 1- Cole. (Cmwell, 1983). 
Erpcrimenr with movement. Bryan M q h y .  (Scholastic) 
Machines. h e  and Harlow Rockwell. (H-, 1985). 
Talk about machi= a bit no=. Use the mng, Machines and cornspanding 
activities (Appendix C, pp. 31 1-12). 
Take note of the cwpratioo and &ci&on in the learning centres. Can all 
childrm drmonmafc their understanding afthe amaftion and 'spulrianaf magnets? Can 
Idea taken 60m Willlam% R A .  Raehrrll. R E . & Shmvood E A (1987 Mudprts 
ro mngnsrr I pcschool mence nmrmIum Wphon House 
they tell the dBemm beween pusher and pulls? Did they dsmommtc thntthey Imew 
how to keep things &m moving - falling, going downhill, toppling ovcr? When 
expressing opinions to 0th- in the ceomp, did children w e  rrasons? 
Going Ptaces 
U 3 - h l d R W ~ t o E .  
(Math, LAm, Ssiemnee) 
(5044 minutes) 
The &dim MLl be ableto 
. clasmfy types of v&dw 
sequmce wlucles to Leu sped 
. o a m n w  why they mndc the deumons they drd 
' e x p r e s p ~ r n ~ ~ t n y ~  
" P m s ~ ~ e t l t s n d ~ ~ a ~ t o ~ t h m s  
m- 
Make mpes fm e& c!dd of the velucle chp art sheet ( A m  C,p 313) snd 
t h e t o r m r s e d h a ~ ~ ( A p p m d u C , p  314) 
Locate and@ a book t e M  the story of the Tortolse and the Hare (several 
t n e ~ m ! k B o h t p t o R c a d ~ h o n )  
C ~ t h e @ ~ T h c H m r m d t k T ~ o i ~ ( A ~ C , p  315)ontochaR 
P V  
Have m&bJe sassom, m&mg tape, Rnng 01 yam and hole p-S) 
Give each child a copy of the clip art sheet of vchio1es. 
Have them cut the pi- qmi aod sort tbem in three 
m s :  those that trawl m land, those that travel m m, 
d that ~ W I  thro& the air. shue the mule. 
A& the children to mmmge the plctures mwto 9how the fasteat vehicle to the 
slowest Have them qlml*hy th.y odered &em the way that they did. They may glue 
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cxprrrr their opinions about the c h a m  in the bmk. Do they 
think it was a fair m e ?  How do fhy &ink the Hare felt ak 
losing the race? What should he do ro feel bemr? (Apobgize for bragging?). 
Read the @chant. 7k time ondck Tooto~se Have the c b l h  rtand m 
place and namp the), feet on earh word ofthe rrlnuor. "a. go. go." 'No. no. no." and ro 
on  Or haw !hem mmh amund the hecla~rmom as the" mnu. takrne a d 1  neo oneach 
word of the rehains. Tosy can u ~ e  their hands to represent the fodoiseand the hare, 
wiggling their fingers upside dawn eaehtime one ofthe a imah  move?. 
Child- can eolour and cut out the tortoise and hare For 
racing. Condu~t mes between papr tomias and hares using 
the ~ t i o n s  on p. 316 (Appendix C.). Before each m k  the 
panicipsntr should shake hands and wish each other'%ood 
Luck" in addition to predicting whichanimal will win. AAer the race, panieipanto should 
mngramlate the winner. 
F(~st-siow, hhigh-low. A Abookgfoppooile~. Peter Spier. (Doubleday). 
[wish teouldfi. Ron Maris. (Gremwillow. 1986). 
Row. row, mw p u r  boor. Robin Muller. (Scholanic). 
7k b r e  andthe rorloix Amp. (Troll, 1981). 
The h e  nnd the tortoire. Brian Wildsmith. (Warn 1966). 
Tortoise and hme race. Janet Sfevens. (Holiday). 
Ob- clarrtficaoon and wquens~ng asunon Natc m y  c h l d m  hav~ng 
dnficulocr Can the hchldrsn commmeate why they made the dcctrkons they dld9 Are 
thq able lo expreu thcv op~nnonn kl) about nory charanml  Do t h v  dcmonmatc 
I& takm fmm bldish,  M. (1993) Nmaric Poem, Son.@ ondFingerpIqs. 45 
Imesirrible mrdAcrivilies m Build Litermy. Scblasric. 
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... On Land 
RESOURCES USED 
POETRY. 
Befsned Veihrdea by Lelsad B. lembs 
&@Bike by Bobbe Mgm 
Keep Ym7 Helmet &I By Rwmw W m  
Cm A m k  By DougMscLaod 
SONGS: 
Wdkiwsonp by D m  Conram (Let's 1- W s @ e r y )  
WetY~byologSceIsa TskanfmmSpf . ly~S.nes)  
RuCokwoftheIa& T a L e n ~ ~ i ~ )  
... On Land 
LEARNMG CENTRE IDEAS 
prqmri011: 
1. Trowllins Put the folloWi.8 toys in the me: a car, a p h ,  a 
speedboat, a fighter plane, amotorcycle, a rocket or space ship, a bicycle. Pmvidc paper 
and drawing mataials. 
2. Wcly  on the PloygroundBooUel: provide copies afthe pages for the mini- 
book, Spib kmns lo Ploy ilS@ ( A p w x  D, pp. 318-19), scissors, colouring materials. 
3. Practising Addition: mske copies for each child of the Addition GrmtdPrir 
worksheet (Appendix D, p. 320). Provide pencils, and stopwatches. 
4. Graphing: make copies for each child ofthe pphing wmkhea (A@x D, 
p. 321). Fill a coffee can with various d l  imnq~rtafion toys in the categories of 
trucks, planes, cars, snd boats. 
5. Le t t  Meuwe: make eopiea ofthe meauring sheet (Appendix D, p. 322). 
Provide a centimebe ruler for each child in the men 
---- 
6. Wnter/Lnn#Air Sorting: Provide old mag& to cutup, scissors, glue, shape 
books of 'Water', 'Land', 'Air' with plain paper stapledinside (see examplea in 
Appendix D, p. 323). 
7 .  Cmton Vehicles: Provide vadow sizes ofmilk cattons (washed), scrap paper, 
brads to fasten papar wheels an to caton, scissors, glue, poster pair? (add -sat to the 
paint to make it adhem to the WBX of the catton). Pmvide atha v m u s  &s that 
they could use for seats, sfeedog wheels, licease plates, ste. 
SOClAL STUDIES CENTRE 
Safe ~rsvellinsU 
The children must draw a p h  for each vehicle, showing what apason needs 
in each om to bavel safely. 
Answers: 
Car - seatbell 
Plane - seolbell 
24 
Idea from Co&, E. (1990) Let'sLemnAboutSocldSNdies. HwmnicsLeaming. 
Speed@ - li/pjmb~ 
A fighter plane -prochute 
Motorcycle - helmer 
Rocket or space ship -space suivlreimer 
Bicycle - bicycle h e l m  
Safety on the Playgound Booklt 
Studens  an make the he-book Spib Lemnrro Ploy ir Sofp ahbarn lafery an the 
playgmmd. This activity quires mttiog, mlouring and folding. 
MATH 1 
Pnetidng Addition 
In pain, children can me manipulativn to help them go around the race uackon 
the Addition Grad Prix worksheef. Show them how to w the ~WpwIch and record 
their time. 
Glrphiib 
Chi lkn  will we the graphing warksheetpmvided to graph the Linds of toy 
vehisler at the mm. They should write their intsrpmatiens in their journal. 
MATH 3 
Let's Mnrum 
Childrmwill use a centime- tulerto measure each vehicle aod write its length. 
Make sure children know where t h e m  ir loeated. 
Water/ LmldlAir Sorting 
Children will lmk hughmagadnes  and cut out u a q o n a t i o ~  pi-. Pane 
the pictures in Ule eo-1 scmphok (Water, Land or Air). They can write the nsma of 
Ihe vehicles mdmrmth the ~ictures. 
ART 
Childrn can make milk Earmn vehicles by attaching wheels, adding other 
aes-riw. and painting theirvebiclw. They should write a Lory in Iheirjo& about 
theirvshicles. Thy  can share their stories with ~Iammtes &I. 
Safefy Stgns Wollsbm ( A p e  D. p 324) 
Tdmc Llghe Worlubet ( A p p d l x  D. p 125) 
Da ro Dot Worksheet lA~ocndlx D. o 320 .  
f i i  b e  Mi&$ ( A ~ & &  D, p. 3i7). 
' 
Sea1 Belt Colovring Shsst (Appendix D, p. 328). 
9 ... On Land 
Lwoo 1 - T M c  om the S m t t  4 
w (LArls. Health Drumtic PIny, Art, Mmie) 
OW minuter) 
Plan to do this lesson on a fur day and send home ~ s t i o n  slips acouple ofdays in 
a d m s .  
The children will: 
- do awffie r-, -&mg d r s  of their munt and sharing them with 
the class. 
demo- their bodedge afmsPwalk safety thmugh mle play and thm 
h u g h  red life r i w t i o M  during 8 walk. 
- meate a perrussive poster about wing n o r w d k s .  
. help -15 a vme to a rap song on rafety. 
~ ~ 0 " :  
Smul out the best location for children to do a-e n w e y  with no danga o f a  
child d g  into the meet 
Havc available: posterpper and rnamials for drawins mlourin& ce. 
I f  the school 1% ncnrarmeb take five mnum w do a 
&c rmcy Get each cluld to ldcattfy two W a f  vehcles 
they would Ilkem count (ex b- can) Havc Brm d c  
small cham w raardtheu-Y Show Bern how l o d e  
tally ma&. Share the d m  when they mmc back to CIA. 
Ask Ule children hour they would cmss the m they 
)UOt -eyed wlb ra much &e on a (usr lk craswolk) 
Have them role play how 10 usc the muwalk safely Talk 
about h e  handngndl~ng otopand the walk~ng man ngnell~ng 
go on a WIC pole Dmonsvars how to enmd yow am, lo 1st 
p p l c  know Iha )ou w r h  lo c m  where there tr no hgh! Talk 
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about the impumce ofobeying the cross@ guard when thm is 0115. Da m t  tell them 
all of this infomtios but draw it out d h .  
Take& children ourside for a w d k  Append* D. pp. 329-30 give ruggestionr 
for mivitien to do on your W to demomum WSSW d n y  You may also teach 
them the song included asp.  330. WnIIngSong 
, When you re0.m to class, miew Be s a f e r y d ~ .  Get 
thc chmldren lo  make rafrry ponm uhrsh a m p ,  to pmuadc 
r b l k n  ur Be shoo1 ro uw the nosnvallc 1.11 lhrm tu pay 
oartlcular altmQan lo lh uo& btlhev uu on lhcu ooncm - ax? 
they puastvs? Wd1 o h  chrldrm dentand why they should use the s-wall? k t  
the @err up lo the hall autnds of th helasnwm 
Teach Ulr rap "Safety R d "  so they can pr fom a on 
Parmt Day a1 Ihc end of t h ~  theme Encowage studmu to he p 
make up a second vene lo the rap 
L i e n  everybody to wba~ we say 
ifyou w a ~ a  be safe at work and play. 
Llmn pl- for rafery'r rake. 
We're gonna mk llme lor a rafsty brak. 
Safety b d .  ra fet~  break. d e y  bre& &cry b e  
Lwk both ways when yous- the street; 
be earrful w h ~ c r o u  put your f a  
Cmrr at the muwalk ora s o p  sign, 
a green traffle light will do just fine. 
Stay on the sidewalk when youcan: 
whatever you do have arafety plan. 
Ifyou know whnt we ream, clap your hands fhne times 
(Clan. clan. clad. 
By Greg Scslra. Taken from P a y ,  G. (1990). S@ry (Theme We.). Creatiw 
Teafhing b s .  
Pwrry P I m  AruhoIog? - "Cmssing & SSmet" (Scholastic). 
Try n rzgnin Sam; $ferywknyouwolk I. Viom. (Lothmp, Lee, and Shepard). 
When Icrorr the street. D. Chld ( C h i l k  Pms, 1981). 
T&c sign r a v a g e r  hunt - to ssnd home (Appendix D. p. 331). 
More ideas &om Let's LemnAbourS@ry. By Diana Counon. (Appendix D, p. 
337) 
Song, f$;& Firsrand wmsponding aftivities (Appuui* D. pp. 333-34) 
Learn about roads. high- and biwayr (Appendix D, pp. 335-36). 
EwI&m: 
Note pBlticipation in the lesson, ifthey nscessfully completed their ME 
surveys. demonmated safety nder auuide during ths walk and if thsy u n d e d  howm 
maLs their posters persuasive. 
... On Land 
Lcason 2 - Cbn81- and B ' id i s t  
fL An& Art. Heolth, Drm&c P l d  
ObjCetiW: 
Tne children will: 
ncognim the w l o m  afthe trsffic Light and understand their si&icaw to 
pedestrisns and drivers and d e m m  tbir knowledge by playing a m e .  
- mle play adriver or biqolist obeying the s i p  of the mad 
and vocalize pmpa dress for safely riding a bike. 
r a n ~ e w b y p ~ ~ m .  
Make a eaffic light with mloured timm paper the thm holes Make 
these mataids available for all the children. 
Make a m p l e  palice ha& andbdges from pattsn (Appwdix D, p. 337). 
Find a m  for yourself a d  some for sbd~nts, if available. 
Copy tk plwz A@ B l k  by Bobbe Indgid6 an chart papa. 
Have wailable: blank chart papm and mkets, along EL.&, lmtied shwlaces, loose pans, 
along skit, a bike helmet, tied hes, shorts, stmight-leg j e s ~ ~ ,  
Lwon: 
Show the children a trsffc lieht WYOU have made 
loformative Shine a Oaphlr@t k h d  cach e o l o ~ l o  m d k u  which Light is 
;,:E:$:2:~:;;:fz~-n 
Light with the children m d q  in place. They mn when the 
light is pen,  slow down when it is yellow and stop when it hnns nd 
Have the children u ~ e  thematmhk provided to make tkir own trsffc lights. 
1 Teach the song, Tk Colow oftheLighf (Appendix D, p. 338). Have than qakea from Pwny  Ploce Anthology. Jmtmcto~ Books. 1 " 
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p t i e e  shining the flashlight behind the ceomrpndiog colour light as thcy sing each 
-. 
One child will pretend to be the chuffsur, while another 
will be the passenger The otkeh i ldm will be dispersed 
throughout the slaurwm with their traffic lights held up. They 
will indiean &e colotroftheir light by shioing the flashlights 
through them. (If flashlights are not avaiIabIe. they can point to 
the solour with their other hand). 
The passenger tells the driverwhm fhey want to p and the c M e u  must l&e 
t h m  thehere obeying all the signals om the way. Change the driver and passengrn 
reved timer. The M e  lights must change eolour 4 time the car changer driven. 
Give ?he pollse hats and badges to several childrrnand s n c o w e  them to 'pull 
over' anyone they think is not obeying the wtflf ruler - they might be speeding or 
ignoring a s i p .  
ARer several children have BksntMls as chau&ur, change some ofthe ~ I C  
lights to signs such as a stop r ip,  one way r ip,  e m s 4  (with ?.child crossing). Allow 
several tom as ossseneer and drim main. 
The teacim wili model a bicyciin going through the "meets: Use the 
appropriate hand signals at he  lights and slop signs. Have peMlal children p d  to 
ride their b&er. 
Read the following pcem to the ehildrrn. then gel them to read it with you several 
times. 
My Bike 
I'm off lie lightning! Watch me go 
Up the bill, pumping slow, 
Then rooming dawn the other side 
LiLe aroller-coarter rids. 
Thmughthe puddles 
M y  bike is a boait: 
M y  wn wheels kssp 
M e  dry while I float 
The ridnvalk's my highway 
As I w h i a  along, 
singing a happy 
Show the eLvs the long d a n d  other cloth- k l m u  
lased under Prepuorton Ask Ihc c h m l h  to tell you whlch 
eloLn arr bcn for n d l n ~ l  What cr umng wth the o h  
Ask thnn if they would like m 1- more about bicycle F l  ~;~;l;molW~~~~~a~& "&il 
qusdons they w n t  to ask him or her h u t  the comet way to 
ride their bilrss. Writs thehem on cbm papsr. 
Irrodsignr. T m  Hob. (Olsmwillowl. 
Magic momten lemn obolurofely. Sylvia Rwt Tester. (The Child's World). 
Red light. green light. G. MaeKonald. (Doubleday, 1944). 
Redlight, grem Iighf. Margaret Wise Bmwn & Leonard Weirgard. (Scholastic). 
Cooking: T d c  Light Pops and Stop and Go OoQeb (Appoldix D, p. 339). 
Fingerplay,% the Car" with mad sigo plt- (Appendix D, m. 340-411. 
Paint to Stop and Go Music (Appmdix D. p. 342). 
Song, "Twinkle, Twhtde T d c  Light"(Appsndix D, p. 343). 
Note their pnnisipafion and undemm~ding of smet d e w .  Do they all reem to 
know the meaning of the pan ri@ used? Are they able to thi&of appropriate 
intwiov quertions? 
Idea taken fmm C o w s  D. (1987) D r ' s  Lrmn~bout~ofely .  oood A ~ I ~ ,  bc 
... On Land 
Lesson 3 - Bieyrlc Safety 
(LArrs. Heaith An. D-IIC Pi& 
The sbildra will: 
listen BtMtively to a ~pecial gum mlk about bicycle safety. 
- recall what they learned and pmlcipate in creating an experience than 
pmlcipate in writing a thank-you note to the police officer. 
drmonswte p u a s i v e  techniques thmugh &tie play. 
P,ep111~": 
Make -grmcnS for apotice offieec to visit yourclsss to talk about bicycle 
safety. 
Have available: chart p a p .  mahm p a p ,  writing and eolalning inrmunents. 
Lmon: 
IA A ~ ~ C S  officer will visit volnelssr m mlk to the 
Informshve children about bicycle safety. R& children beforehand how a to be good listeners when they are having a rpssial g u s a  
Allow the children to ask the questions that they heyrepad for the 
police officm. 
When the guest h u  gone, Rview what they have learned by writing an experience 
chart entitled: W3en riding your bik, remember- 
W"te amllabamtive tha&-you mote to the police o&er 
that visited. Have each child write and illuowte one safety rule 
that they I-ed fmm the session to $End with the note. 
Role play situations where a child is riding d e l y  on 
h+ bikes and mother child telk them that what they me doing 
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is d e .  How can h y  hcy Ux other child to ridc the safe way? 
Tcafh &e poem, Keep YOW Hclmer h 1  By Rc-e 
mlliamr (Appendix D, p. 344). Encourage Uxm to read with 
e-ion using p e ~ i v c  toner. 
Boob 10 Red: 
Bicycle race. Donald Crew. (GTrm1llor 1985). 
Bicycles mefun to ride. Domthy Chlad (Children's P m ) .  
The bear's bicvcle. E. McLmd. Riule. Bmwa 1975). 
The Beremlain Bems: Ihe bbie lesson. Sen Brmutain. (Random House). 
A n d W i w I :  
Rcmorkable, Riderless Ru-q Tricycle 1982 1 1 min 16- 
rn I d m :  
Worksheets on bicycle safety (Appendix D, pp. 345-46). 
Obsnvs Be l~rnrmng slullr of  your &nu Do tndtvtdualo need to bs raught 
hou to luten mom s f f ~ f u ~ l y ~  Do B y  -11 Be h g s  Bs polwe oficer m d  h e n  
m h g  B e  expenencc shan? Note how each chld anempu to pmuade obes  Do 
individuals r i d  to be faugh1 how to pemuade? 
... On Land 
Lesson 4 - ln a Wheelchair 
(L.Arrr. Math An) --- - 
(50-60 minutes) 
The children will: 
. talk about their f e l i  abouf arid= ina wheelchair. 
. participate in pqming for a d  having an interview. 
. respond to anow by drawing a p i m  and wridng aeaption. 
. panicipste in miting a thank-you wte with elmmares. 
Phpd": 
Make m g e m m u  to bomw a wheelchair for the session. Invite someone who 
uwr a wheelchair. It might be a child who mads you~shool  or someone in the 
community. 
Locate and pre-read Uv book MmnoZwmr by Jan Cowen-Fletcher. 
Have paper and at materials available. 
Luron: 
Ask the children t o m  about what it would be Ilk= 10 
be in a wheelchair. Allow them to tlkc Nms wheeSI  
themselves as- the cl~umom. Ask them haw they would get 
downrtlin or up& or how thF, would get outside to the 
playgmund (they wouldhave to depndon romeone to help 
them). Ask individuals how they felt being in the chair. How 
do they thinlr someone feels who har to stay in the wheelchair every day? Tell Uv 
children that they are going to interview someone who uwr a wheelchair. Collaboradvcly 
m&e a a o f  questions to ask your guen. 
A child in your shoo1 or an adult will visit your class. 
to m y  far the nen activity. 
Read tk hebaok, M m  &mr. Each time the moth= 
children to draw a p i e m  and wite  a uption ofwhat they might ima@e a wheelchair 
being if they had to lru one all the time. Your guest might like w participate in this 
When the pest has go=, minu what they have learned by revisiting the 
questions on the chart and the anrwerr your guest gave. 
pzz-1 "isited. Write aml l abomt i~  W - y o u  110te to the w s t  fhat 
BwXl lo Red: 
Mmroomr  by Jan Cowsn-Flncher 
Tke mks. Pour a small amount ofpaint in ameat my. Roll old toy cars or 
uuek'r tires in the paint and "drive" on white paper. Expnimmt with different solom of 
paint, different kin& of tks and d i i r m t  kinds of movements. 
Ewlumio": 
Take noteof listaing skills and dsvclopmmt in wifink as we11 as participation. 
... On Land 
Lesson 5 -safely om Foot 
(L Arts. An. Phyr EdJ 
(5040 mw) 
The children will: 
- know and we the safest mute to xhwl. 
identify safe and mafe  placer ta play &ring xhml  horn. 
- demonsfrate their ability to jump, hap, I-, slide, gallop and skip. 
talk about and h a &  grndsafety pmti- that pmtm YS and others at 
home and at school. 
- learn nafety habio for swimming and skating. 
Copy the hepoeos Car Atrockon chat paper. 
Have availsble: chan paper, markcn paprand drawing materials far p o w .  
L-te and pre-read the book LefZfindou1~1bout sofery by M a h a  and Charles 
Leuo": 
Read the pam, Car Altodwi th the ehildm. ARcr several readings togaher. 
children cao act it out 
Car Attack 
On Ian ysar'r Halloween 
A car htl A w e  Jean 
Umhmgcd b] h s  artask. 
My Aunue bl s back 
She bt ~t vlth her handbag 
And hwkcd 11 u~th n  knee 
She locked a wtha raodbsn 
And thumoed it witha ues. 
On l m  year's Hallo- 
A ear hit Auntie lean. 
And oow, my Auntie's beaer 
But the rv is with the w k e r .  
Q Doug MacLlod 
Teach them the rudiments of otage @om55 - i.s., 
when~untie  J- hiu the car, she d w  not really hit it; she 
stops just shon ofthe t a r g ~ .  SO that it e m s  that she c o n n e d .  
Have t h m  p d e e  &is tcchriqw Children can warL in gmupr 
so that onechild ir Auntie Jean andthe other isthe car. They canswitch mles as well. 
When reading the l m  verse, OM child can cead the fm d u e  limes in a factual-formal 
new. anoomm'r voice. and another- deliverthe I& line in a-ke. bw-a- 
~~ - -- - ~ 
manner. At the endofthe poem, the cars can all ennnple in dilapidated heap. 
Have the children hagjne resons why Auntie lean war, 
hit by the car. Was she mirig safely when it happened? 
Encourage d e n o  to help mrnplets a chart entitlsd, "Safely 
Osmhg to School." Have them create a list sf safety d c r  thsy 
need to remember on Iheir way to school. The lin should include safety ruler for 
waking, riding in a ear, riding in a bus, etc. 
Ifit is a nice day, take the children outside the rhool. 
~nformatwe Gatherthe p u p  together and ask them to point out p lam that 0would be unsafe forthem to play. Why? Allow them lo play 
for 10 or I5 minuter in safe areas. While auoids, get the 
children to exprimcnt with different ways of moving including jumping, hopping, 
leaping, slidink galloping, ad ndrkipping. 
Read the book Let t$ndour abou sofew by Marthaad 
churl- Shapp. ~ s k  the children to write and illustrate one of 
the safety d s r  they need to member in their homes. Compile 
@i pager to s m t e  aslass safety book. Share the baok gening 
each rmdent to 4 the page Ihey authored. 
Ideas and poem takm horn Fergugan, V., & D u k h  P. (1992). Whole Langu* Day$. 
Longman Cheshk. 
Orally talkabout d e t y  wh50 s w i m h g  and skating. 
Ask the childrm to pick am ofthese activities and make a 
p - i w  poster acowging other children to obey the safety 
ruler. Pon thew outside y o v r e l ~ ~ ~ m o m  
Rmie &the skatebwrdgmrg. Nancy Carlmh (Viking). 
Going for o walk. Beauice Sebmk LkRegnim. 
I w m r  woikng. Sue Williams. (Gulliva Books. 1989). 
Ler3findout obour sofery. Manha nnd Charles S k p .  (Franklin Warn) 
P i q  its@. Joan Webb. (Goldm Bwb). 
Wery can be&. Cynthia Klingsl. ( C d v s  E d d o n ) .  
Expsrimsm wah diffmnt ways o f d g  (see Appendix D, p. 347). 
Feik song, 'Herr We Go Looby-Lao." 
Sqing No to Lhmgec T&ns Respomibilify 1986 11 min VH 
Observe children thmughout Ihe lensoh noriog their mderntanding of safety des 
Am they able to demonmare the vvariour movements (jump, hop. leap, CIS.)? Do they use 
nppmpriarc language and pic- to p d e  on their porters? 
... On Land 
Leuon 6 -On the T m k  
The childrm will: 
. watch a video for a pwpose (to glsan information abam m k ) .  
. mate their own traincam on what they have leaned. 
. mleplny s W e r P r c v s 0 5 .  
.cam- ~riginal stories and tcU Uum to others. 
f+qxmi01: 
Book the VCR and locate the video, The Little Enghe fhot Could. 
Ulkccopies of the information Ehssf T k  Gmnr Freight Train (Appsodi D, p. 
348). 
Have available materids useful formaLing min can such s4 boxes, cardbavd 
consrmstion p a p ,  pains. etc. 
Show the video, 7ke Llrrle Engine fhot Could(1 I min). 
~ e & g , ~ ~ ~  -idly watch forthe 
Give them each a copy o f  The Great Fmighf Train 
informatiom sheet. Have the studmu help you identify the 
d i f fmt  kinds of Freight UM. Divide the class into groups of 
four or five and encourage them to cammct their own trainr, 
and rail cars out of the materiels pmvided. They can paint their 
boxcar. and then decorate them withwl~sels, animals, produce, 
carr or fuel. Read one ofths bwks suggested below mehas Pony Engine and get the 
children to act it out wing their Wior. 
B w k  lo Read: 
Chw Chm. V ~ n l a  Lee Bunon. (Houghton MiMia). 
Currou Gears oc the Rotlroad Sl(111on M q m  Rey (Plan & Mud) 
fie Cbboorr Who Cot l m r e  Bill Pect. IHouehton Mifflml. - ~ - ~~~ 
The Pony Engine. Fmccs M. Ford (ada&ed b; Doris ~ a m i  (Wonder Bwks. 
1987). 
Toor. Toot. Brian Wildsmith. (Oxford Univnsiw Ress. 1988). 
Freizht wcin. Donald C-. (Orreowillow, 1978). 
The Little Engine tho? Could. WaW Piper. (Plattad Mi& 1%1). 
The Polm Erp~rpes. Chris Van Allsburg. (Houghton Mifflis 1985) 
The Train. David McPbail. (Little. Brown& Co.). *MuiIinrIIurol 
Tmin. ChaIes Temple. (Houghtm 19%). 
Traim. Gail Gibbons. (Holiday. 1987). 
Traim. h e  Roelouell. @nos 1988). 
Tmin to Grondmo Z. Ivan Gaouchev. (Pic- Book, 1987). 
Other A#dio/Yiu&: 
Lillie Train, Lilt/< T o i n  1970 10 min 16- 
Two children exploring in h e  wo& of Maim flnd an abandoned narrow guage 
railmad wmpkfe with an old bridge, asollapsing mionhow and on old sawmill. 
Interspersed with old photographs, the helmad comes to life. 
The Linle Tmin on Cniphi~a 1973 14 min 16- 
The mry ofthe delightful happy little rmin inmducer lmfamil i  pot-ion 
insrmmenw IO children and develops an appreciation for the eulaue and mvsic of Bradl. 
We see the wmpowr W g  a journey in the win jolting down rhythm and folLNms 
which he i m p r a t e d  in the musical mry. 
Egg CMon Trains, Teddy Bear Trais ColomTrain (Appndix D, p. 349). 
N m k  Trains Liule Red Train (Appsld* D. p. 350). 
Action posm and songs (Append* D, pp. 351-52). 
Chod  W g :  Song ofthe Train (Append* D. p. 353). 
EmIudom: 
0- the childrendurine the video. Are Ulev lirtenioa intsnrl~ to find out 
&om the different kinds of Wine&? Dao the Win & they &xed d;moomate their 
undemmd'i of what a ral Win a~ Iwks lke? Can they mlcplay the wem of the 
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RESOURCES USED 
BOOKS: 
Hmbor by h d d  c m  
SflinpSeon's nip a the shiningdea by V a a  Williams. (Orcsnwillow Boob, 
1988). 
Two by Two. Barbara Reid. 
POETRY: 
I'dLike to  be o Ligkhoure by W e 1  Field 
Lilllc Aipiane by R o m e  Wtlliams 
AUDIOMSUALS: 
Tk H c l M ~ t e r  Ride 1980 15 min 16- 
LEARNING CENTRE IDEAS 
CLIPART 
Aimraft (Append* E, pp. 355-358). Make thsrs pi- available for rtudmu in 
case they have an interen in a i d  They may solourthnn or errate stories about them. 
Up and Amy! 
Children draw the-IMS inan air ballwn (on p. 359 in Appendix €1 and wite a 
Etow about their uip. 
WATER 
Srnkels & Pbl*" 
M d e  a vaiw of objscu for children m put in B pan ofwtmand son a c c o d i  
to whetherthey sink or float. 
Boat Play 
Allow children w play w i thd iknt  kinds of boaU Children may make tube 
RRs ar o u t l i i  at the an- (Po* aeopy of Appendix E, p. 360 at the table). Encourage 
them to make up mdes ar they play. 
cargo Hold 
Dmw or flnd a large pi- of a ferry baat and an airplane. Children will fmd out 
the area of these vehicles by finding out how many 'boxes' they can fit in them. They can 
uss brsad & fastmas 01 -1 s q u m  of paper forth boxes. 
Retape yourwlf or someone else readkg one ofthe ruggssted boob mch as 
SRiigbeonk nip ro the shini'gxa by Vua Williams. Have s s v d  cwpisr of the bmk 
d &e me. ~ l s o  have available pper and drawing materials JO children iIltmmc 
and write 8bou1 their favouife pan ofthe sow. 
... By Air or Water 
L m o m  1 -Ship to Share 
(L Arrs, Art) 
(50.60 minuter) 
The children will: 
. pay atbntion to a p i e m  baok to dirmver different kinds ofboau. 
- nhan their orpsrience~ an born. 
pmicipate in creating a e l a s  mural. 
coozibute to a discussion oo boating safety 
. weate a d  share a story. 
Pnpo111li01): 
Locate the book, Hmbor by Donald Crew. 
Post a large blue pper backgmund for the clsss mural (mmgated cardbed or 
painted newnpMt). 
Have avalable conmucuon pper drawng matcndr. rcluon. glue 
Copy LC poem 1 d L h  te0 be a L~ghrhouve bv Rachel Reld. on to chan pap- 
F~nd some ptnvres o f  ltghthouscr 
1-L Ask the children to tell thcirclasrmates about any 
Imfaromtivd erpmmccs they h v s  had on boats Whal kmd d k t  war a? 
mwtivc W a  11 fBn or slow7 Big or d l ?  How dkd they f-1 whrle m uthe bau7 Have they evcr had a r c q  expnence on a boar? 
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G e t t h e c h r l d n n m m a L e a l ~ c I ~ ~ ~ ~ o f a h a r b a r  
chldrm shan the me of boat they made before p m g  tion 
Yhe m d  Analtemnhve actlwIy would bc fo upe new- md pant the moral, w h  
@Id dorig a &on afthe harbm 
I\sk the CMdrm what lurid of tbg8 help keep you sak 
m a  boat (lfelaebts Izghfhmrse*) Read t h e m  Z dLike to 
be a Lrghth?w by Rachel Fleld Talk about I~&thouges, what 
they lwk Ilk=, thar p u p s  Sbow p r w  of hghthausestho- 
A s k t h e c t u l d r r n t o ~ w ~ p 1 ~ a n d w n t e a 1 1 & t h o w ~  
Wsve them s h  b u  stones and p1ohnes wth the c k s  
I'd & to be a liphtboorZP 
I'd ltle m be a h&thow 
AU sc~bbed and p d  wMe 
I'd lrke to be a l~&thowe 
A.dayaw.keam&t 




Wtth the shps psall wafclung me 
By RadlclFald 
Born book Oar1 abbons. (Hohdq, 1983) 
a m  Arm Rochell @em, 1982) 
Qrq Cm or sen J- Skogaa (Pokstar, 1991) 
H(Bbor D0nsldCnws 
M o q ,  w, Mr L L Hoopm (Hamcr & Row, 1988) 
Ono, rwo, thee g* to sna Aka,. ( S c h o W ,  1964) 
Pigs ahoy! DmdMEPhal (Jhltm) 
Row, mw, r m v p  6wt Robm Mulla ( S o h o ~ c )  
k? 
Fmm F1eId.R (1926). Tmir rmd Tondrtdls. Doubleday. 
Shmgbacm's Mp m the s h b i m  sea Vcra WIllinms. ( ~ 3 ~ 4 3 ~  Books, 1988) 
rr?lo s& the bwr? P AUcn ( C a d - M -  1983). 
C p m  Beetle Gw to Seo 1977 10 mm l6mm 
Follow Lif Willotrghby 1973 13 rmn 16 mm 
RhpninglhchmuuyofBonfP 1978 11 rmn l6mm 
Th~bImdofSkog 1978 1Snunl6mm 
Watch tlw clnlb's  almboo dmmg fhe book sbmg Can thay d fhe hads 
o f W t h e y r p w l  H o w a n t h s i r m a l s l u l l s ~  D o * e y d e n o m a n  
b h 3 o f s m r y ?  
... By Air or W&er 
Lwon 2 - loto the Ark 
(40-30 muter)  
(L A m  Mdh A n  Dmmne Ploy) - 
The children will: 
. l i i amnt ive ly  to a Lory and be able to putthemselves in the place ofthe 
charmers, dirwsiog their feelings. 
M p  folbw n simple mip to m&a playdwgh 
create a sene fmm the bwk using playdough. 
. remact Uu story with s h a t a .  
hp,"&n: 
Locnv the baok Two by Two by B& Reid. 
Copy the hernip for -!ed playdough on m chi pp~. 
Have available the following materials: m-g cup, ralf Bow. water, fwd 
solouring, ewliing oil. 
Lmon:- 
Read Barbam Reid's Two by Two withthe shi lhn.  
Ask thsm how they would feel if Uley had to help out 
thoughf? Discurn the stary'r end. whetherthey liked it or oat 
Tall abaut thesmry'r illrwations snl howthey lvcre 
cmtcd. Ask fhem ifthey would like to make a -5 fmm ths Imaginative 
Ideas !n Uup lesson @ken fmm Oldford-Mmehun J (1994) iIe$youl cbldbrcome 0 
reuder Aguddefor reodmg com011~0m ocnva,rr ondgomer (pp 75-76) SL lahn'r. 
NF Slmfisant OIhm ar Readm(i Tcorllcn 
story the m e  way. 
While they ace W g  about which Ern they would lie to depict, involve them 
in foUow%g the recipe for playdough given below: 
1 Evp 0fnalt 
2 cups offlour 
1 cup ofwatsr with a fnv dropsof c01- added 
2 tbrp carking oil added to water 
Mix together salt and flour. Oradually add liquid. Add enough flour to 
have fm liable dough. K n d  as for bread. Stare in a plastic bag or large 
conmner. lfyov kccp it in ths rslgmtor, it may I& for several week. 
D-tire ths w r y  0fNoBh.s a&. Some children might 
them rhmugh the rr-emm~mt enmuaging imaginative play. 
Book to Rmd: 
No&'* Ark. Peter Spier. (Doubleday. 1977). 
Two by Two. Barbara Reid. 
Ed,., Idea: 
Songs, Michael Rowed the Bwl Ashon: Row. Row. Row your Boa1 
Ewluation: 
O h e  the children for p a I i e i ~ o n  and infew m well as ability 10 me11 8 
story. 
... By Air or Water 
- -3-U-,, 
(Art, L Arm, S W i e s )  
(50-60 minutes) 
The childrm d l :  
pmticiicipaa in ceding and actively -sing pby. 
use their i-tion to mle play the expaicncs of flying sn airplane. 
- d i m  the purposes of maps and glob-. 
- watch a film and -nd to it by eontribuhg to an expaicnes Chart 
. participate m sreaung aclass poem. 
- write and illuswte a nory in their j o d r .  
P r e p n r i o m :  
Make m p i n  ofthe pilor'r hat (Appendix E p 
MlLs audoble  lo- mamal l .  xluon. glur ornapler. 
Set up k film pmjectar and locale the helm. 7he Iie1,ropler R~de. 
Also havesvmlable chan ppcr. marken. hehechrldrds)oumal% drawngand 
calouring materials. 
Lemon: 
Dintribute mpier of the pilot's  ha^ Allow children to coloru and cut out, 
anaching a headband. 
Put on a pilot's bat a d  m i t e  the poem, Lirrle Ri'pIme by R o m e  Williams as 
you pretend to fly ammd the mom. m s  outsmtehed. 
Little Airplloc 
Above the clouds 1 go. 
Baking "@I, Lmkhg I& 
Flvine hi& and low. 
I  see the avpon n m v .  
Gemty. &Y 1 touch down 
I'UtsLeyoumthmesome4sy 
ermmww&m8 
lavitE the chddmnto im into fheiraimlanes ama inin vn,, in the ehr S d  
~bcm w fasten ku &hi Wbm they haveLeo &:iG,'G th; w i-be what 
they fao ssc out ku modow Ifthey ncsd help, ssl ql&strons uch as "What do th 
p p l c  in mat park I d  lllr to yw7" "How do cars lmk  drff-t horn up bmT. 
Aan you haw ks the children d m  would 
npsadatmeofwhatcanbesseafmmupmthem hrcm 
rosa0~Whyypeopledm4pa. 
~ ~ ~ c ~ t o h e l p y w ~ a b o ~  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f l m m s d d t h a n t o w h a t t h e y l d ~  
thefilm ~ ~ d c s s ~ t h e c b m f ~ t h e f i v c ~  How 
ddIl~~&thaofoel?  Pmsr&dhysse? He& Smell?? 
W h e n t h . L u d a ~ c ~ ~ o f & ~ m ~ a  
class m Red the Poem &&aetha the wmde 
P l m .  h e  Rashusll. (E. P. DuMo, 1985). 
me fool of the wworldmtdrheflyhg mochine. Anhur Ranwnne. (F-. Stram 
and Gimux, 1968). 
7?wgloriouflighr mross~he Channel with Louh BIetiot. Alice Bc Marti. 
Pmveosen. (Viking, 1983). 
W e  =Glider (Appendix E, p. 362). 
ne m t  M M = ~ C  Race (~ppendix E. P. 363). 
Air travel mabilsr (Appsndir E, pp. 364-66). 
Rhyming Dictionmy ofPImcs 1978 I1 min 16- 
The Teddy Beor's SoIIoon Trip 1969 14 min 16- 
EwIumiom: 
Ob-e children's participation in tk dramatic play and the paw session 
Section 3 
Going Places 
... In Your 
Head I 
... In Your Head 
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... I n  Your Head 
RESOURCES USED 
BOOKS: 
Gravity is a mysteryby Fmddy" M. Braalcy (CmweU, 1970). 
Jungloualk by N. Tafuri 
Theplaners h o w s o l o r ~ s t e m  by F d y n M .  Branley. (Crowell, 1981) 
A variety of bwks, fiction and nonfictio* about the p l a t s  and space travel. 
CD-ROM: 
The MagrcSchwiBus &plo~es the So imwtem.  Micmsoft 
Encyclopedia such as Compton's Interactive Encyclopdio. Soffkey or E N Y I ~ L ~  
..-- 
I A ... In Your Head 
LEARNING CENTRE IDEAS 
CENTRE RECORDER 
Make copics ofthe rocket ccnbc mardcr (Appendix F, p 368) for each chgld. 
adjusting the numbm mordmgly \nth the number of ccnbcs you we Children wl! 
ctrcle the numbcrofthe centres as they am sompletnl 
WRITING 
Creative writing. Children complete the statement, "If I Were Shanded on the 
Moon! ..." (Appendix F, p. 369). They can draw apichln an the back of their sheets to go 
with their stories. 
READING 
Riddle Match & Planet Ordering. In this Solar System Centre, children match 
riddles to the planets on a bulletin board and write the names of the planets according to 
their dimnee from the sun. All the information about preparation, as well as file folder 
directions and a worksheet are included in Appendix F, pp. 370-73. 
ART 
SonlShn Mobile. In this Sun Centre, children will follow simple directions to 
make a sun and stars mobile, while l&g facts aboutthe sun. All the infannation 
about preparation, as well as file folder directions ax included in A p p e n d i m .  374- 
76. 
SCIENCE 
Lnllling About Gravity. Children will listen to a book about graviy and then 
make aparachutc to demonstrate the fome of gravity. All the information about 
preparation, as well as file folder directions are included in Appendix F, pp. 377-79. 
MATH 
Telling Time. Shldents demonstrate their koawledge oftelling time as they fill in 
an astmnaut's schedule. They will also make their own digital clack. All the infoxmatian 
239 
abouf prepat i4  as well as worbhestr am included in Appendix F, pp. 380-82. 
QUICK mSU ACTIVITY: 
Coorentration. Make a copy of the dim playing cardr ( A M *  F. pp. 383- 
85). colour. paste on eorurmctiall papr, and laminate. Children ean play conesndon 
during free time. 

I. Fly to a &way dntination (m up. bank to the lefr &right). 
2. Land me plane and unload your -lies (scetch w up then down mpnr IMW 
times). 
3. Drive your jeep inw the deep, dark jungle (holdonro steeping whed chmge gears). 
4. Walk inw the jungle (lifrhmes high when taking step). 
5. Hurry, get away from the lion! (run inploce ondclimb with nrm). 
6. Row your boat down a river ( h o l d o m ~ n d ~ e ) .  
7. Oops! You fall in the river! Swim quickly before the nomdiles eat you! ( m i m  with 
-) 
8. Run away fmm a hnd of elephants! (mn in place) 
9. Cmrs a m p  bridge (mor)ficf heel ID  to^, m outscetck4. 
lo. Amive baek at the airport and fly home ( m m  up). 
Get the ehildrm a retell thsiradvewm, keeping the events in the pmper 
qsquence. Ark them if Ulm was something that happened o them or something they raw 
w%ich they did not rhnre during the dzi. 
Ark them how they felt at different stager of the 
dramatic play. For example, was t ha s  a pan wiwe you werr 
afraid? Haw did you feel when you fell in the river? When you 
fmally arrived back at the airport? 
Ark than to thinkof the dzi and decide whish pslt 
was their favalrritc. Have them draw a picture and write about 
Ulis on b l d  r h a u  of paper. Suggest that they bind their pages 
togetha a make s class book about their adventure. Get them 
to help you name it. 
Sheep rob o h t b  Nimcy Shaw (Houghton Uafflm) 
Where the forerr mceo the re0 Jeanruc Baker (Srholastrc) 
Where ,he w~ldrhmgr o r .  Maunss Sendak (Hiuper. 1963) 
AudwviiunL. 
When fla Wild T h i w  Are 1977 8 mb 16mm 
Observe the childmn for i@IeresI and ~ c 1 p s t l m  in the Imm. Rave them nad 
their writ@ to you and re.s&madta them iudivdually in wiiing. 




